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Abstract
This thesis focuses on proposing a novel heat management solution which
could be applied in the next generation aircraft. The need for novel solu-
tions in this sector arises primarily from the severe installation constrains
and the increased use of electronics which in turn creates the need for
more efficient cooling. The research is accomplished by focusing on numer-
ical modelling of heat exchanger performance using computational fluid
dynamics.
In Chapters 1-3 an overview of the topics relating to the project is provided.
It was particularly focused on current heat exchangers used in industry and
the recent advancements within the aircraft thermal management systems
driving this project. Various additive layer manufacturing techniques are
compared and the most suitable one for heat exchangers is identified. In ad-
dition, current analytical/empirical design methodology of heat exchangers
is compared to existing numerical modelling work.
In Chapter 4 a two dimensional sinusoidal heat exchanger channel geome-
try was taken from a published numerical study. It was used to assess the
impact of various numerical modelling assumptions at the highest compu-
tational resolution feasible. It was found that for the flows occurring in the
transitional Reynolds number regime a particular care needs to be taken in
numerical solution setup to predict flow and heat transfer accurately which
is often not demonstrated in the literature.
In Chapter 5 a plate-fin heat exchanger with serrated corrugation was ex-
perimentally and numerically evaluated allowing to build a robust numer-
ical modelling framework for heat exchangers. During the process a novel
approach to model heat exchanger corrugation was proposed. It uses a slice
of a heat exchanger core and models both hot and cold fluid streams sep-
arated by a solid. It enables simulating the cross-flow heat transfer effects
directly and eliminates the need for analytical/empirical models still pop-
ular within industry. The data from this novel corrugation model was then
used in the heat exchanger unit model and produced a better agreement
with the experimental data than normally obtained in industry.
In Chapter 6 the research focused on applying additive layer manufacturing
to heat exchangers. A series of novel heat transfer ideas were designed
and manufactured of titanium using selective layer melting. The most
promising inter-layer heat exchanger corrugation was incorporated in a
novel proof of concept heat exchanger design with manifold headers. It was
then evaluated numerically and compared to a more conventional pin-fin
heat exchanger. Overall, the novel heat exchanger design led to increased
heat transfer with no penalty in flow resistance compared to the pin-fin heat
exchanger. This novel design, whilst is a proof of concept heat exchanger,
is a significant step in industry and opens the way for the next generation
more efficient heat transfer solutions.
Nomenclature
Ac Cross sectional area, [m
2]
As, Ah Total heat transfer area, [m
2]
β Surface area density, [m2/m3] or global pressure gradient, [Pa/m]
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure, [J/(kgK)]
Co Courant Number
dh Hydraulic diameter, [m]
δ Fin thickness, [m]
 Heat Exchanger Effectiveness or Turbulence dissipation, [s] or fin spacing ratio
fc core friction factor
ffanning Fanning friction factor
f Frequency, [Hz] or Forschheimer friction factor
G Mass flow velocity, m˙/Ac, [kg/(m
2s)]
γ Corrugation spacing ratio
h Convective film coefficient [W/(m2K)]
hf Head pressure loss, [m]
η0, ηf Effectiveness of secondary heat transfer surfaces
j Colburn Factor
Kc Entrance loss coefficient
Ke Exit loss coefficient
k Turbulent kinetic energy, [J/kg] or thermal conductivity of a material, [W/(mK)]
L, l Length or fin length, [m]
LMTD Log Mean Temperature Difference, [K]
M Mach Number
m˙ Mass flow, [kg/s]
µ Dynamic viscosity, [Pa · s]
Nst Stanton number
Nu Nusselt number
ν Kinematic viscosity, [m2/s]
P Perimeter, [m] or fluid pressure, [Pa]
Pr Prandtl number
Re Reynolds number
ρ Density, [kg/m3]
Q or Q˙ Heat transferred, [W ]
Qbalance Heat balance between the heat exchanger streams
Qhot Heat emitted by the hot side of the heat exchanger, [W ]
Qcold Heat absorbed by the cold side of the heat exchanger, [W ]
φ Flow area to face area ratio or standard deviation
T Temperature, [K]
U Overall heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2K)]
um Mean fluid velocity, [m/s]
Vs Flow volume, [m
3]
v Specific volume V/m, [m3/kg]
vm Mean specific volume (1/2(ve − vi))
ω Specific turbulence dissipation 1/
Abbreviations
ALM Additive Layer Manufacturing
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
BC bleed cabin
BE Bleed electronics
C compressor
CAD Computer Aided Design
CAU cold air unit
CYC cyclone device
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CTAI Cowl Thermal Anti-Ice
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
EA Exergy Analysis
EC exhaust cabin
ECS Environmental Control System
EE exhaust electronics
EGM Entropy Generation Optimisation
ERS secondary exhaust ram
FDM Fused Deposition Modelling
FVM Finite Volume Method
HE Heat Exchanger(s)
HX Heat Exchanger
HXP primary heat exchanger
HXS secondary heat exchanger
IR Infra Red
LOM Laminated Object Manufacturing
LPWE low pressure water extractor
M Motor
MC mixer cabin
ME mixer electronics
MEA More Electric Aircraft
NTU Number of Transfer Units
P Hydraulic Pump
PIV Particle Image Velocimetry
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes
RAT Ram Air Turbine
SB supply bleed
SG Started Generator
SLM Selective Laser Melting
SLS Selective Laser Sintering
SRS secondary ram supply
T turbine
TE Thermoeconomics
TMS Thermal Management System
XFR TRANS/Rectifier
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1.1 Project Outline
Various thermal duties within aeroplanes are handled by Aircraft Thermal Manage-
ment Systems (TMS) and Heat Exchangers (HE) play a crucial role in reliable and
efficient operation of these systems. The need for novel approaches to improve heat
transfer performance of them comes from multiple areas of interest. Firstly, current
aircraft TMS face an increased thermal stress during the operational cycle caused by
various upgrades such as installation of more powerful or additional electronics [1].
This in turn requires either additional research into the capability of an existing TMS
or a more efficient heat transfer solution. Second trend is the replacement of the
compressed bleed air powered systems in new aeroplanes by electrical generators and
independent electrically driven systems. It is overall a more efficient method of car-
rying out different TMS tasks [2, 3], however, it requires additional power generation
(e.g. a factor of 2 for Boeing 767 versus 787 Dreamliner [4]) which requires additional
cooling [2]. Third area is the improvement of stealth (low observability) characteristics
accomplished by managing the external thermal profile of the aircraft by reconfiguring
the arrangement of heat management systems or by using active approaches [4].
A HE is a device which enables transfer of energy between multiple fluid streams
separated by a solid or between a solid and a fluid stream in thermal contact, provided
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that there is a significant temperature difference between them [5]. Often HE are
classed by their compactness which is particularly important for the aviation industry.
It is described as a ratio of the heat transfer area to the overall HE core flow volume
and is achieved by reducing size of various heat transfer surfaces [6]. This leads to
reduction of the overall HE unit size which enables reducing installation space and
material requirements. Alternatively, enhancement in heat transfer performance is ac-
complished by promoting boundary layer separation (mixing) using different secondary
heat transfer surfaces (fins) or turbulators, such as coiled wire inserts. However, whilst
they help to enhance heat transfer, fins can also lead to large frictional losses [5, 6, 7],
especially with increasing flow rates. This feature of the field yields a huge variety
of surface configurations available in order to balance between heat rejection versus
friction losses, making the HE design process challenging.
The project assesses the conventional CFD methodology and develops a robust
novel method for accurate numerical analysis of HE. The developed methodology and
knowledge is then utilised to create a novel platular HE which allows to minimise
the inherent negative aspects of current generation HE. The novel HE design is then
realised by introducing Additive Layer Manufacturing (ALM) technology called Se-
lective Laser Melting (SLM) [8]. The technique relies on a computer controlled laser
which melts powder in successive layers and enables to construct previously impossible
and/or impractical geometries for HE to enhance heat transfer. The concept design is
then analysed using CFD and evaluated against a conventional HE unit design.
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1.2 Aircraft Thermal Management Systems
Modern aircraft are subjected to various heat sources which are managed using TMS
to ensure their reliable operation. The main heat sources arise from: kinetic heating
(skin friction), solar radiation (mainly subject for military aircraft), cabin pressurising
and conditioning, airframe system heat loads (wing de-icing, hydraulics and etc.) and
avionics heating [1, 2, 4]. A conventional air cycle TMS uses bleed air from the com-
pressor stage of a jet engine as a energy source (Figure 1.1a) which is then conditioned
by HE for various on-board tasks.
a) b)
Figure 1.1: a) Turbojet Engine schematics on the left [9] with b) Fuel exergy diagram
highlighting the importance of efficient TMS [10].
Figure 1.1b illustrates the effect TMS has on the overall efficiency and fuel con-
sumption of an aircraft which could reach ≈ 65% in cruise conditions [10] (Boeing
C-17). An example part of the TMS is given in Figure 1.2 where flow path of condi-
tioned air to the cabin is shown for a military aircraft in order to explain the working
principle and complexity of such systems. The air flow in the Figure 1.2 system is
firstly extracted from the engine at the Supply Bleed (SB) position and its moisture
is reduced using a cyclone device. The bleed air is then cooled by the Primary Heat
Exchanger (HXP) using ram air (cold air from the atmosphere) before the entering
compressor stage of the Cold Air Unit (CAU). Compressed air is then further cooled
down using a Secondary Ram Air Source (SRS) at the Secondary Heat Exchanger
(HXS). Then the flow is expanded using the turbine and is mixed with the hot bleed
air at a Mixer (ME) to achieve a required flow temperature. Part of the air is then
exhausted into the cabin to cool the Electronics (EE) whilst from the rest of the flow
the residual moisture is extracted using the Low Pressure Water Extractor (LPWE).
The flow again is mixed with bleed air at the station MC and supplied to the cabin.
Such system is known as a two-wheel bootstrap cycle ECS - a widespread solution
because of its self regulating features for various conditions [11, 12].
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Figure 1.2: Air ECS schematics of an in service military fast-jet. Arrows indicate the
flow direction and colour - temperature [11].
SB - supply bleed CYC - cyclone device
HXP - primary heat exchanger C - compressor
HXS - secondary heat exchanger SRS - secondary ram supply
ERS - secondary exhaust ram T - turbine
CAU - cold air unit BE - Bleed electronics
ME - mixer electronics LPWE - low pressure water extractor
EE - exhaust electronics MC - mixer cabin
BC - bleed cabin EC - exhaust cabin
Table 1.1: Air ECS nomenclature.
Fuel is an alternative heat sink used to absorb the heat [13] and whilst it is a much
more efficient heat absorption source its use is mainly limited to oil cooling within
different aircraft systems. The main limitation of it comes from variable fuel flow rate
to the engine which depends on the operating conditions and the overall reduction in
fuel volume during the flight. This is turn could result in an abrupt increase of the
fuel temperature affecting the engine performance [4]. To improve the ram/bleed air
systems the TMS of some modern aircrafts use liquid cooling in parts of the system
as vapour cycle systems are compact and up to 5 times more efficient in terms of the
coefficient of performance. However, their use is limited due to the added weight and
a narrow operating temperature range of refrigerants. Cooling with dielectric fluids
has also been used for avionics which are conventionally cooled by air due to the flight
safety [4].
Continuous design aim of a TMS is to minimise the cooling system size and the
bleed air requirement. It is driven by inefficiency of the current systems where the
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ratio between engine power consumed to the heat load cooled is approximately 10:1
[4]. The problems become more pronounced for high performance military aircrafts
where the density of avionics causes the weight to increase not only in terms of the
electronics itself, but also by the supply network. This in turn requires bigger ram
air inlets and HE which create drag and higher usage of bleed air leading to reduced
efficiency of an aircraft [4].
Figure 1.3: No bleed air TMS architecture schematic of the Boeing 787 [14].
HX - Heat Exchanger CTAI - Cowl Thermal Anti-Ice
XFR - TRANS/Rectifier –– Electrical
SG - Started Generator –– Hydraulic
RAT - Ram Air Turbine –– Pneumatics
P - Hydraulic Pump –– Fuel
M - Motor –– Ram air
Table 1.2: No bleed TMS nomenclature.
Thus, researchers have been developing TMS in which the bleed air is almost com-
pletely eliminated to reduce complexity, cost and weight of the new systems. The
design framework is known as More Electric Aircraft (MEA), initially considered in
the defence industry in the early 1990’s [15, 16]. Interestingly, both TMS types have
been used in aeroplanes during the WWII [17]. However, the electrically driven concept
was forgotten due to initially higher compactness of the bleed air systems. The switch
back to the electrical systems has become feasible recently due to advances in power
electronics [17]. In the no-bleed systems the energy source (compressed air) is replaced
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with the electrical power generators connected to the plane engines and storage ca-
pacity (batteries) making different components modular. Systems designed under this
framework replace the bleed air used for pneumatics and hydraulics by electrical actu-
ation. This in turn makes the aircraft more reliable as a failure of a single component
will have little/no effect on other systems. The benefits of eliminating engine bleed
are further pronounced in modern jet engines where the negative efficiency effects of
bleed air extraction are higher due to greater compression ratios [4]. The most known
civil example of this design framework is Boeing 787 [2] (Figure 1.3) where the bleed
air has almost been eliminated apart from the engine cowl de-icing. Other systems use
electrical generators and hydraulic pumps connected to the engine or are powered by
electrical motors. Electrical compressors are used for the systems which require com-
pressed air (such as ECS) or in case of wing anti-icing - heating mats are employed.
This allows to save the ducting space and weight (up to 8” diameter pipes can be used
in commercial aircrafts [4]). However, no bleed air TMS also requires a new approach
for aircraft cooling, arising from the increased use of electrical equipment [2].
1.3 Heat Exchangers and Aviation
1.3.1 Main Types of Heat Exchangers
There are various traditional HE types, some of the most popular include shell and
tube, tube-fin, plate and plate-fin. The shell and tube is one of the most well known
types of HE (Figure 1.4a). However, it is difficult to manufacture it sufficiently compact
for an application in aerospace [7]. A more compact alternative is the tube-fin HE
(Figure 1.4b) with the variety of tube and fin configurations available depending on
an application with the examples detailed in [18, 19, 20, 21]. It is utilised in aerospace
industry [21] because of the high pressure containment capability [5, 7].
a) b)
Figure 1.4: Examples of a) Shell and tube HE [22] and b) Tube-fin HE [18].
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Plate HE consist of layers of thin metal plates separating the two flows (Figure
1.5a). They are normally used for compact liquid-liquid heat transfer and offer good
thermal efficiency, but clean fluid streams are required to prevent blockages of the HE
[5]. Again, a variety of plate corrugations are used depending on the manufacturer
and application [7].
a) b)
Figure 1.5: a) Platular HE example with the flow schematics [23]. b) Types plate-fin
HE secondary heat transfer surfaces (corrugation). [7].
Plate-fin HE are cross-flow HE where secondary surfaces (fins) are installed between
the flat plates separating the two flows. Alternatively, flat tubes can be incorporated
between the fins for condensing/evaporating applications. These HE are used widely
in the aerospace and automotive industries due to their reliability, compactness and
operation with low temperature difference between the fluid streams. It can be applied
for liquid-liquid, gas-liquid or gas-gas heat transfer with some of the most popular
secondary surfaces illustrated in Figure 1.5b [5, 7].
1.3.2 Summary of Heat Exchanger Modelling
HE design can be accomplished using three main methods: experiments, analytical
and numerical calculations. One of the key books focusing on compact HE design
was published by Kays and London (1964) [6]. It describes the required experimen-
tal setup to evaluate different HE corrugation and the analytical NTU −  modelling
method which is still popular in the HE industry. A more recent summary of the field
was completed by Hesselgreaves (2001) [7] which also includes some of the modern
manufacturing methods. An extensive summary of the analytical heat transfer theory
and alternative NTU-P, LMTD and other analytical HE modelling methods are also
provided by Shah and Sekulic [24] and Rohsenow et al. [5]. The analytical models
above require the HE corrugation data obtained prior either experimentally or ana-
lytically and allows one to quickly estimate HE performance for a specific application.
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However, these methods fail to take into account more complex fluid flow effects such
as flow inside the HE headers.
Modelling of the heat transfer network is another approach utilised in aerospace. It
is typically based on exergy (available work) analysis and can be used to evaluate the
overall performance of complicated systems such as aircraft TMS [10, 25]. Examples
include Vargas and Bejan [10] who used exergy methods to optimise performance of
the HE as part of a larger system. Another application is shown by Leo and Perez-
Grande [25] where component cost per unit of exergy is used to analyse the aircraft
performance during different operational regimes.
The emerging trend is to model HE with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
because it allows to obtain a detailed prediction of flow and heat transfer inside the HE
and to evaluate complicated geometries without the need for physical testing. A recent
review of HE CFD studies was completed by Bhutta et al. [26] in which over 50 different
studies are examined covering a broad range of HE types and show emerging popularity
of the numerical methods. Analysis of relevant compact HE, such as plate-fin HE,
was found to be undertaken in two steps. Firstly, a detailed flow and heat transfer
analysis through a small representative section of HE corrugation is undertaken. The
results of it are then extrapolated to a simplified model of the complete HE unit.
These models use the same NTU −  [6] relations implemented as a source term to
the energy equation to provide with the simplified heat transfer prediction. The flow
inside the HE core is simplified using porous media models, applied as source terms
to flow momentum equation. This two step approach is necessary due to the high
number of flow elements present (high HE compactness). The simplified modelling is
often coupled with a conventional CFD analysis to study phenomena affecting the HE
performance as a part of a system. Good examples are the studies of inefficient HE
headers which cause maldistribution at the inlet section to the HE core [27, 28, 29]. It
is a common HE problem occurring due to the employed manufacturing methods and
restricted HE installation volume.
1.4 Aims and Objectives
Project Aims
1. To develop experimentally validated CFD modelling approaches for compact HE.
2. To identify the opportunities for improving performance (weight, space and heat
transfer) of HE using validated CFD in combination with ALM.
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Objectives to meet aim 1:
1. Identify the potential areas of novel research and different modelling approaches
for current HE using the literature review (Chapters 1- 3).
2. Highlight challenges and limitations in detailed flow and heat transfer predictions
at a range of Reynolds numbers through a selected HE corrugation. This was
accomplished by the two dimensional CFD sinusoidal channel simulations using
OpenFOAM and ANSYS Fluent (Chapter 4).
3. Experimentally test a compact HE to obtain a comprehensive dataset for valida-
tion of the CFD analysis. The work was completed with the expertise from an
industrial partner (Chapter 5).
4. Compare and assess validity of different simplified modelling assumptions using
CFD by modelling the full HE unit and the experimental data acquired for
validation (Chapter 5).
Objectives to meet aim 2:
1. Produce and evaluate a series of novel HE concepts that exploit ALM. The con-
cepts were modelled using HE knowledge obtained prior in the project (Chapter
6).
2. Evaluate the novel proof of concept HE performance aimed to reduce inher-
ent inefficiencies of current HE by utilising prior developed CFD methodology
(Chapter 6).
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2.1 Introduction
In this section a comprehensive overview of the HE field is provided. Current HE are
discussed, showing typical heat transfer surfaces and traditional HE manufacturing
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methods employed. The main ALM techniques are summarised next discussing the
suitability of each method for heat transfer applications. Finally, traditional meth-
ods used to design HE are presented, including analytical and network heat transfer
modelling together with standard and novel experimental procedures.
2.2 Traditional Heat Exchangers
2.2.1 HE Classification
There is a large number of HE types available and HE compactness is often used as
one of the measures to classify them (Figure 2.1). It is described by surface density
[7]:
β =
As
Vs
,
[
m2
m3
]
(2.1)
where As - total heat transfer area [m
2], Vs - flow volume [m
3]. Another important
characteristic for the HE compactness is the hydraulic diameter dh of a HE core [6]:
dh =
4Ac
P
=
4AcL
As
, [m] (2.2)
where Ac - cross-sectional area of the flow passage [m
2], L - length of the channel [m],
P - perimeter [m].
Figure 2.1: Main HE classification based on heat transfer surface density and hydraulic
diameter [30].
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Threshold value for a HE to be classed as compact varies depending on the fluids
used. To achieve compactness of a gaseous HE, surface density should be at β & 700
m2/m3 with the hydraulic diameter reduced to dh . 5 mm. A liquid/two phase HE
requires both a lower surface area density (β & 400 m2/m3) and a higher hydraulic
diameter of dh . 8 mm due to better heat transfer properties of liquids. Next level
of compactness is specified as laminar HE with β & 3000 m2/m3. At this stage the
flows always remain in laminar regime, because of the low hydraulic diameter and the
resulting low Reynolds number defined as [31]:
Re =
ρumdh
µ
(2.3)
where um - mean flow velocity [m/s], ρ - fluid density [kg/m
3] and µ - shear viscosity of
the fluid [Pa·s]. Further compactness level is classed at a microchannel level β & 10000
m2/m3 [5]. HE can also be classified using various other factors such as orientation
of the flows (parallel, counter or cross) which allows to estimate the overall efficiency
of the HE. Another method is classification by construction (Figure 2.2) with most of
these HE are used in aerospace and are discussed further in the following sections.
Figure 2.2: Main HE classification based on the construction/geometry features ac-
cording to [5, 7, 32].
2.2.2 Shell and Tube HE
Shell and tube HE are one of the most commonly used HE in industry. A disassembled
view of a simple single pass shell and tube HE is presented in Figure 2.3. In these HE
one flow is passed through a number of small diameter tubes whilst the next fluid flows
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through the shell side. There is a variety of alternative tube configurations available
such as U-tube or straight flow arrangement whilst the flow inside the tubes is often
perturbed using fins [24]. Flow though the shell side is disturbed using baﬄes, typically
the semi-circular ones (Figure 2.3). Helical baﬄe design is a modern approach aimed
to enhance heat transfer with minimised pressure losses (Figure 2.4) [33] with more
arrangements available in Rohsenow et al. [5].
Figure 2.3: Shell and tube heat exchanger example with semi-circular baﬄes [34].
Shell and tube HE are normally used for liquid-liquid or liquid-steam heat transfer
and have multiple advantages causing their popularity. These HE can be designed to
be at a vast range of sizes and operated at various conditions (even in vacuum or high
pressure applications) and be manufactured to enable access for cleaning (Figure 2.3)
[34]. In addition, shell and tube HE can be made of a variety of materials including
both metal and non-metal (e.g. glass, graphite), allowing the HE to be used in harsh
environments such as nuclear plants, chemical and process industry [35]. The main
disadvantage of the shell and tube HE, however, is the low surface area density ranging
between 50 m2/m3 to 100 m2/m3 [5, 7], limiting their use for applications with highly
constrained installation space available.
Figure 2.4: Shell and tube heat exchanger model with helical baﬄes [33].
2.2.3 Plate Heat Exchangers
These HE can be arranged in both cross-flow and counter-flow orientations and are
often used as compact alternatives to the shell and tube HE. Plate HE consist of layers
of thin metal plates separating the two flows with a variety of corrugations available
(Figure 2.5) [7, 36]. They are typically used for compact liquid-liquid heat transfer
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and offer good thermal efficiency. However, the surface area compactness requires
clean fluid streams to prevent blockages [5], arising from the small hydraulic diameter
(dh . 10 mm). Plate-and-frame HE is a highly modifiable version of the plate HE. It
uses gaskets between the thin plates together with movable end covers which provide
a flexibility to adapt for changing cooling requirements (Figure 1.5a).
a) b) c) d) e) f)
Figure 2.5: Different plate patterns: a) washboard, b) zigzag, c) herringbone, d) pro-
trusions and depressions, e) washboard with secondary corrugation f) oblique wash-
board [36].
Welded plate HE (Figure 2.6) are also widely available and are used for more de-
manding duties including high pressure, corrosive applications [5, 7] and are extensively
studied in the literature. A particular focus of research was the alignment angles of
different plate HE corrugations with the goal to find the most effective solution (least
amount of pressure drop versus increase in heat transfer).
Figure 2.6: Welded washboard platular HE example [24].
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2.2.4 Plate-fin Heat Exchangers
Plate-fin HE (Figure 2.7) are designed for cross-flow applications and are constructed
using secondary surfaces (fins) between the flat plates which separate flows with the
standard corrugation shapes shown before in Figure 1.5b. Schematic of a single plate-
fin HE layer is shown in Figure 2.7a. Such HE unit is built by alternating the layers in
cross-flow to form a HE core (Figure 2.7b). It is a labour intensive process, completed
using a template rig and manual labour. The HE core is then cured using vacuum
brazing to create a bond between the individual pieces. The technique allows the plate-
fin HE to be made of nickel, stainless steel or inconel depending on an application [7].
This type of HE was primarily developed for aerospace in 1940’s to be used in aircraft
thermal management, however, currently it is used in various applications. Corrugation
between the two parallel plates in the plate-fin HE (Figure 2.7) is beneficial for multiple
reasons. Firstly, the fins disturb the fluid streams, providing improved heat transfer
a) b)
Figure 2.7: a) Single layer structure of a plate-fin HE core [24]. b) Example plate-fin
HE core [37].
performance. Secondly, the fins enable a low dh of HE which enhances the heat transfer
coefficient through high HE compactness and enables it to be used for both gas-liquid
or gas-gas applications. Thirdly, corrugation also aids structural integrity of the HE
unit [7]. Plate-fin HE allows multistreaming capability (up to 12 streams reported in
[7]) and high area density with dh = 1 or 2 mm making it more efficient even at low
∆T . Plate-fin HE structure is also used in a hybrid configuration with flat tubes in
condensers/evaporators, particularly in automotive industry. In these HE tubes are
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used to carry the refrigerant in one of the two layouts: either headered (Figure 2.8a)
or serpentine patterns (Figure 2.8b) [5, 7, 38].
a)
b)
Figure 2.8: Plate-fin/tubular condenser/evaporator layouts. a) Headered flow pathway
for the refrigerant, b) Serpentine flow pattern [39].
Phase change surface enhancement is undertaken for more demanding applications
and requires a different approach depending if the fluid is evaporating or condensing.
The purpose of secondary boiling surfaces is to promote formation of the steam. This
is accomplished by preventing too rapid removal of liquid and gas mixture from the HE
during vaporisation. However, for condensing applications the secondary surfaces are
designed to ensure efficient drainage of the condensate, thus, a thick thermal boundary
layer would not inhibit the heat transfer (Figure 2.9) [7].
a) b)
Figure 2.9: Enhanced a) evaporator and b) condenser surfaces for HE [7].
2.2.5 Tube-fin HE
This type of HE is used mainly for gas to liquid flows and has historically been popular
for air cooling in locomotives, steam condensers. The outer flow is typically gaseous
and either individual or flat fins are used to enhance heat transfer (Figure 2.10). The
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individual fins are more commonly used in large assemblies whilst platular fins are
a more cost effective solution [7]. A variety of platular fins were developed (such as
louvred or wavy) to match a certain heat transfer requirement. However, the main
a) b)
Figure 2.10: a) Flat finned tube-fin HE and b) Individually finned tube schematics
[24].
issue associated with the platular fins is the design for extreme conditions which can
cause expansion of the fins onto the tubes resulting in material stresses. Circular,
rectangular or elliptical tubing is used for the tubular side [24] with various internal
structures possible (Figure 2.11). The main advantage of the tube-fin HE is high
pressure containment on the tubular side compared to the other HE. However, tube-fin
HE are typically of lower compactness compared to plate-fin HE with the commercially
available units reaching the compactness levels of only β ≈ 3300 m2/m3 [5, 7].
Figure 2.11: Various tubular heat transfer surfaces [24].
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2.2.6 Printed Circuit HE (PCHE)
PCHE are formed by diffusion bonding a stack of plates with fluid passages manu-
factured by photochemically etching the flow channels [7] (Figure 2.12). This process
results in the heat transfer channels having a depth ranging from 0.1 to 2.1 mm. The
individual plates are then diffusion bonded to form a HE core to which the headers are
attached. The process allows the HE unit to be manufactured using a range of mate-
rials such as steel, copper, aluminium, nickel and others enabling various applications.
Different etching patterns can also be used to form cross, counter, or multi-fluid flow
pass configurations. Another big advantage of this HE type is a very high pressure
containment together with good anti-corrosion properties which led to popularity of
this HE in offshore oil platforms. The main drawback of these HE is that due to
the small hydraulic diameter the flow resistance can become excessive, limiting the
application range [24].
a) b)
Figure 2.12: a) PCHE core section [24] and b) zoomed in view of the PCHE channel
[7].
2.2.7 Integrated Heat Management Techniques
This type of heat transfer management is relatively new and arose due to the increased
need for cooling, particularly in aerospace, requiring a more integrated approach [2].
A potential technology is to use foams which can be incorporated into the structure
of the aircraft to minimise the space constraints (Figure 2.13). High performance
graphite foams have been developed by Klett et al. [40] as they have several times
higher specific thermal conductivity (thermal conductivity divided by specific gravity)
than metallic substitutes. Alternatively, experimental studies were conducted by Kim
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et al. [41] (2000) and by De Schampheleire et al. [42] (2013) proposing aluminium
based foams for the heat transfer.
Figure 2.13: Graphite foam incorparated between aluminium plates [40].
Another idea is to utilise the air around the aircraft as a coolant for heat manage-
ment (Figure 2.14)[43]. This has been implemented for the CL-600 Challenger (small
passenger aircraft) [44] where a layer of HE fins is used between the outer and inner
sections of the skin of the aircraft. The fluid movement is then promoted using fans.
The main disadvantage of this system is that at the increasing altitude the heat ca-
pacity decreases [45] due to lower air density. Also, it would not work at supersonic
speeds due to the heat induced by skin friction [46].
Figure 2.14: Aircraft skin heat transfer schematics [43].
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2.3 Additive Layer Manufacturing and HE
Additive Layer Manufacturing (ALM) is a process during which a part is produced
by incrementally adding solid material to form a desired part and is fundamentally
different from traditional manufacturing where a part is formed using various material
removal processes [47]. ALM has been developing rapidly due to its superiority to
the traditional processes for many applications by allowing greater design freedom,
shorter design and manufacture cycles. In addition, production of a part using multiple
materials is enabled with ALM together with the overall saving in price arising from
reduced labour, fixtures, tooling and energy requirements [48].
Figure 2.15: Additive layer manufacturing design schematic [49].
A typical ALM process is briefly explained in Figure 2.15. It starts from building
a CAD model of a required part which is then sliced into layers using specialised
software. Then one of the four types of the ALM machines is selected based on the
design requirement in which a part is built in successive layers with Figure 2.16 showing
a variety of manufacturing processes developed to date.
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Figure 2.16: Different types of additive layer manufacturing techniques [48, 50].
2.3.1 Stereolithography
Stereolithography is one of the first popular ALM methods with patents found in 1980’s
[51]. The process works by curing the photosensitive resin to a polymer using a laser
with Figure 2.17 providing a schematic of the process.
Figure 2.17: Stereolithography process [52].
A part is built in layers which vary in height based on the design requirements, curing
the resin at specified locations. At the end of the print the build volume is drained
of the resin which can then be reused [50, 53, 54]. Common manufacturing errors of
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the technique are over-curing of the resin and height control during the layering steps.
Initially, the technique was limited to demonstrational models, however, introduction
of microstereolithography allowed ultra-dense structures for electronics substrates and
expanded the applications to consumer, medical and defence electronics [48].
2.3.2 Fused Deposition Modelling
Fused deposition modelling (FDM) method [55] is one of the most widely used ALM
processes. An array of materials including plastics, wax and even metals and ceramics
(the latter two require binders) can be used for manufacture [47]. The process is
illustrated in Figure 2.18 and works by extruding solid material (typically packed in
reels) which is melted at the nozzle just above the melting temperature. The deposited
material then solidifies instantaneously and adheres to the previous layers. However,
the process causes two inherent disadvantages: seam line between the layers and need
for support material. Thus, to aid manufacturing the support material is printed from
a different nozzle and use an easy to remove material in more advanced FDM machines
[56].
Figure 2.18: Fused deposition modelling schematic [52].
2.3.3 Laminated Object Manufacturing
Laminar Object Manufacturing (LOM) [57] combines the existing traditional stacked
plate technique found in current HE and the ALM. The method works by cutting layers
of a complex part from a sheet/roll of pre-manufactured material using a laser [48].
The completed part is then either brazed or utilises adhesives to form a part [58]. The
method is cheap, fast and allows manufacture using a variety of materials including
metals, plastics and even composites [48, 52, 59] and was observed to be used for HE
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manufacture in industry. However, the process has two main disadvantages limiting its
use: firstly, large amount of material produced [48, 60]. Secondly, the method results
in low surface quality arising from vertical stacking of the structure, unacceptable for
many industrial applications [61].
Figure 2.19: Laminar object manufacturing schematic [58].
2.3.4 Wire-Feed Metal Additive Layer Manufacturing
Technology, originating in 1925 [62] progressed only relatively recently, driven by the
advances in power electronics, is reminiscent of FDM which is commonly used for man-
ufacturing with polymers. In this method metal is extruded from a wire feeder which
is then melted at selected locations, allowing to gradually form a part in layers (Figure
2.20). The melting process requires a heat source which is obtained through either a
welding arc, laser or electron beam [63]. The technology has also been developed for a
variety of materials, such as steel [64], nickel [65] and titanium [66, 67]. Compared to
powder based metal ALM it has higher production speeds and minimises the material
wastage. However, constant high heat input into the part also needs to taken into
account which otherwise can lead to significant distortion and residual stresses in the
structure [68, 69].
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Figure 2.20: Wire feed ALM process schematic utilising a laser for constructing part
layers [68, 69].
2.3.5 Metal Powder Additive Layer Manufacturing
A powder based metal ALM system consists of a laser, powder dispensing apparatus
and a computer control system. Additions such as inert gas environment or powder
bed preheating are also possible if required [70, 71, 72]. The process (Figure 2.21)
works by firstly depositing material on a base using a blade, knife or a roller which
is then selectively fused by a laser. Loose powder remains in a container serving as
a support for the subsequent layers of a part until it is manufactured completely [73]
and can be reused for future builds.
Figure 2.21: Powder based ALM process schematic [73, 74].
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These machines have many variables, some of which include: powder size & density,
pulse frequency, laser power, scan size & speed, scan spacing, making the manufac-
turing process highly customisable [75]. Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is one of the
powder-based ALM techniques in which a part is manufactured by either liquid-phase
or solid-phase sintering [76].
Solid-phase sintering powders contain both, metal and binder material (polymer).
Only the binder material surrounding the metal is fused during the laser irradiation
stage which then solidifies during cool down [77]. This results in a highly porous part
which requires further thermal treatment to increase sintering level [78] and to remove
binder material [74]. The process is called debinding and works by increasing the
density of a part by either filling the gaps with metallic or polymeric material [79, 80]
or by hot isostatic pressing [81].
Liquid state sintering is a process where both single and two component powders
are used. In the of case a single component powder a laser melts only exterior of the
granules to make them adhere [76, 82]. Liquid sintering of two component powders is
completed by fully melting the material with a lower melting point and uses it as a
binder, shown schematically in Figure 2.22. It is a particularly useful for producing
ceramic-metal hybrids called cermets [74]. However, both processes still require post-
treatment if less porous parts are desired [78].
Figure 2.22: Stages of two material liquid phase sintering [74].
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is a similar process to SLS in which the powder granules
are fully melted to form a part [78, 83]. Compared to the other powder techniques
it results in almost 100% dense part and avoids expensive and long post-treatment
[78]. High residual stresses caused during powder melting is the main issue with the
process. They can be detrimental to the structural integrity of a part and need to be
reduced by either heating a manufactured part or a base plate of a SLM apparatus
[84, 85]. However, SLM parts can be manufactured using relevant to HE materials
such as: aluminium [86], titanium [87], stainless steel [88] and nickel alloys [89]. In
addition, thin material layers (50 µm [90]) can be produced enabling manufacture at
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the relevant lenghtscales to the HE. This allowed clearly identifying the method as the
most suitable for novel heat transfer solutions.
2.4 Traditional Methods to Predict HE Performance
2.4.1 HE Modelling Methods
Traditional approaches for designing HE are presented with particular focus on com-
pact HE which are the most common within aerospace. For a long time development of
HE was limited to experimental studies and analytical calculations, including compact
HE which are in the interest of this project. Kays and London [6] were pioneers in the
field and summarised both experimental and analytical compact HE design method-
ology in the 1960’s with more recent summaries of the subject available in [5, 7, 24].
However, accuracy of the analytical methodology is limited and it can only be used
with confidence for simple geometries. It can also be beneficial as an initial guess of
HE performance which then needs to be confirmed by experimental work. Modelling
HE as a part of heat transfer network is another approach undertaken during the
design of complex systems where a system view is taken instead. Such modelling is
based around exergy (available work) and allows analysing complicated systems such
as aircraft TMS [10, 25].
2.4.1.1 HE Design Process
Typical HE design objective is minimal pressure drop achieved with maximum heat
transfer. HE design flow chart (Figure 2.23) illustrates complexity of the process and
was constructed from the review of [5, 6, 7]. First point in the design cycle is to obtain
accurate initial data from heat transfer network analysis. This enables an engineer
to select a HE type which has a big impact on the size and price of the final HE
unit and is often selected based on experience. Once the HE type is chosen, software
employing analytical methodology selects appropriate secondary heat transfer surfaces
(corrugation) and produces an initial guess of the HE core. It is then equipped with the
connecting features for each flow (headers, bypass valves) and experimentally tested
to check whether the required performance is achieved. In case it is not - the design
cycle is then reiterated to select a more capable HE for a specific application.
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Application
Define HE require-
ments (mass flow
rate, pressure drop,
heat rejection)
Select base HE
type (tubular,
platular or other)
Select secondary
surfaces of the HE
Obtain HE core heat
transfer and flow
characteristics by
analytical methods
Experimentally
test full scale HE
with headers to
confirm heat man-
agement capacity
Are the
design re-
quirements
met?
Update the design
STOP
no
yes
Figure 2.23: Typical HE design workflow.
2.4.2 Experimental Techniques
2.4.2.1 HE Corrugation
An important step of HE design is selecting the HE corrugation which enhances heat
transfer. However, whilst for simple geometries analytical solutions can be found
[91, 92], the majority of geometries require either numerical or experimental testing
to evaluate their performance. Schematic of an experimental setup for compact HE
corrugations is provided in Figure 2.24. It is based on research in 1950’s [93, 94],
summarised by Kays and London [6]. In this setup the standard procedure was to
use rectangular HE test cores in cross-flow (≈ 210 × 250 mm). The test HE cores
contained HE corrugation of interest on the primary flow side (air) and performance
of it was measured against a range of flow rates. Uniform flow inlet to the test HE
core provided using the rectangular ducting. The air flow rate was measured using
orifice plates according to the ASME standards prior to the inlet to HE core with the
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temperature measured with thermocouples at the same location. In order to provide
accurate downstream air temperature the measurements were taken at 27 locations
throughout the cross-sectional area of the duct.
Figure 2.24: Schematic experimental test setup for evaluating HE corrugation.
Slightly superheated steam was supplied to provide with the constant heat transfer
condition for the secondary flow. Both, steam and the condensate were measured
separately allowing to calculate heat balance of the test:
Qbalance =
Qcold
Qhot
. (2.4)
A ratio of 1 would mean an ideal heat transfer scenario, however, in practice some
heat loss to the environment is inevitable, such as ±3% imbalance reported by Kays
and London [6]. Setup given in [6] also provides with ±5% accuracy for other derived
non-dimensional flow and heat factors which can then be used in the analytical heat
transfer theory (Section 2.4.3) for estimating size of HE.
2.4.2.2 HE Unit Experiments
HE unit experimental analysis is the next step and whilst the experimental setup
remains similar to Figure 2.24, the research found concentrated on studying the HE
header effects (Figure 2.25a). They are often designed inefficient, due to the limited
HE installation volume and manufacturing constrains. This leads to high levels of
maldistribution produced by such designs resulting in under-utilised HE core regions.
A common solution found was introduction of a baﬄe into an inlet HE header [27, 29,
95, 96, 97] (Figure 2.25b). Such baﬄe has smaller diameter holes where most of the
flow is suspected in a non-baﬄed design - effectively blocking the flow through that
area. Larger diameter holes are drilled in the corners of a header, distributing the
flow more evenly. It is an acceptable solution, however, it also creates an additional
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blockage inside HE as it requires higher pumping power which can be critical for a
certain application.
a) b)
Figure 2.25: a) Plate-fin HE core example with the header [95] and b) Two stage
baﬄed HE header to reduce maldistribution by [95].
2.4.2.3 Effects of HE Fouling
HE fouling is a critical parameter defining longevity of a certain HE and is another im-
portant area of experimental testing and should be considered during the HE design.
Main negative impacts of fouling are: reduced heat transfer and increased pump-
ing/fan power requirement whilst for stationary applications, such as air conditioning,
dust accumulation acts as a bacterial spreading source [98, 99, 100]. Majority of the
studies concentrated on the air-side (environment) HE fouling where it is difficult to
control the quality of the fluid stream. Studies by Ahn et al. [98], Breuker and Braun
[101] and Krafthefer and Bonne [102] reported fouling influence after a substantial HE
performance in the field. In case of Ahn et al. [98], evaporators in operation were eval-
uated for 7 years and up to 44% increase in flow resistance with 10-15% reduction in
cooling capacity were found. Krafter and Bonne [102] investigated fouling of a ground
source heat pump coils in operation and found that over the period of 5-7 years the
requirement for pumping power was doubled together with 18% efficiency reduction of
the heat pump. Breuker and Baum [101] investigated various rooftop HE and found
up to 56% blockage of the HE core inlet area which resulted in 11% decrease in cooling
capacity and 18% decrease in the overall efficiency.
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Clean HE HE Fouled with 135g
ASHRAE Test Dust
HE Fouled with 500g
Arizona Road Test Dust
Figure 2.26: Frontal view of plate-fin HE before and after fouling experiments [103].
A range of studies were also conducted under laboratory conditions (Figure 2.26).
Typical materials in testing for use were dust such as ASHRAE standard dust [103, 104]
or saw dust [105]. Studies by Bell and Groll [103], Lakinnen et al. [104] and Pak et
al. [106] found up to 200% increase in flow resistance with detrimental effect to heat
transfer between 8-18% based on the HE configuration. Bell and Groll [103] also
compared two types of standard dust (Figure 2.26). This study showed that whilst
ASHRAE dust fouling resulted in higher pressure drop the heat transfer reduction
was found larger with the Arizona road dust highlighting application related longevity
specifics. In addition, the Bell and Groll [103] study concluded that the passages with
smaller channel width than 2 mm were prone to blocking, indicating size limits of the
HE fins exposed to the environment.
Figure 2.27: Heat transfer coefficient plot across the corrugated plate acquired using
thermal imaging [107].
2.4.2.4 Advances in Experimental Analysis
Increased use of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and thermal imaging cameras was
observed in recent journal articles with the results of both often used in conjunction
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with CFD simulations. Thermal imaging was found to have been used in a range of
applications, including early 2000’s studies of standard HE such as tube-fin [108, 109].
More recently it has been applied to compact surfaces such as heat pipe cooling of
micro electronics [110] or HE with aluminium porous foam corrugation [42]. Freund
and Kabelac [107] published a comprehensive article on thermal imaging (Figure 2.27)
where various compact platular HE were tested and compared to CFD analysis, stating
the importance of CFD for better understanding of heat transfer distribution inside
HE.
PIV approach uses particles injected into the flow which are tagged and pho-
tographed at close time intervals. Movement of them allows determining local velocity
vectors. The process is repeated a number of times until a clear time-average can
be obtained [35, 111] (Figure 2.28). The technique has also been applied to a range
of studies including the analysis of the before shown (Figure 2.25) HE header [96] to
inform about the stagnant flow regions (Figure 2.28a). It was also applied in tube-fin
HE studies (Figure 2.28b) [112, 113] and in a recent study of microchannels, often
encountered in the plate-fin HE (Figure 2.28c) [114].
a)
b)
c)
Figure 2.28: PIV examples: of a) Maldistribution in the HE header [96], b) Flow past
the tube-fin corrugation [112] and c) Flow visualisation in a microchannel [114].
2.4.3 Analytical HE Core Modelling
Analytical predictions historically have been the only tool available for estimating the
HE size. Theory for compact HE was firstly summarised by Kays and London [6] and
later updated in books such as Rohsenow et al. [5] and Shah and Sekulic [24]. A
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number of models were proposed (−NTU , P −NTU , LMTD) [5, 6, 24] to predict
pressure drop and heat transfer of the HE core, main quantities of interest. They all
require analytical/empirical relations and here the −NTU methodology from Kays
and London [6] is presented.
Firstly, pressure drop modelling across the HE core is presented. In most of the
traditional HE cores (headers excluded) flow resistance is mostly notable for gases
where due to the lower density flow resistance is often increased whilst for liquids it
becomes more notable at higher flow rates. There are four main variables to consider
in most of the HE applications: flow entrance, core friction, flow acceleration and flow
exit. Taking into account the main effects a relationship for pressure drop can be
derived:
∆P
P1
=
G2
2
v1
P1
(Kc + 1− σ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
entrance effect
+ 2
(
v2
v1
− 1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
flow acceleration
+ fc
A
Ac
νm
v1︸ ︷︷ ︸
core friction
− (1− σ2 −Ke) v2
v1︸ ︷︷ ︸
exit effect
 (2.5)
where the quantities detoned with 1 and 2 relate to flow conditions at the inlet and
outlet of the HE respectively and the constants are:
∆P - core pressure drop P - fluid pressure
G - mass flow velocity (m˙/Ac) Kc - entrance loss coefficient
σ - flow area to face area ratio v - specific volume V/m
fc - core friction factor A - primary fluid side surface area
Ac - minimum cross-sectional flow area Ke - exit loss coefficient
νi - specific volume at inlet m˙ - mass flow
νe - specific volume at outlet νm - mean specific volume (
1
2(νe − νi))
The relation can be simplified based on the application specifics. HE core, inlet and
outlet factors for different HE are either analytical or empirical and can be found in
Kays and London [6].
Heat transfer estimation is based on three main ideas: similarity of heat transfer to
electrical resistance, heat transfer effectiveness and the concept of Number of Transfer
Units (NTU). Firstly, the heat transfer potential is formulated:
dQ
dA
= U(th − tc) (2.6)
where dQ/dA is heat transfer per unit area [W/m2], introducing overall heat transfer
coefficient U which has the units of [W/(m2K)] whilst subscripts h and c refer to
the hot and cold side components. In order to estimate the overall heat transfer
coefficient a number of factors need to be considered such as hot and cold HE side film
convection components, wall conduction component. This allows Equations 2.7 & 2.8
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to be developed:
1
Uh
=
1
ηo,hhh
+
a
(Aw/Ah)k
+
1
(Ac/Ah)ηo,chc
(2.7)
and
1
Uc
=
1
ηo,chc
+
a
(Aw/Ac)k
+
1
(Ac/Ah)ηo,hhh
(2.8)
where, ηo - efficiency of the fins, a - plate thickness, Ah - heat transfer area and
Aw - average wall area Aw = (Ac + Ah)/2. The conservation of energy also means
that 1/Uh = 1/Uc. Convective film coefficients h for the case of plate-fin HE can be
estimated using:
h = NstCpG (2.9)
where the Cp - specific heat, and Nst - Stanton number characteristics taken from
experimental/analytical correlations defined by:
Nst =
Nu
RePr
=
h
CpG
(2.10)
It is important to note that as in most of the cases the extended surfaces (fins) are
used, the fin effectiveness (ηo) decreases and is proportional to:
ηo = 1− Af
A
(1− ηf ) (2.11)
where the fin effectiveness for thin surfaces (such as plate-fin HE) can be estimated
by:
nf =
tanh(ml)
ml
(2.12)
where
m =
√
2h
kδ
(2.13)
where k - conduction coefficient of the solid, δ - fin thickness, l - fin length. To complete
the heat transfer estimation, the most useful non-dimensional groupings are given, such
as heat transfer effectiveness:
 =
Q
Qmax
=
Ch(Th,inTh,out)
Cmin(Th,in − Tc,in) =
Cc(Th,inTh,out)
Cmin(Th,in − Tc,in) (2.14)
with
Ch = m˙hCph (2.15)
Cc = m˙cCpc (2.16)
Cmin = min|Ch, Cc|. (2.17)
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It can also be expressed as Q = Qmax and it measures the heat transfer achieved to
the maximum heat transfer possible and varies depending on the type of HE and the
heat capacity ratio Cr = Cmin/Cmax. The model is also incorporated into CFD codes
such as Fluent [115]. The next useful quantities are the Number of Transfer Units
(NTU):
NTU =
AU
Cmin
(2.18)
where A - heat transfer area and U - overall heat transfer coefficient. An the capacity
ratio between the two streams
Cmin
Cmax
. (2.19)
Employing the above relationships a HE can be estimated for a specific application with
the examples given in Kays and London [6]. It should be noted, that for many standard
cases the effectiveness can be also expressed as a function of multiple parameters:
 = Φ
(
NTU,
Cmin
Cmax
,flow orientation
)
(2.20)
with the examples of developed analytical equations found in [6]. Overall, the  −
NTU method is a good initial indicator of the HE size and performance requirement
during the design cycle. However, it requires numerical modelling (such as CFD) or
experimental testing and optimisation parameters, so that a design could be finessed.
2.4.4 HE Network Modelling
Heat transfer network analysis is a particular branch of modelling where performance
of an overall system such as aircraft ECS is considered. Although it is beyond the
scope of the project it provides the user with initial conditions for HE design and
is worth to be noted. It also helps to better understand complexity of the systems
as they contribute considerably to the overall fuel consumption of an aircraft [10].
Analysis at the system level can be accomplished by Exergy Analysis (EA), Entropy
Generation Minimisation (EGM) or Thermoeconomics (TE) [116, 117, 118, 119, 120]
methods which can also be used in tandem to produce the best design. The EA
method analyses mechanisms and system components responsible for the energy losses
and the size of them. EGM can then be utilised to tune the system based on the
global constrains whilst TE helps minimising building and operating costs associated
with the system [10]. A good TE optimisation example was undertaken by Leo and
Perez-Grande [25] where component cost per unit of exergy approach was undertaken
allowing optimising the cabin conditioning for a range of aircraft operational regimes.
Another optimisation study was undertaken by employing exergy methods by Vargas
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and Bejan [10] in order to optimise performance of the system through optimising a
particular HE which was a part of the ECS system.
2.5 Summary of the Chapter
This chapter provided a comprehensive review of current HE, novel HE manufac-
turing methods and explained traditional analytical and experimental HE modelling
approaches. Traditional HE were presented highlighting limitations of each HE type
and to show a variety of secondary heat transfer surfaces used to disrupt the flow in
order to provide ideas for novel heat transfer solutions. Various ALM methods were
summarised and SLM was identified as the most suitable technique for novel HE. Sum-
mary of the analytical NTU −  HE design model was provided. The model allows a
quick initial estimate of the HE size and performance for a specific application. How-
ever, it also relies on empirical/analytical data which can cause inaccuracies requiring
the design to be validated and finessed by experimental work or numerical analysis.
Chapter 3
Heat Exchanger Modelling with
Computational Fluid Dynamics
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3.1 Introduction
More recently numerical approaches were employed to model flow and heat transfer
inside the HE. They work by approximating solutions of partial differential equations
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governing flow and heat transfer onto a set of discrete solution points, specified by
a computational mesh. The numerical analysis allows evaluating complex geometries
and minimises the need for expensive physical testing. Majority of numerical sim-
ulations are undertaken utilising one of the three methods: finite difference, finite
volume and finite element which differ approach for approximating equations of inter-
est. For industrial computational fluid dynamics problems, finite volume method is
most commonly used (referred as Computational Fluid Dynamics, CFD). It was also
used throughout the project due its efficiency and adaptability to complex geometries
[121]. Simulations in this project are undertaken using two CFD software packages:
commercial ANSYS Fluent and a widely used open-source alternative OpenFOAM. In
this chapter an overview of the finite volume and solution methodology is provided with
the relevant governing equations for the project. The full numerical solution procedure
can be found in the technical manuals of ANSYS [115], source code and documentation
of OpenFOAM [122] or in relevant fluid dynamics books such as Ferziger and Peric
[123].
3.2 Governing Equations
Three governing equations are required for the HE analysis: continuity of mass, flow
momentum (Navier-Stokes) and energy equations. They are also further simplified us-
ing incompressible flow assumption as the flows are below the Mach number M < 0.3
threshold [124]. Derivation of the equations provided can be found in many fluid dy-
namics books such as Chandrasekhar [125] and is not undertaken here. Using index
notation and for a 3D Cartesian coordinate system, mass continuity for the incom-
pressible flows reduces to:
∂Ui
∂xi
= 0. (3.1)
For the incompressible fluid the momentum conservation equation is:
ρ
(
∂Ui
∂t
+ Uj
∂Ui
∂xj
)
= − ∂p
∂xi
+ µ
(
∂2Ui
∂xj∂xj
)
+ ρFi. (3.2)
The energy conservation, expressed in terms of T with the same assumptions becomes:
ρ
∂
∂t
(cpT ) + ρuj
∂
∂xj
(cpT ) =
∂
∂xj
(k
∂T
∂xj
). (3.3)
3.3 Turbulence Modelling
The equations above are capable of resolving numerous complex fluid dynamics prob-
lems numerically. However, the problem arises under turbulence where flow fluctua-
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tions of various lengthscales appear. Equations in Section 3.2 are capable of resolving
the fluid flow at all the different lenghtscales (known as Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS)) but this approach is computationally expensive. It is caused by the need of
extremely fine computational grid capable of capturing flow fluctuations of all sizes.
Thus, various turbulence modelling approaches were proposed to eliminate the need for
resolving all the flow lengthscales such as Large Eddy Simulation (LES) or Reynolds
Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS). Below, a widely used RANS approach for the fluid
flow, used throughout the project, is explained. This method has been used for both
steady-state [28] and transient problems [126] due to widespread use in industry and
the significant computational cost saving compared to LES and DNS.
3.3.1 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) Equations
The fundamental concept of RANS modelling is splitting of the flow components into
the mean and fluctuating parts, which in terms of velocity is:
Ui = U¯i + U
′
i (3.4)
where U¯i denotes the mean velocity over a period of time t:
U¯i =
1
t
∫
t
Udt (3.5)
and U ′i - the fluctuating component of it. The timescale here is selected such that
U i  U ′i , thus that U
′
i = 0. Substituting the Equation 3.4 into the Equations 3.1 &
3.2 and assuming constant density and viscosity gives:
∂
∂xi
(U¯i + U
′
i ) = 0 (3.6)
ρ
(
∂
∂t
(U¯i + U
′
i ) + (U¯j + U
′
j)
∂(U¯i + U
′
i )
∂xj
)
= −∂(p¯+ p
′)
∂xi
+µ
(
∂2(U¯i + U
′
i )
∂xj∂xj
)
+ρ(F¯i+F
′
i )
(3.7)
Noticing that:
∂
(
(U¯i + U
′
i )(U¯j + U
′
j)
)
∂xj
= (U¯j + U
′
j)
∂(U¯j + U
′
j)
∂xj
(3.8)
and using the following averaging identities [127]:
A¯ = A¯ A+B = A¯+ B¯ AB = A¯B¯ (3.9)
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allows to establish the following form of continuity and momentum:
∂U¯i
∂xi
= 0 (3.10)
ρ
(
∂U¯i
∂t
+
∂U¯iU¯j
∂xj
)
= − ∂p¯
∂xi
+ µ
(
∂2U¯i
∂xj∂xj
)
+ +ρ
∂U
′
iU
′
j
∂xj
ρ+ F¯i. (3.11)
The important result from the Equation 3.11 is the −ρU ′iU ′j term commonly know as
the Reynolds stress term. It creates a closure problem which different RANS models
(two of them provided below) attempt to resolve. The energy equation then becomes:
ρ
∂
∂t
(
cpT¯
)
+ ρu¯j
∂
∂xj
(cpT¯ ) =
∂
∂xj
(k
∂T¯
∂xj
) (3.12)
3.3.2 Bousinnesq Hypothesis
Bousinessq [128] was among the first to tackle the problem of the Reynolds stresses
−ρU ′iU ′j by introducing the following relation:
−ρU ′iU ′j = 2µtSij −
2
3
kρδij (3.13)
where Sij :
Sij =
1
2
(
∂U¯i
xj
+
∂U¯j
xi
)
(3.14)
and k is the turbulent kinetic energy:
k =
1
2
(
U
′
iU
′
i
)
=
1
2
(
U¯
′2
x + U¯
′2
y + U¯
′2
z
)
(3.15)
The Equation 3.13 can be inserted into the Equation 3.11 eliminating the Reynolds
stresses. This, however, creates two additional variables, µt and k. For simplistic
problems, these can be estimated using Prandtl mixing theory [129] closing the system
of equations. Alternatively, a number of models introducing additional equations for
both terms have been proposed and two of the most notable ones (k −  and k − ω
SST ) were used throughout the project and are presented in Sections 3.3.3 & 3.3.4.
3.3.3 k −  Model
The first approximation is the popular k−  turbulence model. It was summarised by
Launder and Spalding [130] and uses two additional partial differential equations for
the turbulent kinetic energy k:
∂k
∂t
+
∂kU¯j
∂xJ
=
1
ρ
∂
∂xj
(
µt
σk
∂k
∂xj
)
+
µt
ρ
(
∂U¯i
∂xj
+
∂U¯j
∂xi
)
∂U¯i
∂xj
−  (3.16)
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and the turbulence dissipation :
∂
∂t
+
∂U¯j
∂xJ
=
1
ρ
∂
∂xj
(
µt
σ
∂
∂xj
)
+
C1µt
ρ

k
(
∂U¯i
∂xj
+
∂U¯j
∂xi
)
∂U¯i
∂xj
− C2 
2
k
(3.17)
The equations also allow the calculation of the turbulent viscosity µt in terms of the
dissipation rate and the kinetic energy as [130]:
µt = Cµρk
2/ (3.18)
It should be noted that Cµ, C1, C2, σ, σk are the model constants which can be
found in [130] or the documentation of the CFD package of interest. The model
described above is a commonly used high Reynolds number model with the original
low-reynolds number model also available in [130]. However, whilst the k −  models
are robust general purpose turbulence models they struggle to predict flow for certain
applications, such as wall bounded flows [127]. This led to the development of modified
k −  versions and the k − ω based models.
3.3.4 k − ω SST Model
This approximation, originally proposed by Menter [131] combines two models: the
original k−  model described afore and the k−ω introduced by Wilcox [132] where ω
is specific turbulence dissipation (1/). Proposed model by Wilcox [132] predicts the
near-wall flow accurately, but is sensitive away from the domain boundary. Thus, it
was proposed to combine the two models using blending functions. Equations 3.19 &
3.20 show the updated k − ω SST model [133] implemented in OpenFOAM:
∂ρk
∂t
+
∂ρU¯ik
∂xi
=
∼
Pk − β∗ρkω + ∂
∂xi
(
(µ+ σkµt)
∂k
∂xi
)
(3.19)
∂ρω
∂t
+
∂ρU¯ω
∂xi
= αρS2−βρω2+ ∂
∂xi
(
(µ+ σωµt)
∂ω
∂xi
)
+2(1−F1)ρσw2 1
ω
∂k
∂xi
∂ω
∂xi
(3.20)
whilst the turbulent viscosity is computed by:
νt =
α1k
max(α1ω, SF2)
(3.21)
Here F1 and F2 are the blending functions whereas
∼
Pk, β
∗, S, β, σw, σw2 are either
constants or additional conditions of the model and full detail can be found in [133].
Two blending functions determine whether the model is switched to either k−  (F1 =
F2 = 0) away from the boundary or to k − ω SST (F1 = F2 = 1). Overall, this model
was considered to be more versatile than most of the other RANS models [134].
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3.4 Finite Volume Method
Finite Volume Method (FVM) is the numerical method of choice for the majority of
industrial CFD applications. It arises from FVM versatility as it can be applied to any
type of grid, making it suitable for a range of complex geometries [123]. The method
applies a set of partial differential equations to the computational mesh (Figure 3.1)
which splits the domain to a set of control volumes.
a) b)
Figure 3.1: a) Computational mesh example and b) close up into the corner of the
domain [127].
The equations themselves are transformed into the integral form for the solution. This
is best illustrated by a generic scalar (φ) transport equation [127]:
∂ρφ
∂t
+
∂ρUjφ
∂xj
− ∂
∂xj
(
Γ
(
∂φ
∂xj
))
= 0 (3.22)
with the diffusivity Γ. It can be converted into an integral form using the divergence
theorem:
d
dt
∫
V
ρφdV +
∫
S
ρUjφdnj −
∫
S
Γ
∂φ
∂xj
dnj = 0 (3.23)
where nj - outward surface normal integral, V - control volume and S - face area. The
FVM works by applying the equations to each control volume (Figure 3.2). The cell
centroid has a computational node where the variables are calculated and stored whilst
interpolation is used for obtaining values at the control surface centre.
Figure 3.2: Several one-dimensional control volumes of the FVM mesh [127].
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3.4.1 Discretisation Schemes
Equations such as Equation 3.23 need to be approximated. This is accomplished by se-
lecting a suitable discretisation scheme for a certain application. Here one-dimensional
forms of the discretisation schemes are presented for simplicity.
3.4.1.1 Transient term
The transient term in the simulations wherever it was required during the project
was discretised using the implicit Euler formulation of first order accuracy (Equation
3.24). This was completed to save the computational power as the transient simulations
required a small simulation timestep and is [123]:
d
dt
∫
V
ρφdV = ρV
φn+1 − φn
∆t
(3.24)
3.4.1.2 Advection Term
The advection term was dealt with in two accuracy levels during the CFD simulations
in this thesis. The term itself, assuming the flow from west to east, can be discretised
to: ∫
S
ρUjφdnj = ρUeφe∆ne (3.25)
where ∆n is the outward surface vector and subscript e denotes values of the compo-
nents at the face location. The simplest way to approximate φe is to use the upwind
interpolation. This, depending on the flow direction (Figure 3.2), selects the upstream
value which for the flow west to east is [123]:
φe = φP (3.26)
and for the flow east to west is:
φe = φE (3.27)
The upwind interpolation scheme is a robust and stable discretisation approach, how-
ever, it is overly diffusive for some of the momentum equation terms requiring second
order accuracy discretisation, such as linear interpolation [123]. At the point e this
becomes (Figure 3.2):
φe = φEλe + φP (1− λe) (3.28)
where the λe is the interpolator:
λe =
xe − xP
xE − xP (3.29)
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Linear interpolation is the simplest and is widely used second order scheme, however,
there are alternatives proposed of the same accuracy. Another popular choice is the
linear upwind scheme which is also a second order accurate and takes into account two
upstream flow values. This results in better convergence of the solution compared to
the less stable linear scheme [123].
3.4.1.3 Diffusion Term
Regarding the diffusion term the same second order accuracy linear interpolation can
be used. It uses linear profile assumption between the nodes P and E (Figure 3.2).
This allows approximating the gradient to [123]:(
∂φ
∂x
)
e
≈ φE − φP
xE − xP . (3.30)
The diffusion term then becomes:∫
S
Γ
(
∂φ
∂xj
)
e
dnj = Γ
φE − φP
xE − xP ∆ne (3.31)
3.4.2 Importance of the Mesh Resolution
A particular focus throughout the thesis is on the overall mesh resolution as it can
be one of the major sources of the numerical solution errors. During mesh generation
first cell thickness from a domain wall can be estimated using flat plate boundary layer
theory for y+ [135] which is:
y =
y+µ
ρu∗
(3.32)
µ - kinematic viscosity and ρ - density at a certain temperature and u∗ - friction
velocity:
u∗ =
√
Tw
ρ
(3.33)
with Tw - wall shear stress:
Tw = Cf × 1
2
ρU2freestream (3.34)
where Ufreestream is the input velocity for a planned numerical calculation and Cf is
a skin friction coefficient, calculated (Re < 109) using:
Cf = (2 log(Re)− 0.65)−2.3. (3.35)
This methodology allows to evaluate the mesh resolution with increasing flow rates,
bearing in mind that, the values of the y+ should be kept as low as possible in order
to obtain good quality results.
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3.5 HE Design Workflow with CFD
The CFD is becoming increasingly used in designing HE, well shown by a recent
literature review completed by Bhutta et al. [26], summarising and evaluating more
than 50 recent HE CFD studies. The review also allowed developing a HE CFD design
flowchart (Figure 3.3) which can be inserted into the historical HE design flow provided
in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.23). Similar to traditional design methods, CFD modelling cycle
is also accomplished in two steps. Firstly, a small HE section is selected to obtain the
detailed flow and heat transfer data. This data is then used to form a simplified HE
model containing both the HE core and the HE headers. The output of the simplified
model can then be utilised in analysing the HE as part of a network as described
in Section 2.4.4. Overall, the CFD approach has advantages of reducing the cost of
HE development and allowing to design higher efficiency units. This is because CFD
reduces the need for experimental testing to only validation of the numerical analysis
methodology and provides more detailed information about the heat transfer inside
HE.
Model a small
representitive section
of a selected HE
Characterise the HE
section in terms of
friction and heat
transfer characteristics
Validate the mod-
elling approach
for an application
Interpolate data
to use it for a sim-
plified HE model
Use simplified HE
model to study it as
a part of a system
Figure 3.3: CFD modelling flow of a HE unit.
3.6 Numerical analysis of HE corrugation
Understanding detailed flow and heat transfer inside HE core is the first step of the
CFD analysis cycle and it provides the essential input into the HE unit model. It is
normally accomplished by modelling a section or a single channel of HE corrugation
and applying various numerical boundary conditions such as symmetry or assuming
the periodic domain to save computational cost. A particular exception is analysis
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of non-compact HE, such as shell-and-tube (Figures 2.3 & 3.4) where performance of
the complete single flow side of a HE has been evaluated using CFD [33, 136, 137].
The main trend observed in modelling plate HE was to consider up to a complete
Figure 3.4: Shell side temperature distribution of the twisted oval tube shell HE [137].
single fluid layer of HE core between the two corrugated plates with examples in
[138, 139, 140]. Significantly smaller corrugation sections were found to be utilised
during the analysis of plate-fin and tube-fin HE. In the case of tube-fin HE sections
and the plate-fin HE cores with louvred fins the corrugation would be modelled fully in
the main streamwise direction (Figure 3.5) whereas the top and bottom of the domain
would have a symmetry condition imposed. A particular interest was observed in
studying the louvred fins of plate-fin HE which are often used in automotive for the
cold side (ram air) flow [141, 142, 143] (Figure 3.5). These fins are efficient and
low friction, however, the detailed geometry also makes the computational studies
challenging. Also, a popular focus of recent research was to understand flow and heat
transfer through serrated and wavy plate-fin HE fins (Figure 1.5b) [144, 145, 146].
Between all these studies certain similarities can be found and are discussed in the
proceeding sections.
Figure 3.5: Louvred fin top view [141].
3.6.1 Periodic Domain Analysis
Periodic domain is an assumption, often used for resolving detailed flow and heat
transfer in compact HE cores. It assumes periodicity of the geometry in the main
stream-wise direction, allowing the numerical model to consider only a single period of
HE corrugation. This numerical method for the HE was firstly introduced by Patankar
et al. [147] with the equations given below for laminar flow. Considering the flow away
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from an inlet to a HE core and the flow moving in the positive x direction, it follows
that the pressure should be periodic:
p(x, y, z)− p(x+ L, y, z) = p(x+ L, y, z)− p(x+ 2L, y, z) = ... (3.36)
Using the relationship in Equation 3.36 it is possible to define a global pressure gradi-
ent:
β =
p(x, y, z)− p(x+ L, y, z)
L
(3.37)
which allows to split the pressure term into two components:
p(x, y, z) = −βxi + P (x, y, z) (3.38)
here β is associated with the global mass flow and P (x, y, z) - related to local motions.
Considering periodicity the flow momentum equation (Equation 3.2) can be modified,
assuming the periodic flow is in the x direction:
ρ
(
∂Ui
∂t
+ Uj
∂Ui
∂xj
)
= βx− ∂P
∂xi
+ µ
(
∂2Ui
∂xj∂xj
)
+ ρFi (3.39)
Original continuity of mass (Equation 3.1) and the modified momentum (Equation
3.39) equations then form a complete set of equations to resolve the flow field. Here β
is the source pressure gradient with units of Pa/m and can be an assignable parameter
to generate a certain Re number flow.
Defining temperature field for periodic flow is not as straightforward because the
temperature distribution is independent of a streamwise coordinate. However, at the
point where the flow is periodic the shapes of temperature contours become periodic
as well. This allows the energy equation to be resolved using a chosen scaling [91]
if constant temperature condition or heat flux was applied on heat transfer surfaces.
Here the constant heat flux case is given. Using the condition on periodically repeating
geometry it can be observed that [147]:
T (x+ L, y)− T (x, y) = T (x+ 2L, y)− T (x+ L, y) = ... (3.40)
which is a similar observation to the pressure gradient scenario allowing to formulate:
γ =
T (x+ L, y)− T (x, y)
L
=
Q
m˙cpL
(3.41)
where Q heat flux (W ), m˙ - mass flow (kg/s) and cp - constant pressure specific heat
(J/(kgK)). Same as for the flow, the temperature field can be subdivided into the two
components:
T (x, y, z) = γx+ Tˆ (x, y, z) (3.42)
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where Tˆ is also periodic:
Tˆ (x, y, z) = Tˆ (x+ L, y, z) = ... (3.43)
The energy equation (Equation 3.3) then becomes [147]:
ρ
∂
∂t
(
cpTˆ
)
+ uγ + ρUj
∂
∂xj
(cpTˆ ) =
∂
∂xj
(k
∂Tˆ
∂xj
). (3.44)
However, this model has disadvantages. Taking into account physical behaviour
of the flow down the pipe such as the original Reynolds experiment [31], it can be
soon understood that steady-state simulations of periodic flows are only possible at the
purely laminar regime. Appearance of unsteady flow also means that the flow and heat
transfer will inevitably fluctuate, requiring more than one geometry period to study
it. In addition, flow development inside HE corrugation at higher Reynolds numbers
would have a bigger effect on the overall HE performance. This is not included in the
proposed model above and would distort the predictions at higher Reynolds numbers.
However, the method is sufficient for parametric HE corrugation studies and has
been widely used in the literature. A good example was produced by Patankar who
used the model for the parametric study of staggered fins [148]. Zhang et al. [146] and
Manglik et al. [144] simulated a broad range of sinusoidal HE corrugation in 2D and
3D respectively. Both studies treated the flow as steady-state and laminar limiting
accuracy of their simulations as shown in Chapter 4. Another study by Metwally and
Manglik [149] studied similar sinusoidal flow channel occurring between two parallel
plates in a HE. Again, same flow assumptions were maintained within the Reynolds
number range 10 ≤ Re ≤ 1000, showing unawareness of the authors of the transitional
flow regime occurring inside HE. Wang et al. [150] used the periodic assumption
for both plain and serrated plate-fin HE corrugation, also ignoring the arising time-
dependency of the flow. Rosaguti et al. [145] published the only sinusoidal geometry
study acknowledging the transitional flow effects which can start at low Reynolds
numbers and limited their calculation range to Re = 200.
3.6.2 Finite Length Channel Analysis
3.6.2.1 Tube-fin HE
Finite length computational domain provides more information about the heat transfer
in the HE and is used for a variety of HE types. Tube-fin HE is a good example where
small depth of the HE flow path, especially on the ram air side (Figure 3.6a) makes
it computationally feasible. It enables modelling flow inlet/outlet effects whilst the
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vertical/side boundaries of the computational domains are often closed using the sym-
metry condition. Bhuiyan et al. [151] (Figure 3.6a) studied different tube orientation
patterns (staggered and in line) of the tube-fin HE using the CFD finding the stag-
gered layout more efficient. A similar tube-fin HE was analysed with CFD by Sahin
et al. [152] where a combination of elliptical tubes was used with different fin angles
to find the optimum solution. Borrajo et al. [19] undertook one of the rare studies
within tube-fin HE involving both single fluid and multi-fluid stream modelling. Sec-
ond modelling approach involves a more complex conjugate heat transfer methodology
where two flows are connected through a solid via boundary conditions. Solid material
in this case is resolved employing heat conduction equation:
ρCp
∂(ρT )
∂t
=
∂
∂xj
∂(kT )
∂xj
. (3.45)
Overall, Borrajo et al. [19] found that in terms of flow friction performance the two
models performed similarly. However, heat transfer performance of the two mod-
els differed significantly, highlighting the need to consider the modelling assumptions
carefully during the HE design cycle.
a) b)
Figure 3.6: a) Example structure of the tube-fin HE geometry [151] b) Example tube-
fin HE vortex generator [153].
A particular field of interest for the tube-fin HE has been introduction of various
turbulators (Figure 3.6b). Their purpose is simple: to disturb the flow away from
the inlet to the HE core. They increase mixing and eliminate the thick temperature
gradient close to the solid, leading to increased heat transfer. This has been an interest
for a few decades (for example, experimental study by Mitra et al. [154] in 1994).
Recently, an increase in the numerical CFD studies attempting different shapes of the
turbulators can also be observed, such as Lei et al. [153].
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3.6.2.2 Platular HE
Platular HE were also modelled using finite channel length assumption (Figure 3.7).
However, only the single fluid modelling was encountered in the literature between the
two corrugated plates due to the increased computational domain compared to the
tube-fin HE. Two studies on the subject were published by Kanaris et al. [138, 139].
The first study [138] focused on developing validated CFD methodology using the
infra-red camera setup. The second study [139] combined the before validated CFD
setup and developed a numerical design methodology. Tsai et al. [140] also developed
similar methodology to Kanaris et al. [138, 139] but lacked computational power. This
limited the mesh resolution and most likely led to 20% disagreement of numerics with
experimental results in terms of the pressure drop.
Figure 3.7: Finite length platular HE CFD domain example [139].
3.6.2.3 Plate-fin HE
Studies of plate-fin HE can be split into two parts. A number of the finite length
channel studies analysed the louvred fins (Figure 3.8). Such corrugation is often used
in the automotive applications for radiators or air conditioning systems. As the instal-
lation space is limited in automotive industry, thin HE are used with a single period
of the fins on the ram-air side. This makes detailed HE corrugation simulations with
the domain such as in Figure 3.8 feasible. Perrotin and Clodic [143] studied the lou-
vred corrugation in both 2D and 3D and concluded that for accurate heat transfer
prediction 3D calculations were necessary as the 2D estimate led to 83% heat transfer
over-prediction. Ferrero et al. [141] carried out an optimisation study (Figure 3.8)
using conjugate heat transfer formulation where various parameters were evaluated,
complying to manufacturing constraints. An application of louvred fins to tube-fin
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Figure 3.8: Louvred plate-fin corrugation HE CFD domain with conjugate heat trans-
fer [141].
HE was also studied by Huisseune et al. [155]. Louvred features provided complex
flow mixing between the fin layers and were compared to the straight fin model shown
above (Figure 3.6a), suggesting potential for increased heat transfer performance.
Figure 3.9: Louvred tube–fin corrugation HE CFD domain [155].
Studies of the long plate-fin HE corrugation channels were rarely found. Rao et
al. [156] attempted modelling flow development of the straight plate-fin corrugation
using a CFD code. However, usefulness of it is highly questionable - analytical and
experimental solutions could be found for such geometry. In addition, predictions were
obtained with simplified RANS k −  model, which has numerous drawbacks for HE
applications, shown in Chapter 4. More comprehensive studies using a finite length
corrugation channel were completed by Dai et al. [114] and Zheng et al. [157] (Figure
3.10). Both studies evaluated long single tortuous channels with a semi circular cross-
sectional area, differing from a standard rectangular plate-fin cross-section. Zheng et al.
[157] study is, however, more valuable and expansive in terms of the CFD predictions
whilst in Dai et al. [114] the use of CFD was limited to steady-state straight channel
flows and paid attention on the experiments.
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Figure 3.10: The computational domain schematic used by Zheng et al. [157].
3.6.3 Use of the Different Flow Modelling Assumptions
A significant variation in selecting different flow momentum modelling assumptions was
found between the CFD studies analysing HE corrugation. One of the most popular
assumptions found during the review was treating the flow as steady-state which was
a reasonable assumption by Patankar et al. [147] in 1977, but is more questionable in
the present day. Steady-state assumption was shown to break down at the Reynolds
numbers in the order of several hundred (geometry dependent) both experimentally
by Rush et al. [158] in 1999 and numerically by Hiramatsu et al. [159] already in the
1992 study and is further discussed in the Chapter 4.
It is also questionable whether with the onset of unsteady flow the laminar assump-
tion is still valid. Recollecting the original Reynolds pipe flow study [31] it is evident
that the flow in periodically repeating domain must turn unsteady and depending on
the Reynolds number enter either transitional or turbulent regimes. However, usage of
laminar equations can be seen in the unsteady flow studies up to Re = 1200 [143, 157],
questioning accuracy of the results, especially at the higher Reynolds numbers. Some
studies, though, considered using turbulence modelling assumptions to study the flow
and heat transfer, namely the k −  and its variations together with the k − ω SST .
Although k −  has been a standard choice for industrial applications for a long time,
within the academic literature it was only used in two conditions: due to the restricted
computational power [140] or for an optimisation study of straight plate-fin corruga-
tion (Figure 2.6) [156] where no flow separation occurs due to the simplistic geometry.
However, as concluded in many studies such as the recent PhD thesis by Woods [127],
the k −  model fails to accurately predict the flows where resolving boundary layer
and flow separation is important. This severely limits the model for forced convection
heat transfer applications such as HE. Instead, k−ω SST model was found to produce
good agreement with experimental results. The same conclusion was found in a recent
study by Bhuiyan et al. (2013) [151] where k −  RNG, k −  and k − ω SST models
were used for a tube-fin HE. Kanaris et al. [138, 139] presented a good agreement of
k − ω SST results (the only model tested) with experimental data for a platular HE.
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All of the above indicate a superiority of the k−ω SST model in the transitional and
turbulent flow regions and suggest that it is the best choice for resolving small scale
HE flows.
3.6.4 Unsteady flow modelling
As mentioned afore in the chapter the trend in the literature is to study mostly low
Reynolds number flows (Re of several hundred typically being a limit) through compact
HE surfaces. It can be especially observed in the periodic flow studies [144, 145, 146].
This limit is questionable for low viscosity fluid applications such as air, a common
working fluid in automotive and aerospace. In such applications flow past the HE
corrugation often can be in the unsteady transitional/turbulent flow regime.
Figure 3.11: Unsteady flow at a) Re = 468 versus steady flow at b) Re = 333 obtained
using the experimental die trace results [158].
Early computational effort to model unsteady flow was undertaken by Hiramatsu
[159] past the serrated fins of a turbocharger intercooler. To validate simulations of this
study experiments were completed and showed a good agreement with simulations. A
recent modelling study was completed by Zheng et al. [157] of the flow through tortuous
channels having a semi-circular cross section. In both of the studies [157, 159] the
unsteady behaviour and its importance is clearly shown and stressed. However, both
studies used laminar flow assumption which led to the rather chaotic results produced
by Zheng et al. [157].
These claims are further supported by Rush et al. [158] who carried out experiments
using sinusoidal channel sections (Figure 3.11) and observed that the unsteady regime
onsets at around the Reynolds number in the order of a few hundred. In Rush et al.
[158] it was also claimed that the unsteady regime increased fluid mixing and heat
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transfer in the channel. Similar observations were also expressed in the experimental
study by Nishimura et al. [160] where also a set of different sinusoidal geometries were
tested. Overall, the evidence provided by a number of articles enables to conclude is
that the unsteady flow regime is important. It should be taken into consideration and
not resolving it is a potential source of error.
3.7 Numerical HE Unit Modelling
3.7.1 HE core modelling
CFD codes such as Ansys [115] and OpenFOAM use their implementations of models
similar to the analytical −NTU [5] (Section 2.4.3) method to simplify the HE core
of a HE unit model. This allows CFD methods assume that the HE core is a porous
media block to reduce the computational cost and calculate the pressure drop and
heat transfer based on the input values from HE corrugation simulations [115]. This
modelling approach is implemented as a source term in the momentum equation in
OpenFOAM simulations in Chapters 5 & 6 and can be accomplished in two ways. The
first method is the Darcy-Forschheimer Law model. Darcy part of the model takes into
account resistance caused by viscous forces and was firstly documented by Darcy in
1856 [161]. Ignoring the gravity effects for porous media and assuming it is isotropic,
the Darcy’s law could be written as [162, 163]:
∂p
∂xi
= − µ
K
uf (3.46)
where ∇p - pressure gradient (Pa/m), µ - viscosity (Pas), uf - stream-wise velocity
(m/s), K - intrinsic permeability, 1/m2. At higher fluid velocities the inertia becomes
important and was firstly investigated by Forschheimer [164] in 1901 where inclusion
of the inertia was completed via kinetic energy of the fluid. Later work by in the area
[165, 166, 167] established the commonly known relationship:
∂p
∂xi
= −
( µ
K
ui + βρuiui
)
(3.47)
where ρ - flow density (kg/m3), β - inertial permeability coefficient (1/m). In Open-
FOAM the following implementation of the porosity model is:
S = −(µd+ 1
2
fρ
√
uiui)ui =
∂p
∂xi
(3.48)
Similarity between the models is straightforward, however, it should be noted that
Darcy coefficient is inverse to the commonly used one (d = 1/K, [1/m2]) and for the
inertial coefficient is β = 0.5f , [1/m]. For the HE modelling the viscous term was
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set to d = 0 a value of f is selected in the three directions, following ANSYS [115]
methodology. This is valid for HE as the flows are fast to enable forced convection heat
transfer and because the fluids for HE are typically of low viscosity, making viscous
contribution minimal. Alternative way is to model porous media in OpenFOAM using
the power law model:
S = ρC0
√
uiui
(C1−1)ui = ∇p. (3.49)
This model uses curve fitted flow resistance data where C0 and C1 are the two curve
fitting constants. It applies flow resistance uni-directionally and selects pressure drop
of a porous zone based on the mass flow coming into it. It is potentially more ad-
vantageous compared to the Darcy-Forschheimer implementation where user input is
required if the flow rate changes. The performance of the two models is assessed in
Chapters 5 & 6.
Effectiveness model is implemented in the porous media HE core to simplify heat
transfer. In OpenFOAM it is accomplished by adding the source term into the energy
equation in the form of:
Qt = (φ, m˙2)(T2 − T1)φcp (3.50)
where:
Qt - total heat source T1 - primary inlet temperature [K]
(φ, m˙2) - effectiveness table T2 - secondary inlet temperature [K]
φ - net mass flux into HE [kg/s] cp - specific heat capacity [J/kg/K]
m˙2 - secondary mass flow [kg/s]
The heat transfer distribution inside the HE is resolved by:
Qc =
Vc|Uc|(Tc − Tref )∑
(Vc|Uc|(Tc − Tref )) (3.51)
where:
Qc - source for cell Uc - local cell velocity [m/s]
Vc - volume of the cell [m
3] Tc - local call temperature [K]
Tref - min or max(T) in cell zone depending on the sign of Qt [K]
The source term works by using the effectiveness table values provided prior to the
simulation by the user. It prescribes a certain amount of heat transferred in a HE
core section based on a mass flow coming into it and leads to a lower computational
expense.
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Figure 3.12: CFD modelling example of a HE unit [28].
3.7.1.1 Applications of the HE Unit Modelling
Examples of applications involving the two-stage HE simulation process are described
in this section. An automotive application was studied by Carluccio et al. [168] using a
plate-fin type HE where the full CFD design cycle of was undertaken. Firstly, detailed
flow analysis of a few corrugation channel periods for both fluids was evaluated to
obtain friction and heat transfer data. This data was then extrapolated for the porous
media HE core approach. Ismail et al. [28] studied a similar plate-fin HE problem
(Figure 3.12). Serrated and wavy fins were modelled first in detail and the results
were then applied to a simplified HE unit model. In this case, porous media HE core
was split into a number of layers of a single HE fluid side and good agreement was
reported to the experimental in house data. This is questionable as the k− model was
used to analyse a rather disruptive fin geometry and k −  model is not equipped for
such applications. Hayes et al. [169] applied the two stage methodology to a platular
HE and validated the predictions using experimental data, showing applicability of the
methodology beyond plate-fin HE.
Figure 3.13: Plate-fin HE header with a proposed baﬄe location [96].
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3.7.1.2 Numerical Analysis of the Heat Exchanger Headers
Design of the HE headers separately from the HE unit was found to be another area
of interest. The importance of efficient HE headers is signified by the Lalot et al. [170]
study where the flow maldistribution resulted in up to 25% loss of efficiency for cross-
flow HE. In industry, inefficient HE headers are often caused by a limited installation
volume. Besides Lalot et al. [170], maldistribution inside HE headers was also studied
by Zhang et al. [27] and Wen et al. [96, 97]. All the studies suggested similar solutions:
Lalot et a. [170] suggested an uniformly perforated grid whilst Zhang et al. [27] and
Wen et al. [96, 97] introduced baﬄes (Figures 3.13 & 3.14) inside the HE header. This
allows to redistribute the flow coming into the HE, but adds a pressure drop penalty
as it is an additional blockage. It should also be noted that in computational studies
above only the HE headers were modelled and inlet to the HE core was treated as a
pressure outlet to reduce the computational cost.
Figure 3.14: A complex baﬄe design proposed by Wen et al. [96].
3.8 Summary of the Chapter
Historically HE design was limited to analytical or experimental methods, summarised
in books such as Kays and London [6] or Rohsenow et al. [5]. At around 1980’s com-
puting power has increased and allowed researchers to utilise numerical simulation
tools. Whilst numerics require greater performing computer hardware it also provides
the designer with more insight and potential for HE optimisation compared to the tra-
ditional analytical and experimental methods. One of the early developments was the
periodic heat transfer model proposed by Patankar et al. [147]. It allowed evaluating
a variety of heat transfer surfaces computationally cheaply and enabled implementing
the obtained data into existing analytical HE models such as NTU −  [6]. Analytical
modelling methods are also implemented in the CFD codes such as ANSYS Fluent
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[115], enabling to model a full size HE unit as a part of heat transfer system. In such
implementation flow and heat transfer inside a HE core are simplified using porous
media and heat transfer effectiveness models, allowing to study the overall HE unit
performance. Current trend is to study a bigger section of HE corrugation (e.g. a full
length single channel of HE corrugation layer) which provides with more information
than the periodic computational domain [114, 157]. In addition, it was identified ex-
perimentally and numerically that at around the Reynolds number of several hundred
unsteady flow onsets inside HE core. It enhances flow mixing and heat transfer and
disqualifies the periodic flow assumption. However, in this regime a very limited num-
ber of studies have been found and the appropriate modelling techniques are unclear,
thus, are thoroughly assessed in the next thesis chapter.
Chapter 4
Flow and Heat Transfer
Modelling of a Single HE
Corrugation Channel
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4.1 Introduction
This chapter assesses the impact of various numerical assumptions on accurate flow
and heat transfer analysis. This is undertaken as most of the literature studies were
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found not to provide full details of the implemented numerical setup. To accomplish
this a two-dimensional sinusoidal HE corrugation, taken from Zhang et al. [146], is
analysed numerically. Two computational domains are evaluated for modelling HE
corrugation. The first approach follows the guidelines of Zhang et al. [146] and models
a single period of the sinusoidal channel, assuming periodic flow. This method was
pioneered by Patankar et al. [147] in 1977 where it was applied to serrated HE fins.
It is computationally cheap and enables to obtain flow and heat transfer estimates
away from the HE core inlet. The second approach studies the sinusoidal HE corruga-
tion by modelling a finite length channel containing several periods of HE fins. This
method follows Zheng et al. [157] study where it is proposed to analyse the unsteady
flow regime, occurring at Re ≈ 200 in [157]. In this chapter, the HE corrugation is
analysed within 5 ≤ Re ≤ 1000 with the incompressible flow assumption. Laminar,
k−ω SST and k−  RANS modelling assumptions are compared across the Reynolds
number range. In addition, the effect of different numerical discretisation schemes
on the domain is evaluated and the commercial ANSYS Fluent with the open-source
OpenFOAM CFD codes are compared.
4.2 Solution Independence Studies
4.2.1 Sinusoidal Channel Geometry
Sinusoidal HE corrugation was selected from a numerical study by Zhang et al. [146]
where it was non-dimensionalised using the corrugation aspect ratio:
γ =
2A
L
(4.1)
and the fin spacing ratio:
 =
S
2A
(4.2)
where A - is amplitude of the sinusoidal function, L - period length and S - channel
width. Schematic of the channel is shown in Figure 4.1a and to obtain geometries the
lengthscale L was fixed to L = 2pi = 6.28. In the subsequent sections the corrugation
aspect ratio was kept to γ = 1.0 whilst two fin spacing ratios of  = 0.25 and  = 0.375
were used.
4.2.2 Periodic Domain Mesh Independence
Steady state calculations using ANSYS Fluent were carried out at Re = 150 (defined
as Re = (ρumdh)/µ [5], with um - the mean flow velocity and the hydraulic diameter
taken as dh = S). Quadrilateral meshes were used with a coarse mesh visualisation in
Figure 4.1b. Mesh resolution data is summarised in Table 4.1 with the relevant fluid
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a) b)
Figure 4.1: a) Coarse mesh visualisation. b) Data extraction lines at x =
0, pi/2, 3pi/2, 2pi.
properties in Table 4.2. Inlet to the periodic channel was fixed to an average T = 300
K and a constant wall temperature boundary condition of Tw = 350 K was applied.
Mesh Vertical divisions Horizontal divisions
Coarse 20 60
Medium 60 180
Fine 100 260
Table 4.1: Resolutions of the mesh used of periodic geometry independence study.
Air units
Density 1.25 kg/m3
Air Viscosity 1.7894× 10−5 Pa · s
Conductivity 0.0242 W/(mK)
Specific Heat (Cp) 1000.6 J/(kgK)
Table 4.2: Constant properties of air used in the study [146].
Flow and heat transfer was modelled using laminar model and discretisation schemes
in Table 4.14. Solutions were analysed at the four sampling lines of x = 0, pi/2, 3pi/2, 2pi
(Figure 4.1b). Pressure and velocity magnitude data was used to evaluate the three
meshes (Figure 4.2). It should be noted that here the pressure data are the local
fluctuations rather than the global pressure gradient driving the flow as described in
[147]. Results between the medium and the fine meshes agree well whilst the coarse
mesh failed to accurately predict both velocity and pressure. Interestingly, twice higher
grid resolution was required to achieve solution independence compared to Zhang et
al. [146] and it is not completely understood why. However, Zhang et al. [146]
paper does not provide complete detail about the numerical methodology implemented.
This includes computing precision (the study was published in 2004) and discretisation
schemes used which meant it was not possible to ensure that both studies were identical.
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Figure 4.2: y location, [m] vs: a) velocity magnitude at x = 0, b) pressure at x = 0,
c) velocity magnitude at x = (3/2)pi, d) pressure at x = (3/2)pi.
Despite this, the numerical solution theory described in [146] is the same to the one
implemented in ANSYS Fluent (based on Patankar et al. [147]). Thus, both studies
should produce comparable results and only depend on smaller numerical solution
details of [146]. Another way was also undertaken to compare the meshes uses the
fanning friction (ffanning) and Colburn (j) factors to compare the overall sinusoidal
channel performance. Following the methodology in Zhang et al. [146] the fanning
friction factor was defined as
ffanning =
(
−dp
dx
)(
dh
2ρu2m
)
(4.3)
where dp/dx - global pressure gradient (Pa/m), dh - hydraulic diameter (m) here
defined as dh = S, ρ - fluid density (kg/m
3), um - mean velocity (m/s). Colburn
factor was defined as
j =
Nu
RePr1/3
(4.4)
where the Nusselt number is
Nu =
m˙cp(To − Ti)dh
kAh(LMTD)
(4.5)
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here m˙ - mass flow (kg/s), cp - specific heat (J/(kgK)), Ti and To - mean temperature
at the inlet and outlet respectively (K), k - thermal conductivity (W/(mK)), Ah -
heat transfer area (m2). The log mean temperature difference is
LMTD =
(Tw − To)− (Tw − Ti)
ln[(Tw − To)/(Tw − Ti)] . (4.6)
To obtain Ah for the Nusselt number calculation, an arbitrary dimension of 1 was
chosen in the third dimension. The data is summarised in Table 4.3 and shows that
both fanning and Colburn factors agree well between the medium and fine meshes.
This allows to conclude that the flow and heat transfer were resolved accurately at
medium mesh resolution, enabling its use for further predictions.
Mesh Fanning friction factor Colburn factor
Coarse 0.126 0.094
Medium 0.146 0.087
Fine 0.143 0.084
Table 4.3: Fanning friction factors f and Colburn factors j for the three meshes.
4.2.3 Finite Length Channel Solution Independence
The second approach uses a finite length sinusoidal HE channel to study flow and heat
transfer. This was undertaken following the Zheng et al. [157] study to provide more
information about the unsteady flow regime. In this study the computational domain
consisted of six sinusoidal channel periods (Figure 4.3) coupled with inlet and outlet
sections (both the length of the sinusoidal section). These additional sections were
created to enable pre-development of the flow and to minimise flow reversal errors
at the end of the domain. Same fluid properties were used (Table 4.2) with an inlet
temperature of T = 300 K and a constant temperature heat transfer condition at the
sinusoidal walls (Tw = 350 K). Data was extracted using sampling lines (Figure 4.3) to
study flow development and its impact on heat transfer performance at every channel
period.
Figure 4.3: Data sampling lined for finite length channel domain (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
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4.2.3.1 Effect of the Simulation Time-step
A strong unsteady flow behaviour was observed at Re ≥ 200 during initial finite length
channel analysis. Thus, the effect of the simulation time-step using laminar and k−ω
SST models was assessed. The simulations were completed with ANSYS Fluent using
the medium mesh resolution per sinusoidal corrugation period (60 × 180, Table 4.1).
Figures 4.4 & 4.5 show the effect of the time-step on the predictions at Re = 500 using
the laminar and k−ω SST models. Firstly, a steady-state solution was reached using
a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 4.4: Instantaneous velocity magnitude at t = 0.05 s (Re = 500) with: a)
∆t = 1 × 10−4 s, b) ∆t = 1 × 10−5 s, c) ∆t = 1 × 10−6 s, d) ∆t = 1 × 10−7 s using
laminar flow model with ANSYS Fluent (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
∆t = 1 × 10−4 s with both flow models (Figures 4.4 & 4.5). These solutions were
then used as initial conditions for simulations with decreased simulation time-steps.
Reducing the time-step further to ∆t = 1×10−5 s produced a clear unsteady solution,
contrasting to the previous result. However, using time-steps of ∆t = 1 × 10−6 s
and ∆t = 1 × 10−7 s led to closer solutions for both models, suggesting that time-
step independence could be reached. In addition, Figures 4.4 and 4.5 highlight the
differences between the two modelling assumptions. The laminar flow predictions
resolved the flow to smaller scale vortices which in turn caused higher localised velocity
magnitudes.
Thus, effects of the simulation time-step for both models were further analysed
using the overall pressure drop and temperature change (Figures 4.6 & 4.7). However,
laminar flow model predicted highly unstable flow which made it difficult to identify
whether the time-step independence has been achieved (Figure 4.6) and to resolve it the
results were time-averaged in Table 4.4. This enabled to conclude that the solutions
became similar between ∆t = 1 × 10−6 s and ∆t = 1 × 10−7 s. However, it still
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a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 4.5: Instantaneous velocity magnitude at t = 0.05 (Re = 500) with: a) ∆t =
1× 10−4 s, b) ∆t = 1× 10−5 s, c) ∆t = 1× 10−6 s, d) ∆t = 1× 10−7 s, using k − ω
SST flow model with ANSYS Fluent (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
remains questionable whether the laminar model is appropriate at Reynolds numbers
which lead to highly unsteady flow. Furthermore, flow predictions with the laminar
model took approximately twice the computational time to be resolved compared to
the k − ω SST predictions, suggesting difficult numerical convergence.
Laminar k − ω SST
∆t, s ∆P , Pa ∆T , K ∆P , Pa ∆T , K
1× 10−4 405 21.86 328 21.78
1× 10−5 388 20.63 308 21.25
1× 10−6 351 22.38 287 21.63
1× 10−7 354 22.09 297 21.63
Table 4.4: Time-averaged (throughout the simulation time) transient flow data using
laminar and k − ω SST models at a range of solution time-steps.
Predictions with the k − ω SST model produced less chaotic results (Figure 4.7
and Table 4.4) and allow to conclude that time-step independence is reached at ∆t =
1 × 10−6 s. However, results between laminar and k − ω SST models were found to
differ in terms of the time-averaged pressure drop. The k − ω SST model predicted
∆P = 287 Pa whilst with the laminar model the pressure drop was at ∆P = 351 Pa
(using ∆t = 1 × 10−6 s). This discrepancy is assigned to incapability of the laminar
flow model to predict the transitional flow regime. Interestingly, however, predictions
of the temperature change (∆T ) through the channel were similar between the models,
despite significantly different flow patterns.
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Figure 4.6: a) Pressure drop ∆P (Pa) and b) Temperature change ∆T , (K) through
the sinusoidal channel at the range of solution time-steps using laminar flow momentum
model with ANSYS Fluent (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0). Data was sampled at f = 500 Hz.
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Figure 4.7: a) Pressure drop ∆P (Pa) and b) Temperature change ∆T , (K) through
the sinusoidal channel at the range of solution time-steps using k−ω SST momentum
model with ANSYS Fluent (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0). Data was sampled at f = 500 Hz.
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4.2.3.2 Mesh Independence of the Finite Length Channel
The time-step independence predictions completed above used medium resolution mesh
(60×180 every sinusoidal period). Further increasing the mesh resolution was compu-
tationally challenging, however, an attempt was made to ensure quality of the predic-
tions. In addition, coarse mesh resolution was included to double check if the medium
mesh resolution is still necessary for unsteady flow analysis. Results from the grid
independence study are given in the Figure 4.8 with mesh resolutions summarised in
Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.8: a) Pressure drop ∆P (Pa) and b) Nusselt number through a sinusoidal
channel comparing the three (- coarse, - medium and - fine) meshes at Re = 500 and
k − ω SST model with ANSYS Fluent (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
Mesh Vertical divisions Horizontal divisions
Coarse 31 90
Medium 61 180
Fine 121 360
Table 4.5: Transient mesh resolution per single sinusoidal channel period.
The simulation time-steps for each case were adapted from the medium mesh result
(∆t = 1 × 10−6 s) to maintain the time-step independence. The data was acquired
for coarse and medium meshes at sampling frequency of f = 500 Hz. For the fine
mesh it was increased to f = 1000 Hz. Figure 4.8 shows that whilst the pressure
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drop through the channel was resolved similarly between the three meshes, the heat
transfer performance predictions slightly differed between the medium and fine grids.
However, it took 5 days on 32 processors to produce the fine mesh results which
was considered overly computationally expensive taking into account only marginal
differences between the two grids (less than 10%). Thus, medium mesh was considered
to be of a sufficient accuracy and was also proven to be more than 4 times faster.
4.2.4 Importance of the Discretisation Schemes
Selection of the discretisation schemes was also found to be critical in the transitional
flow regime and it is not widely stressed in the literature. This was discovered during
preliminary OpenFOAM simulations where low order accuracy schemes were used
(Table 4.6). Whilst the results were reasonable in the laminar regime, this numerical
setup almost fully damped the unsteady flow occurrence shown clearly afore. This is
well shown by the contrasting velocity contours in Figure 4.9. The low order discretised
domain resulted in much lower peak velocities (Figure 4.9a) compared to the higher
order discretisation output (Figure 4.9b).
b)
a)
Figure 4.9: Velocity magnitude contours of OpenFOAM a) using first order momentum
dominant discretisation (Table 4.6) and b) 0.006 s after the higher order discretisation
(Table 4.14) was enabled, (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0) .
To assess the differences further, overall pressure drop through the channel was
compared in Figure 4.10. An almost 50% lower pressure drop was predicted with the
lower order discretisation. This limits the use of low accuracy discretised domain to
steady state predictions. The result also questions accuracy of various CFD HE cor-
rugation literature studies which do not acknowledge the unsteady flow whilst provide
the predictions in the order of (Re = O(103)).
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Figure 4.10: Pressure drop comparison between OpenFOAM predictions using low
order (blue line) and higher order (black line) discretisation approaches. Re = 500,
∆t = 1× 10−6 s, data acquired at f = 500 Hz (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
Gradient leastSquares
Pressure leastSquares
Momentum bounded Gauss upwind
Turbulent Kinetic Energy bounded Gauss upwind
Specific Dissipation Rate bounded Gauss upwind
Energy bounded Gauss upwind
Transient Euler
Table 4.6: First order accuracy dominant discretisation approach.
4.3 Steady-State Modelling Results
4.3.1 Periodic Domain Verification with the Literature
Periodic domain predictions were compared to the results of Zhang et al. [146] (Figure
4.11) using Fanning friction (Equation 4.3) and Colburn (Equation 4.4) factors. It
should be noted that whilst both periodic flow and heat transfer were resolved with
ANSYS Fluent, OpenFOAM predictions were limited to the flow predictions. This
was done because the periodic heat transfer model from Patankar et al. [147] was
not implemented in the open-source alternative. The results revealed that whilst the
predictions between OpenFOAM and Fluent agree well, both solutions diverge from
the literature study as the Reynolds numbers increase. A couple of potential reasons
were identified. Firstly, Zhang et al [146] used a lower resolution grid than the current
study (55 × 100 by Zhang et al. [146] to 60 × 180 here). The lack of resolution in
the horizontal direction explains slightly different flow reattachment points shown in
Figure 4.12. This in turn could cause a difference in the overall pressure gradient and
heat transfer predicted.
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Figure 4.11: a) Fanning friction factor f and b) Colburn factor j predictions for a range
of Reynolds numbers compared to Zhang et al. [146] (γ = 0.25,  = 1.0).
Secondly, Zhang et al. [146] study was published in 2004, thus, limited compu-
tational power and accuracy can be assumed. This could have resulted in their use
of lower computing precision, examined with ANSYS Fluent (Table 4.7). In addi-
tion, this was checked using the coarse mesh resolution. However, the investigation
revealed an opposite trend - decreasing mesh resolution increases the friction and col-
burn factors whilst change in computing precision made no difference. Thus, it was
concluded that the differences were most likely due to other solution inaccuracies as
Zhang et al. [146] did not acknowledge unsteady flow and showed steady-state results
up to Re = 300. However, at Re = 300 a clear unsteady flow solution exists and
is shown later in the chapter (Section 4.4). Because of the various potential reasons
identified, the direct numerical match mesh to Zhang et al. [146] was not attempted
further. A further visual comparison of predictions was undertaken using flow stream-
lines (Figures 4.12). No significant differences between the solutions were observed,
however, current predictions are believed to be more reliable as they use a higher res-
olution grid. In addition, current predictions were verified using two different software
packages producing identical results.
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a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 4.12: Streamline comparison with Zhang et al. [146]: Fluent predictions (top)
to literature (below) at a) Re = 50 and b) Re = 200 (γ = 0.25,  = 1.0) and Fluent
predictions (left) to literature (right) at c) Re = 50 and d) Re = 200 (γ = 0.375,
 = 1.0).
f at Re = 50 f at Re = 175 j at Re = 50 j at Re = 175
Literature, [146] 0.324 0.1221 0.118 0.047
Coarse mesh - SP 0.468 0.233 0.180 0.054
Coarse mesh - DP 0.468 0.233 0.180 0.054
Medium mesh - DP 0.433 0.214 0.179 0.056
Table 4.7: Fanning friction (f) and Colburn factor (j) data with γ = 0.25,  = 1.0 (SP
- single and DP - double precision).
4.3.2 Steady-state Finite Length Channel Model Results
4.3.2.1 Comparison to the Periodic Domain
Firstly, simulations were completed in the steady-state regime (5 ≤ Re ≤ 100) to
compare the periodic and finite length channel domains using ANSYS Fluent (Figures
4.13 & 4.14). Pressure drop comparison is undertaken in Figure 4.13a and shows that
at low Reynolds numbers the pressure drop stabilises instantly inside the finite length
channel. Only at Re = 100 the flow requires two sinusoidal periods to fully develop,
but it did not affect the results significantly. However, it should be noted that in this
case the flow development length was potentially made shorter due to the inclusion of
the inlet section to the finite length domain. Pressure drop at each periodic sinusoidal
unit of the finite channel also agreed reasonably well with the fully periodic simulations
marked as dotted lines. This suggests suitability of the fully periodic model proposed
by Patankar et al. [147] for the pressure drop predictions at low Reynolds number
flows away from the inlet.
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Figure 4.13: a) Pressure drop and b) Nusselt number through the periodic units.
Points show data at each period of the channel whilst dotted lines (- -) represent data
from fully periodic flow modelling (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
Figure 4.13 also shows a clear relation between the pressure drop and heat transfer.
Stabilisation in ∆P leads to constant heat transfer through the channel periods whilst
the Nusselt number is enhanced where the flow is developing. However, correlation
between the periodic and finite channel domains was worse in terms of the heat transfer
(Figure 4.13b). It was particularly inaccurate at the low Reynolds numbers (Re = 25
and Re = 50) with the predictions becoming only reasonably accurate at Re = 100.
The discrepancies at low Reynolds numbers are suspected to be caused by the inlet
temperature boundary scaling, required to estimate periodic heat transfer (Patankar
et al. [147]). This locks inlet temperature to a certain average value and leads to
practically identical Nusselt number predictions at Re = 25 and Re = 50 whilst
Figure 4.14 provides further visual information. In the finite length channel the flow
reaches uniform temperature right at the inlet due to low flow velocity at Re = 25
(Figure 4.14c) and Re = 50. However, in case of the periodic domain the prediction
becomes distorted (Figure 4.14b). At Re = 100 this is not the case any more due to
the increased flow velocity and a more accurate Nusselt number prediction is obtained
(Figure 4.14b & 4.14d). However, due to the afore mentioned accuracy problems the
use of periodic heat transfer estimates is severely limited in this project.
Re uin τr, s ∆t, s Iterations Saving frequency, iterations
200 1.31 0.0763 2.5× 10−6 80000 800
300 1.97 0.0509 1.67× 10−6 122000 1200
400 2.62 0.0382 1.2× 10−6 167000 1600
500 3.27 0.0305 1× 10−6 200000 2000
1000 6.54 0.01525 0.5× 10−6 400000 4000
Table 4.8: Summary of simulation time-step scaling.
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a)
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d) e)
Figure 4.14: a) Velocity magnitude contours at Re = 100. Steady state temperature
contours at b) Re = 100 c) Re = 25 with finite length model and d) Re = 100 e)
Re = 25 with fully periodic prediction (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
4.4 Unsteady Flow Results
4.4.1 Onset of the Unsteady Flow
Unsteady flow and heat transfer onset is analysed in this section to understand the
impact it has on the flow and heat transfer inside the sinusoidal channel. Additionally,
it is compared to a steady-state simulation result obtained with a fully periodic model,
a conventional way to predict such flows. Initial flow field for the transient simulation
was a steady-state result, obtained using pseudo-transient solution stability feature of
ANSYS Fluent. It allows the simulations at Re ≥ 200 to arrive to a pseudo steady-
state solution and was used for a periodic domain prediction in Figure 4.15. Time-steps
for the transient simulations were scaled based on the time-step independence study
(Section 4.2) where the domain with uin = 3.27 m/s was time-step independent at
∆t = 1 × 10−6 s. Using the length of the channel in the flow-wise direction (x =
0.1 m) an approximate time for the fluid to pass the domain was calculated: τr =
0.1m/3.27(m/s) = 0.0305 s. This allows non-dimensionalise the simulation time-step:
τn = ∆t/τr = 1× 10−6(s)/0.0305(s) = 3.28× 10−5. The relation ∆t = τnτr was then
used to calculate the ∆t for simulations at different Reynolds numbers (Table 4.8).
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Figure 4.15: a) Pressure drop and b) Nusselt number through the periodic units.
Modelled with k − ω SST assumption (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0). Dotted line shows the
steady-state periodic prediction.
Figure 4.15 compares the finite channel predictions with the onset of the tran-
sitional flow to the fully periodic steady-state prediction. In addition, velocity and
temperature contours of the finite length channel are given in Figure 4.16. It can be
clearly seen, that the periodic domain fails to accurately predict both the pressure drop
and there heat transfer where the transitional behaviour of the flow is clear, despite
being a reasonable assumption at lower Reynolds numbers. The solution unsteadiness
levels are displayed using error bars which show standard deviation at each finite chan-
nel period. The results also show that the highest pressure drop is measured at the HE
corrugation period where the unsteady flow develops (Figure 4.15). This in turn leads
to a drop in the Nusselt number and suggests that the unsteady flow onset creates an
initial blockage in the channel. However, as the unsteady flow develops, a significant
pressure drop reduction is then coupled with a sharp increase in Nusselt number. This
signifies the importance of forced convection heat transfer (mixing) and agrees with
observations in [158, 159] that the heat transfer increases in the transitional Reynolds
regime.
a)
b)
Figure 4.16: a) Velocity and b) Temperature contours at Re = 200. Modelled with
k − ω SST assumption. (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0). Dotted line shows the steady-state
periodic prediction.
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4.4.2 Contrasting the Different Flow Models
Effects of the unsteady flow are further studied in Figures 4.17 - 4.19 using laminar,
k − ω SST and k −  momentum models at the 200 ≤ Re ≤ 500. In terms of the
trend-wise behaviour, results of the k − ω SST and laminar models (Figures 4.17 &
4.18) were similar. However, laminar model predicts greater levels of unsteady flow
and earlier flow instability development in the computational domain. A sharp drop in
the Nusselt number is observed at the instability onset which even enters the negative
range inside the channel (laminar model only, Figure 4.18). Further investigation of
the results revealed that at the corrugation period where the flow instability develops
Tin > Tout, contrary to all the other channel periods where Tin < Tout was found. The
cause of it is thought to be a blockage in the flow at this location (identified by the
peak in ∆P ), relating to unsteady flow onset and resulting in a local heating up of the
fluid. However, after this period the pressure drop reduces and the heat transfer is
significantly enhanced by the unsteady flow. This again agrees with the experimental
studies [159, 158] where it is noted that the transitional Reynolds number regime is
beneficial for heat transfer.
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Figure 4.17: a) Pressure drop and b) Nusselt number through periodic units at various
Reynolds numbers. Modelled with k − ω SST assumption. (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
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Figure 4.18: a) Pressure drop and b) Nusselt number through periodic units at various
Reynolds numbers. Modelled with laminar assumption. (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
No unsteady flow was predicted by the k −  model (Figure 4.19). This leads
to completely different flow and heat transfer predictions compared to the laminar
and k − ω SST models (Figure 4.17 & 4.18). It suggests inaccuracy of the k − 
model, especially for wall dominated flows. Such prediction was expected based on
the previous experience and findings in the PhD thesis by Woods [127] where it was
concluded to be an unsuitable model for the problems where accurately resolving the
flow separation is important. It was nonetheless included in this study as the k − 
assumption is still encountered in the HE corrugation articles and in the HE industry.
Figure 4.20 further illustrates the differences in the predictions of laminar, k − ω
SST and k −  models. The first two flow assumptions predict the unsteady flow
despite resolving the instability level differently due to the different way in solving the
momentum equation. The k −  model completely fails to predict the unsteady flow
and confirms its unsuitability for transitional Reynolds number regime.
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Figure 4.19: a) Pressure drop and b) Nusselt number through periodic units at various
Reynolds numbers. Modelled with k −  model. (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
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Figure 4.20: Velocity magnitude contours at Re = 500 using a) laminar b) k−ω SST
and c) k −  models. (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
4.4.2.1 Comparing the Overall Channel Performance
Overall channel performance was additionally compared at 5 ≤ Re ≤ 500 using lami-
nar, k−ω SST and k−  models. Here the simulations were undertaken using ANSYS
Fluent and the overall ∆P and Nusselt number were employed (Figure 4.21). The
unsteady flow predictions (Re & 200) were time-averaged and the flow instability lev-
els were measured using standard deviation for the laminar and k − ω SST models
(Table 4.9). In terms of the pressure drop (Figure 4.21a) the predictions started to
differentiate between the three models at the unsteady flow onset (Re ≈ 200). How-
ever, the k −  model produced radically different results from the other two models.
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Figure 4.21: a) Pressure drop and b) Nusselt number through periodic units at various
Reynolds numbers. Modelled with k −  assumption. (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
It under-predicted the pressure drop and over-predicted the Nusselt number (around
twice at Re = 500), questioning its accuracy again. Laminar model predicted higher
pressure drop (up to 20%) and heat transfer (up to 10%) compared to the k− ω SST
assumption. Nonetheless, both of these models show similar results overall, suggesting
better quality of the predictions. Thus, it was concluded that k−ω SST model should
be used for predictions in the unsteady flow regime. This was decided because the
k − ω SST model is more suitable for predicting turbulent wall dominated flow than
the laminar model. In addition, k − ω SST model produced similar results in the low
Re range to the laminar model and converged faster. Thus, the k−ω SST model is a
safer choice since it is not clear at which Reynolds number the flow turbulence onsets
(laminar model fails to predict such flows efficiently).
Re Laminar k − ω SST
σ, ∆P , Pa σ, Nu σ, ∆P , Pa σ, Nu
200 3.91 3.94 3.2 2.47
300 10.54 7.87 5.79 0.62
400 28.99 9.15 12.32 1.15
500 57.56 10.34 20.56 0.909
Table 4.9: Fluctuations in quantities using different models.
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Figure 4.22: a) Pressure drop (∆P ) and b) Nusselt number through a finite length
channel (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
4.4.3 Unsteady Flow at Higher Reynolds Numbers
Additional simulation was completed using the same numerical setup at Re = 1000
with k−ω SST model and ANSYS Fluent to check whether the flow instability persists
(Figure 4.22). Both simulations were initialised using low order discretisation schemes
(Table 4.6) to obtain a steady-state solution. The data was also time-averaged (Table
4.10) and revealed that the four times increased pressure drop resulted in only twice
improved heat transfer performance in terms of the Nusselt number. The development
Re ∆P , Pa Nu σ, ∆p, Pa σ, Nu
500 298 138 24.0 1.2
1000 1206 224 93.7 1.3
Table 4.10: Time averaged data of the two simulations.
of flow and heat transfer along the channel is further analysed in the Figure 4.23. The
graphs show that at the Re = 1000 unsteady flow onsets a period earlier (period 3
at Re = 1000 versus period 4 at Re = 500) and much higher flow and heat transfer
instability levels are observed. The unsteady flow then results in increased Nusselt
number, improving heat transfer. However, increasing Reynolds number leads to higher
pressure drop increase than the heat transfer enhancement, making this corrugation
less efficient overall at higher flow rates.
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Figure 4.23: a) Pressure drop and b) Nusselt number through the finite length channel
(γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
4.5 Comparing OpenFOAM to ANSYS Fluent
4.5.1 Steady-state OpenFOAM Predictions
In this subsection suitability of the open-source OpenFOAM code is evaluated by
comparing it against the commercial ANSYS Fluent. This was driven by two reasons:
firstly, OpenFOAM is free which reduces the overall cost of calculations. Secondly,
as OpenFOAM is open-source, it is easy to access and modify the code compared
to ANSYS Fluent where it is harder to know the exact implementation of numerics.
Firstly the steady-state simulation results are compared visually in Figures 4.24 &
4.25 where nearly identical performance can be observed. Overall performance of the
channel models is then summarised in Table 4.11 and a good correlation between the
two codes is found. The pressure drop agrees almost identically whilst the heat transfer
is predicted only marginally different between OpenFOAM and ANSYS Fluent.
a)
b)
Figure 4.24: Velocity magnitude contours of a) OpenFOAM and b) Fluent predictions
at Re = 50 (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
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The small differences in the heat transfer predictions are thought to relate to the
minor discrepancies in the numerical solution. This can include different implemen-
tation of the discretisation schemes (Table 4.14) or slightly different levels of solution
convergence.
a)
b)
Figure 4.25: Velocity magnitude contours of a) OpenFOAM and b) Fluent predictions
at Re = 100 (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
∆P f Nu j
Re Fluent OF Fluent OF Fluent OF Fluent OF
5 0.143 0.143 0.128 0.126 - - - -
25 0.831 0.804 0.0296 0.0282 53 55 2.394 2.511
50 2.017 2.016 0.0172 0.0176 54 57 1.206 1.310
100 6.478 6.491 0.0138 0.0139 58 62 0.656 0.697
Table 4.11: Non-periodic steady state data of ANSYS Fluent and OpenFOAM.
value units Fluent OpenFOAM
Ux 3.27 m/s × ×
Uy 0 m/s × ×
Turbulence kinetic energy, k 0.04 m2/s2 × ×
Specific dissipation rate, ω 274.5 1/s × ×
Temperature 350 K uniform
T = 350 walls
T = 300 rest
Table 4.12: Initialisation parameters of both codes for unsteady flow predictions.
4.5.2 Unsteady Flow Predictions with OpenFOAM
Following the good agreement between OpenFOAM and ANSYS Fluent in the steady-
state regime, the unsteady flow behaviour was compared next to further ensure that
OpenFOAM is capable of resolving flows in the transitional Reynolds regime using the
k − ω SST turbulence model. To accomplish it, pressure drop and Nusselt number
across the finite channel was measured at Re = 500. Initialisation was completed using
low order discretisation schemes in both codes (Table 4.6) together with other initial
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conditions (Table 4.12). Transient flow solver was then run from t = 0 s to t = 0.1
s using ∆t = 1 × 10−5 s, providing the closest possible initial steady-state solution
(Figure 4.26).
a)
b)
Figure 4.26: Velocity magnitude contours at the solution initialisation with a) Open-
FOAM and b) Fluent predictions at Re = 500 and t = 0.1 s (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
However, the change to the higher order accuracy discretisation (Table 4.14) and
decrease in the simulation time-step to ∆t = 1×10−6 s yielded slightly different results
between the two codes (Figure 4.27). OpenFOAM produced an overall more unsteady
result (Figure 4.27), caused by small scale vortices being resolved slightly differently
despite the identical mesh used (Figure 4.28). However, the time-averaged data (Table
4.13) shows results of significant similarity between the two codes. This allowed to
conclude that the open-source OpenFOAM can be used for the HE applications of
interest to the project.
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Figure 4.27: a) Pressure drop and b) Temperature change using Fluent (f = 4000 Hz)
and OpenFOAM (f = 2000 Hz) at Re = 500 (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
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∆P , Pa ∆T , K σ ∆P , Pa σ ∆T , K
OpenFOAM 273 21.8 22.1 0.56
Fluent 298 21.6 24.0 0.11
Table 4.13: Time averaged OpenFOAM and Fluent prediction data.
Fluent
OpenFOAM
t = 0.102 s t = 0.104 s t = 0.106 s
Figure 4.28: Velocity magnitude contours after the solution iniatialisation at the end
of sinusoidal section, Re = 500 (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
Fluent OpenFoam
Gradient Least Squares leastSquares
Pressure Second Order leastSquares
Momentum Second Order Upwind bounded Gauss linear
Turbulent Kinetic Energy First Order Upwind bounded Gauss upwind
Specific Dissipation Rate First Order Upwind bounded Gauss upwind
Energy Second Order Upwind bounded Gauss linear
Transient First Order Implicit Euler
Table 4.14: Discretisation schemes after the initialisation for both codes.
4.5.3 Effects of the Low Order Discretisation
After identifying that the low order accuracy discretisation suppresses unsteady flow
occurrence in the sinusoidal channel, a further study was undertaken at 25 ≤ Re ≤ 500
to assess the influence its on both, the flow and the heat transfer performance. Thus,
simulations using the two discretisation strategies (Table 4.6 vs 4.14) were run using
the k − ω SST model in OpenFOAM. As seen in the Figure 4.29a, solutions with
the higher order discretisation predicted significantly larger pressure drop across the
channel. The difference between two approaches increased with Reynolds number (up
to 30%) and was most likely caused by the failure of the low accuracy approach to
predict the unsteady flow. However, the differences in domain discretisation were
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Figure 4.29: a) Pressure drop and b) Nusselt number through periodic units at various
Reynolds numbers. Modelled with k −  assumption. (γ = 0.375,  = 1.0).
found to have only a minor effect in heat transfer performance in terms of the Nusselt
number (Figure 4.29b). Thus, the less accurate approach could be deemed acceptable
for the situations where the simulation speed is prioritised over more accurate pressure
drop prediction.
4.6 Summary of the Chapter
A two dimensional sinusoidal HE channel was used to assess different numerical mod-
elling assumptions at 5 ≤ Re ≤ 1000. Fully periodic and finite length channel compu-
tational domains were contrasted and fully periodic predictions were verified against a
published study in a laminar flow regime. Compared to the finite length channel the
periodic domain was found reasonable for pressure drop predictions in the steady-state
laminar flow regime. However, the periodic domain had significant shortcomings for
the heat transfer predictions which limited its use.
Laminar, k−ω SST and k− models were compared at 5 ≤ Re ≤ 500 using a finite
channel model. All the three models agreed well in steady-state laminar flow regime
up to the onset of the unsteady flow (Re ≈ 200). The k−  model completely failed to
predict the onset of the unsteady flow. It led to completely different solutions (e.g. up
to 60% lower pressure drop) compared to both laminar and k − ω SST assumptions.
A better agreement was found between the two latter models, however, the laminar
model predicted higher pressure drop compared to the k − ω SST assumption (up to
20%). This was due to the higher levels of unsteady flow predicted by the laminar
model. However, the heat transfer performance between the two models was found
similar. It was concluded that using the k − ω SST is the right modelling approach
in the transitional flow regime as it converged faster and is overall more suitable for
highly unsteady wall-bounded flows, especially at higher Reynolds numbers.
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Open-source CFD package OpenFOAM was compared to the commercial ANSYS
Fluent. A good agreement was found between the two codes, confirming that Open-
FOAM is suitable for HE despite the minor differences between the results of the two
codes. OpenFOAM was also used to check sensitivity of the predictions to the numer-
ical discretisation schemes. It was found that the low order domain approximation
led to a lower pressure drop prediction (up to 30%) and omitted the unsteady regime.
This, however, had only a minor influence over the Nusselt number predictions, en-
abling to conclude that the low accuracy discretisation approach could be used for
certain applications where the computational cost is excessive.
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5.1 Introduction
In this chapter a plate-fin HE is selected in collaboration with an industrial partner
to validate the developed CFD methodology. The HE unit experiments are completed
using industrial equipment covering a broad range of Reynolds numbers to establish a
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comprehensive dataset which is difficult to find in the literature. A range of HE corru-
gation computational domains are compared and their results are incorporated into the
HE unit model. The HE unit is modelled by simplifying flow and heat transfer inside
the HE core using porous media and heat transfer effectiveness models. CFD out-
puts are then compared to the experimental results in order to validate the numerical
methodology.
5.2 Experimental Work
5.2.1 HE Unit
A compact plate-fin HE with serrated (off-set strip) corrugation (Figure 5.1a) which
has an average hydraulic diameter of dh = 1.134 mm was experimentally evaluated.
Identical corrugation was used on both HE flow sides, arranged in cross-flow. The se-
lected HE core has 10 cold (blue sections) and 9 hot (red sections) flow layers (Figure
5.1b) with individual HE core component geometry data in Table 5.1 and was manu-
factured using Aluminium 3003 alloy with its properties in Table 5.2. The assembled
a) b)
Figure 5.1: a) Schematic example of the serrated (off-set strip) corrugation and b)
Schematic HE core model showing the flow directions.
HE is shown in Figure 5.2 with headers and bypass valves for both fluids (blocked with
dummy valves during the experiments) and inlet/outlet ports of diameter D = 17.62
mm located on the fitting plate of the HE.
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Part Dimensions, (x, y, z, mm)
Top plate 83.82× 64.77× 2.5
Bottom plate 83.82× 64.77× 2.5
Partition sheet 83.82× 64.77× 0.5
Cold flow spacer 83.82× 2.5× 2.5
Hot flow spacer 2.5× 64.77× 2.5
Table 5.1: HE core geometry data prior to the vacuum brazing process. Empirical
shrinkage coefficient of 0.958 should be used for post-brazing dimensions.
Figure 5.2: Assembled experimental HE unit with valves and headers. Inlet/outlet HE
ports are located on the fitting plate.
Property Quantity Units
Density 2739 kg/m3
Thermal Conductivity 168 W/(mK)
Specific Heat 910 J/(kgK)
Table 5.2: Properties of Aluminium 3003 used for plate-fin HE unit.
a) b)
Figure 5.3: Flow blockages inside the cold flow outlet header: a) at the HE core b) at
the outer walls of the header.
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5.2.2 Inspection Inside the HE
A detailed visual investigation was completed inside the HE headers using a borescope.
Design of the HE headers was found compromised in some areas by the thick welds
(shown in Figures 5.2 & 5.5b) which occurred during the assembly process. The first
defect was found at the cold flow outlet where part of the bottom HE core layer is
blocked (Figure 5.3a). Additionally, thick welds were observed on the outer walls of
the cold flow outlet header (Figure 5.3b). Similar flaws were also observed inside the
a) b)
Figure 5.4: Flow blockages inside the hot flow headers at: a) inlet and b) outlet.
hot stream header (Figure 5.4). Welding flaws at the corners in all the HE headers
were found to block multiple flow layers, an example is shown in Figure 5.5a. This was
identified occurring at the meeting points of different welds, caused by prolonged HE
unit exposure to heat (Figure 5.5b). It was considered the worst defect of the HE unit
and the most important one to be aware of whilst validating the CFD predictions. It
definitely affected the HE performance, estimated in the region of 2-10%, leading to a
suspected increase in pressure drop and reduction in heat transfer.
a) b)
Figure 5.5: a) Multilayer blockage of the HE core layers, occurring at the meeting point
of multiple welds. b) Outer HE view highlighting where the multiple welds meet.
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5.2.3 Experimental Procedure
Comprehensive dataset was established using the experimental apparatus shown in
Figure 5.7. Jet A1 fuel was used for the cold stream fluid and BP Turbo Oil 2380
was selected for the hot fluid side (Table 5.3). This selection provided contrasting
fluid dynamics and heat transfer behaviour between the two fluid streams because
approximately 5 times higher oil viscosity resulted in the hot side of the HE core
remaining laminar. It also provided contrast in Prandtl numbers (Pr = cpµ/(ρk), a
ratio between momentum and thermal diffusions) between the two fluids (Proil ≈ 49
and Prfuel ≈ 18 during thermal performance testing). The experiments were split
Cold flow, ∆T test Hot flow, ∆T test Cold flow, ∆P test Units
ρ 781 926 743 ks/m3
µ 0.0012 0.0031 6.1× 10−4 Pa · s
Cp 2020 2111 - J/(kgK)
Pr 18 49 - -
Table 5.3: Properties of Fluids based on the measurements at the HE inlets during
the experimental testing. ∆P and ∆T tests relate to isothermal pressure drop and
thermal performance experiments respectively. Please note that both fluids are treated
as Newtonian [171].
into two parts: pressure drop and thermal performance tests. HE unit flow resistance
was established first using the cold fluid HE stream at isothermal conditions. Cold
flow side rates were varied such that all three Reynolds regimes would occur inside
the HE core: laminar, transitional and turbulent. Pressure drop was measured using
SE labs pressure gauges 6.75” away from the inlet/outlet HE ports with Figure 5.6
showing the physical setup. Multiple flow rate meters (Table 5.4) were used during
the experiments based on the test point planned (full list of the experimental points
is in the Appendix (Tables A.1 to A.3)). Reliability of pressure drop experiments was
established running each test point for 2 minutes in order to ensure steady-state was
reached.
Thermal performance test measured the heat transferred between the two flow
streams and was conducted by varying the cold stream flow rate whilst keeping the hot
stream flow rate constant. A temperature difference of ∆T ≈ 70 K between the fluid
stream inlets was maintained throughout the test to ensure a sufficient temperature
gradient. The same flow rate meters (Table 5.4) were used together with thermocouples
(tolerance of T ± 0.3 K) at the inlet and outlet ports to the HE unit. Heat loss to
the environment was minimised by insulating the HE unit with calcium-magnesium
silicate carbide sheets (Figure 5.8). To ensure reliability of the heat transfer data, each
point was run up to 45 minutes in order to reach steady state and was repeated twice.
However, pressure drop across the fluid streams was not measured during the thermal
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performance test assuming that change in temperature would produce a negligible
effect to the flow resistance characteristics of HE unit.
Figure 5.6: Uncovered HE unit after the experiments.
Figure 5.7: Schematic diagram of the test setup utilised to measure HE performance.
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Figure 5.8: Insulated HE unit during the experiments.
Fluid Manufacturer Serial Number
Fuel Nixon 2698501
Fuel A.O.T 061135
Fuel TheroFisher 6000545393-201
Oil A.O.T 053096
Table 5.4: Data of the flow rate meters used.
5.2.4 Results and Discussion
Experimental HE data is given in Figures 5.9 - 5.11 where the results are plotted against
the Reynolds number at the inlet to the cold HE stream. Pressure drop (Figure 5.9)
increased non-linearly to ≈ 1.3 bar (relatively high for such compact unit), agreeing
with general trends observed in the literature. However, it should be noted that in
order to obtain a comprehensive data set, the HE was run beyond typical operation of
such HE unit.
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Figure 5.9: Experimental HE unit pressure drop versus Reynolds number at the cold
flow inlet.
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Figure 5.10: a) Heat balance of the system (%) at the cold inlet of the HE b) Heat
exchanger cold side effectiveness versus Reynolds number at the inlet to the cold side
of the HE.
Figure 5.10a presents an important quality measure of the thermal performance test
- heat balance between the hot and cold fluid streams (Qhot/Qcold). The relationship
indicates that at heat balance above 100% more heat is lost by the hot stream rather
than gained by the cold stream. Such result is expected because although the HE
unit was insulated during testing, heat loss to the environment and measurement
inaccuracies are inevitable. This is thought to relate to accuracy of the experimental
apparatus. At low flow rates the heat balance was the highest questioning quality
of the results at the first two experimental points. In contrast, unusually low heat
balance was calculated at the two test points around Reinlet ≈ 20000− 40000 (Figure
5.10), even below 100%. This suggests that more heat was absorbed by the cold stream
than lost by the hot stream which is unphysical and again questions the measurement
accuracy at those two points. The rest of the thermal performance test points, however,
appear to have a reasonable and repeatable heat balance, reinforcing quality of the data
acquired.
Cold HE side heat transfer effectiveness (Equation 2.14), compares the amount of
heat transferred in the HE to the maximum possible heat transfer at each experimental
point and is given in Figure 5.10b. Again, the same two points (Reinlet ≈ 20000 −
40000) did not match the general trend and led to a spike in effectiveness reinforcing
that the points were measured inaccurately. Two distinct heat transfer regimes can also
be observed when analysing the effectiveness data. Firstly, at low Reynolds numbers
high heat transfer effectiveness is measured which decreases until Reinlet ≈ 10000
and is thought to relate to conduction dominant heat transfer. From Reinlet ' 10000
dominance of forced convection increases which continuously improves the heat transfer
performance of the HE, reinforcing the importance of mixing for efficient heat transfer.
Additional heat transfer performance data given in Figure 5.11a shows that in-
creasing the cold HE side Reynolds number resulted in a heat transfer plateau. This
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suggests that close to the maximum heat transfer was reached for this HE under the
test conditions. Temperature change data in Figure 5.11b gives further supporting
information on changing heat transfer mechanisms. An increase in flow rate of the
cold stream led to a forced convection dominance and a small ∆T on the cold fluid
side, despite higher heat transfer and HE effectiveness.
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Figure 5.11: a) Heat absorbed by cold stream (W ) and b)Temperature change for cold
fluid (K) versus Reynolds number at the cold side inlet of the HE.
5.2.5 Conclusions of the Experimental Work
Aluminium plate-fin cross flow HE with serrated (offset strip) fins was experimentally
evaluated. JET A1 fuel and BP Turbo Oil 2380 engine oil were used for the cold
and hot flows respectively. Pressure drop was evaluated on the cold HE side and in-
creased non-linearly to ≈ 1.3 bar, rather high for such compact HE unit. Thermal
performance experiments highlighted that thermal losses to the surroundings still oc-
cur despite insulating the HE unit and were found more prominent at low Reynolds
numbers. Increased flow rate of the cold stream led to forced convection dominance
which in turn resulted in better HE effectiveness. Visual inspection of the HE after the
experiments revealed that some of the pathways through the HE core were obstructed
during manufacture. This could have affected the results, estimated in the range of
≈ 2− 10%, by increasing pressure drop and decreasing heat transfer of the HE.
5.3 HE Unit CFD Modelling
5.3.1 Introduction
As outlined in Chapter 3 there are two methods to model HE. For a non-compact
HE (e.g. shell and tube) or a small HE complete single fluid path can be modelled
in full detail [172]. However, for the majority of HE a combination of detailed HE
corrugation and simplified HE unit modelling should be undertaken [168]. The second
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approach is used here for the experimentally evaluated HE unit (Figures 5.1 & 5.2).
This approach was undertaken because the HE unit has 19 flow layers in total and high
density flow elements (Figure 5.12), making the first approach infeasible. During the
process a variety of HE corrugation and HE unit modelling approaches are evaluated
which are then validated against experimental data in Section 5.5.
Figure 5.12: Slice through the single cold flow layer of the HE core.
c) d)a) b)
Figure 5.13: Plate-fin corrugation models: a) Original along with the b) Chamfered,
c) Squared and d) Squared2 simplifications.
5.3.2 Simplifying the HE Corrugation
Firstly, the complex asymmetric serrated fin geometry (Figure 5.13a) was simplified in
order to make the meshing process easier. It was completed using CFD with periodic
flow assumption and the numerical setup from Chapter 4. Fluid properties for the pre-
dictions were taken from pressure drop experiments (Table 5.3). Three simplifications
of the original design were created (Figure 5.13) and meshed using snappyHexMesh
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application in OpenFOAM. The solution similarity was maintained by keeping the
same mesh refinement limits and restraining the total mesh size to 80000 cells be-
tween the different simplifications. Mesh visualisations are shown in Figure 5.14,
further illustrating similarity between the meshing domains. Overall flow pressure
a) b) c) d)
Figure 5.14: Plate-fin corrugation meshes of: a) Original along with the b) Chamfered,
c) Squared and d) Squared2 simplifications.
gradient through HE corrugation was used to check if the domain simplifications al-
tered the flow significantly from the original model predictions (Figure 5.15). Flow for
Recorrug < 300 converged using the steady state solver suggesting a fully laminar flow
regime. However, flow predictions at Reynolds numbers higher than 300 required a
transient solver to converge. A constant simulation timestep ∆t = 1×10−6 s was used,
taken from Chapter 4. Unsteady flow levels increased with the Reynolds number and
are represented using standard deviation for flow fluctuations (Figure 5.15). At the
low Reynolds numbers all models predicted similar pressure drop gradient. However,
with increasing Reynolds number only the chamfered model remained in agreement
with the original corrugation model. Thus, it was used for further simulations as it is
an easier model to mesh accurately than the original corrugation model.
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Figure 5.15: Overall pressure gradient results with error bars showing flow instability
levels.
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Discretisation scheme
Gradient Gauss linear
Pressure Gauss linear corrected
Momentum bounded Gauss (upwind/linearUpwind)
Turbulent kinetic energy bounded Gauss upwind
Specific dissipation rate bounded Gauss upwind
Energy bounded Gauss (upwind/linearUpwind)
Transient Euler
Table 5.5: Summary of discretisation schemes used for CFD simulations. Terms with
a choice correspond to first and second order accuracy options.
Figure 5.16: Serrated single channel corrugation model (50% cold flow side length,
≈ 40 mm) with the numerical boundary conditions used for meshing.
5.3.3 Single Channel Model
The first detailed HE corrugation model employed a finite length channel of the HE
core layer, symmetric normal to the main flow direction. The mesh independence
predictions used a 50% (≈ 40mm) length single channel of the cold side HE corrugation
layer (Figure 5.16). Cold side HE layer was selected because the HE corrugation flow
pathways on this HE side are longer and because the experimental pressure testing was
completed on this side, making the validation easier. Constant cold fluid properties
were used (Table 5.3) with discretisation schemes in Table 5.5. A constant temperature
boundary was applied to the domain walls, following the methodology of recent studies
[114, 157]. Temperature difference of 35 K was selected between the inlet and the walls
of the domain (half of the experimental temperature difference between the two fluid
streams, see Section 5.2.3). The setup then used buoyantBoussinesqSimpleFoam
or buoyantBoussinesqPimpleFoam solvers for simulations (depending if the flow is
considered steady-state or transient) with buoyancy effects disabled.
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5.3.3.1 Single Channel Model Grid Independence
For the mesh independence study of the single channel model four meshes were gener-
ated (Table 5.6) with visualisations in Figure 5.17 and run at the thermal performance
experimental point of Recorrug, cold = 146 (assuming no maldistribution in the HE
headers). The meshes were designed to resolve not only the boundary layer, but also
to capture the heat transfer accurately across the domain, completed by increasing
the overall mesh resolution. Domains were evaluated using the overall channel per-
formance and the additional line data acquired along the middle of third and seventh
corrugation periods (Figure 5.18).
a) b)
Figure 5.17: Visualisations of a) Coarse and b) Coarse 1 meshes at the inlet of the
domain showing different boundary layer refinement levels.
Mesh Mesh size, million Boundary layer, ×10−5, m
Coarse 1.2 1.5
Coarse 1 2.9 0.8
Medium 8.7 0.8
Fine 18 0.8
Table 5.6: Data of the single channel model meshes.
Figure 5.18: Serrated single channel corrugation model used for meshing with fluid
sampling lines.
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Firstly, visualisation of the domain is given at the medium mesh resolution (Figure
5.20) and shows asymmetric flow and heat transfer behaviour, expected due to the
geometry of the HE corrugation used. Laminar flow model results from the differ-
ent meshes are compared using pressure drop and temperature change in Table 5.7.
Negligible differences in terms of the pressure drop predictions between medium and
fine meshes were found whilst the temperature data differed more. Thus, to provide
more information about the thermal performance the temperature line data was plot-
ted in Figure 5.19. The data shows only a marginal difference between medium and
fine meshes through the majority of the domain allowing to conclude that medium
resolution is sufficient for accurate predictions.
Mesh ∆P , Pa/ρ % diff. ∆T , K % diff.
Coarse 0.5835 - 22.05 -
Coarse 1 0.6098 4.5 25.97 17.7
Medium 0.6423 5.3 27.04 4.1
Fine 0.6429 0.0001 28.69 6.1
Table 5.7: Overall single channel model data for different resolution meshes.
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Figure 5.19: Temperature line data across the domain at a) third and b) seventh planes
in the flow-wise direction with different mesh resolutions.
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a) b) c) d)
Figure 5.20: Visualisations of a) & b) Velocity magnitude and c) & d) Temperature
contours with laminar and k−ω SST models respectively at medium mesh resolution.
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5.3.3.2 Turbulence Modelling with the Single Channel Mesh Model
An unexpected numerical solution phenomenon was observed during k−ω SST model
predictions for the mesh independence study. The simulation converged to steady state
for the coarse mesh resolution, however, higher mesh resolutions required a transient
solver to converge. Interestingly, the transient simulations led to a steady state so-
lution (Figure 5.21) (despite the fact that the simulation time-step was controlled to
Comax = u∆t/∆x = 0.5 [173] which enables to capture unsteady flow), suggesting
a numerical convergence problem. This also suggests that sufficiently fine boundary
layer is required to capture this instability numerically.
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Figure 5.21: Mean temperature on plane 7 along the single column domain for the
medium mesh using transient solver with k − ω SST model at Recorrug = 146.
Table 5.8 compares final output of the transient k − ω SST prediction to the
steady-state laminar result at the medium resolution. Negligible differences were found
at Recorrug = 146 between the two models which can also be visually observed in
Figure 5.20. However, it was concluded to use laminar flow assumption for further
single channel model calculations as the need of the transient solver for turbulent flow
predictions significantly increased the computational time.
laminar k − ω SST % difference
∆P , Pa/ρ 0.642 0.638 0.6
∆T , K 27.1 27.2 0.7
Table 5.8: Comparison of overall channel data between the two flow momentum as-
sumptions.
5.3.3.3 Unsteady flow with Single Channel Model
Nonetheless, single channel domain predictions using the transient solver were also
attempted at the thermal performance experimental point Recorrug = 1213 using k−ω
SST model. In this case a steady-state result was used obtained using low order
discretisation schemes for a better flow field initialisation before switching back to the
second order accuracy (Table 5.5). Maximum Courant number restriction was used to
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limit the simulation time-steps and was varied from 4 to 0.5, saving data at 200 Hz
frequency. The predictions ran for approximately a week using 128 Intel E5-2670 cores
on ARC2 high performance computer at the University of Leeds and are summarised in
Figure 5.22. Unsteady flow is predicted suggesting similar vortex shedding to Chapter
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Figure 5.22: Single column domain results of a) ∆P , Pa/ρ and b) ∆T , K for medium
resolution meshes at Re = 1213 using different Courant number restrictions.
4, however, the additional computational time of transient solutions proved to be
excessive as the simulations did not progress significantly in simulation time. Thus,
it was decided to limit the single channel domain computations to steady-state and
laminar assumptions. This was considered to provide sufficiently accurate solutions
as the laminar model proved to be a reasonable choice at low levels of unsteady flow
(Chapter 4), shown to occur for this HE corrugation previously in this chapter (Section
5.3.2).
a) b)
Figure 5.23: a) Schematic of the HE section domain b) HE section solid domain
visualisation.
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5.3.4 HE Section Model
A novel computational domain was formulated which utilises the conjugate heat trans-
fer methodology (Figure 5.23a). The approach models a slice of the HE core containing
both hot and cold fluid streams separated by a solid (parting sheets and fins between
the fluids), termed as a HE section model in this document. A slice of 1/16th of the
HE core layer area (top view of Figure 5.1b) was used in mesh independence calcula-
tions to minimise the computational cost with the model schematic and visualisation
of the solid domain provided in Figure 5.23b. Cold fluid layers were cut in half in
order to create a representable symmetric model of the HE core as it has 10 cold
and 9 hot flow layers. The approach allows to directly simulate the thermal inter-
action between the two fluid streams which is impossible using traditional method-
ology such as finite length channel or fully periodic models. For these predictions
chtMultiregionSimpleFoam or chtMultiregionFoam OpenFOAM solvers had to be
used which are capable of modelling multiple fluid and solid domains. In addition,
the HE section model enables to apply the data acquired into the HE unit domain
after simple extrapolation to the full HE core layer dimensions. This eliminates the
necessity for analytical corrections from the literature such as Kays and London [6],
needed for data acquired by the single channel model (Section 5.3.3). Constant fluid
and solid properties from the experimental work (Table 5.2 and Table 5.3) and the
discretisation schemes in Table 5.5 were used throughout all the simulations. Conse-
quently, both fluids were also assumed to be Newtonian based on the information from
widely available literature and manufacturer data-sheets, such as [171].
Figure 5.24: Visualisation of the solid domain using temperature contours at
Recorrug, cold = 146, Recorrug, hot = 35 at medium mesh resolution.
5.3.4.1 HE Section Grid Independence
HE section computational domain was modelled using setup given in Section 5.3.4
using four meshes described in Table 5.9 at the thermal performance experimental
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point of Recorrug, cold = 146 and Recorrug, hot = 35 (assuming no maldistribution in the
HE headers). A different meshing approach compared to the single channel domain
was undertaken as the boundary layer resolution was not altered which was consid-
ered sufficient. In addition, further near-wall resolution increase would have been
computationally expensive because of the much larger domain than the single channel.
Instead, the mesh was refined inside all the flow domains, critical for accurate heat and
mass transfer predictions. Example outputs of the simulations at Recorrug, cold = 146,
Recorrug, hot = 35 are shown in Figures 5.24 & 5.25.
a) b)
Figure 5.25: Visualisations through the middle of the top cold flow domain of a)
Temperature and b) pressure contours at Recorrug, cold = 146, Recorrug, hot = 35 at
medium mesh resolution. Flow direction is from left to right.
Mesh Mesh size, million Boundary layer, ×10−5, m
Coarse 6.5 1.5
Coarse 1 15.4 1.5
Medium 18.7 1.5
Fine 29.4 1.5
Table 5.9: HE section mesh data.
Data was sampled from all the fluid domains by using sampling lines in the main
flow-wise direction in the locations shown in Figure 5.26. Additionally, the overall
performance of each fluid domain was summarised in Table 5.10. It showed a similar
trend as to the single column results as the pressure drop performance stabilised faster
whilst the temperature change fluctuated slightly between the medium and fine meshes.
Thus, temperature line data was analysed to provide with more information with an
example in Figure 5.27 where the second line of the top cold fluid domain is presented.
It showed that the additional mesh points of the fine mesh allowed capturing heat
transfer away from the walls of the domain in more detail. However, overall the
differences are reasonably minor and therefore medium mesh resolution was used for
further simulations.
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Flow Domain ∆P , Pa ∆T , K % diff. % diff.
Coarse, Cold 131.75 26.3 - -
Coarse, Hot 119.51 20.0 - -
Coarse 1, Cold 114.07 17.2 15.5% 52.9%
Coarse 1, Hot 99.03 17.2 20.7% 16.3%
Medium, Cold 113.01 17.3 0.9% 0.6%
Medium, Hot 97.8 17.2 1.3% -
Fine, Cold 113.14 18.5 0.1% 6.5%
Fine, Hot 98.39 17.9 0.6% 3.9%
Table 5.10: Overall data for the HE section calculations.
Figure 5.26: Visualisation of the sampling lines used to analyse the fluid domains.
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Figure 5.27: Temperature data through the second top cold fluid domain line at
Recorrug, cold = 146, Recorrug, hot = 35 with various mesh resolutions.
5.3.4.2 HE Section Domain and Turbulent Flow Modelling
HE section model results in Table 5.11 compare the k − ω SST and laminar flow
model predictions of the cold and hot flow domains using the same flow conditions.
Interestingly, in the case of HE section model, the k − ω SST predictions did not
require the transient solver and converged using a steady-state solver. This is thought
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to relate to the lower resolution boundary layer, same to the coarse resolution of the
single column model where the k− ω SST converged with a steady-state assumption.
The predictions between the laminar and k−ω SST models also were almost identical
(Table 5.11), showing no need to use a more complex model, at least at low Reynolds
numbers.
laminar k − ω SST
Flow Domain ∆P , Pa ∆T , K ∆P , Pa ∆T , K
Medium, Cold 113.01 17.3 113.1 17.3
Medium, Hot 97.8 17.2 97.8 17.2
Table 5.11: Overall data for the HE section calculations comparing laminar and k−ω
SST model results.
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Figure 5.28: Overall a) pressure drop ∆P and b) temperature change ∆T predictions
for the cold fluid at Recorrug = 1213 with medium mesh resolution and varying the
simulation time steps.
5.3.4.3 HE Section Time-step Independence
To test the unsteady flow occurrence with the HE Section model the medium grid
was run at the thermal performance experimental point of Recorrug, cold = 1213 and
Recorrug, hot = 35. To accommodate the increased cold flow rate it was simulated with
the k − ω SST flow model whilst the hot flow used the laminar model. Flow fields
were initialised using a steady solution obtained with low order dominant discretisation
(Table 5.5). Then, a transient conjugate heat transfer solver was run at a range
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of simulation time-steps, controlled by varying the maximum Courant number [173]
(Comax = u∆t/∆x) from 4 to 0.5. Data was saved at 200Hz frequency and simulations
were run up to 0.15 s due to storage and computing expense.
Figure 5.28 shows the overall pressure drop and temperature change through the
cold flow side of the HE section model. In addition, the data was time averaged
from 0.02 s to 0.15 s and shown in Table 5.12. Pressure drop data again did not
Max Courant Number 4.0 2.0 % diff. 1.0 % diff. 0.5 % diff.
∆P , Pa 2614 2630 0.6% 2659 1.1% 2685 1%
∆T , K 6.31 6.25 1.1% 6.14 1.8% 5.99 2.5%
Table 5.12: Time averaged data of overall cold flow domain quantities.
vary significantly with respect to different simulation time steps whilst more difference
can be seen in terms of the overall temperature change. Overall, it was concluded
that a maximum Courant number not higher than 0.5 should be used for accurate
unsteady simulations. However, it should be noted that lowering Courant number
restriction further was not attempted due to significant computational time increase.
Simulations using Comax = 0.5 were also run further to t = 0.25 s to compare the k−ω
SST and laminar flow models (Figure 5.29). Interestingly, no significant differences
are observed between the two models when time averaging the results, despite the
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Figure 5.29: Overall a) pressure drop ∆P and b) temperature change ∆T predictions
for the cold fluid at Recorrug = 1213 with medium mesh resolution and comparing the
two flow momentum modelling assumptions.
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minor differences visible. This suggests slightly different instability levels between the
two models, similar result as in Chapter 4, however, it did not lead to significantly
different overall results. Potential reasons for the lack of contrast between the laminar
and k − ω SST models are: inevitably lower grid resolution compared to 2D case
resolved in Chapter 4 and overall less disruptive HE corrugation. It should also be
noted that the transient solutions required to run the simulations for more than a week
on 72 cores of Broadwell E5-2650v4. Thus, it was concluded that the unsteady flow
simulations were overly time consuming, eliminating their use due to the low unsteady
flow levels observed.
Mesh No. of Elements Boundary layer thickness, m
Coarse 7.19× 105 5× 10−4
Medium 2.7× 106 3.92× 10−4
Fine 4.8× 106 3.18× 10−4
Fine1 8.59× 106 2.07× 10−4
Fine2 11.5× 106 1.71× 10−4
Table 5.13: Mesh resolution data of HE unit model.
Figure 5.30: HE flow volumes with solid separating them. Refer to Figure 5.2 for the
photograph of the assembled HE unit.
5.3.5 HE Unit Modelling
HE unit model considers simplified flow and heat transfer in the HE core and models
the HE headers connected to the HE core layers. Firstly, to create the CFD model cold
and hot flow HE fluid volumes together with the solid separating them were extracted
from an industrial CAD model (Figure 5.30). Then cold HE flow side was meshed as
the cross-flow heat transfer effects were taken into account by the HE section model
(Section 5.3.1). This allowed to use a single fluid domain bouyantSimpleFoam solver
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with incompressible assumption and constant fluid properties (Table 5.3). Flow and
heat transfer modelling inside the HE core was simplified by adding source terms
to the momentum and energy equations (described in detail in Chapter 3). It was
undertaken because the flow and heat transfer cannot be modelled in detail due to the
computational expense caused by the large surface area of the HE (Section 5.3.2). To
account for the pressure drop through HE core, Darcy-Forscheimer (Equation 3.47)
and power law (Equation 3.48) models were used. Heat transfer through the HE core
is simplified using heat transfer effectiveness model (Equation 3.50) which defines a
proportion of maximum possible energy transfer to the fluid under certain conditions
[34].
5.3.5.1 HE Unit Model Solution Independence
The HE unit grid modelling was undertaken by generating five meshes (Table 5.13) us-
ing the snappyHexMesh application and the setup outlined in Section 5.3.5 at Reinlet =
11121 at cold domain inlet. Inlet temperatures were set to Tcold inlet = 302 K and
Thot inlet = 373 K with corresponding constant fluid properties. The HE core was
modelled using Darcy-Forchheimer porous media and effectiveness models for flow and
heat transfer. Arbitrary values were used for both friction (f = 714, uni-directional)
and the effectiveness ( = 0.613 across all the HE layers). However, solution residuals
were found to remain reasonably high during the calculations. Thus, all the meshes
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Figure 5.31: Overall ∆P through the cold HE unit domain versus solution iterations.
were initialised by using the low order dominant discretisation (Table 5.5) to iter-
ation 3000. Then the simulations were continued using the second order dominant
discretisation (Table 5.5) up to iteration 15000 with the solution results being saved
every 1000 iterations (solution visualisation is given in Figure 5.32). High residuals
required plotting ∆P versus the solution iterations (Figure 5.31) which showed that
the solutions converged to an acceptable stability.
Overall results were summarised in Table 5.14, obtained by averaging the data from
iteration 5000 to 15000. In terms of the pressure drop only minor differences were found
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Figure 5.32: Velocity contours through the middle of the cold flow side of the HE unit
at medium mesh resolution (inlet at the left) at Re = 11121.
between the different meshes. However, again agreeing with the previous results, more
differences were observed in terms of the ∆T predictions. Overall, the Fine2 grid
resolution mesh produced the most stabilising temperature change compared to the
other meshes and was selected for further HE unit simulations.
Mesh ∆P , Pa % diff ∆T , K % diff
Coarse 1582 - 14.31 -
Medium 1586 0.3% 19.16 33.9%
Fine 1602.7 1.1% 25.99 33.9%
Fine1 1619.8 1.1% 21.95 15.54%
Fine2 1620 0.01% 23.72 8.06%
Table 5.14: Summarised data for running the HE unit flows separately.
5.3.6 Extending the HE Corrugation Domains
5.3.6.1 Single Channel Model
After generating mesh independent domain the single column model was extended to
100% length of the cold HE flow layer (≈ 80 mm), compared to 50% (≈ 40 mm)
channel length used prior. Medium mesh resolution was maintained by using identi-
cal snappyHexMesh settings and simulation setup (Section 5.3.3.1). Development of
pressure drop ∆P and temperature change ∆T through the corrugation periods was
compared to ensure solution similarity. Data extraction was done using the sampling
planes and averaging them every HE corrugation period (Figure 5.18). Results in
Figure 5.33 were found to differ only slightly between the two channel models when
comparing the flow and heat transfer development in the channel. This was expected
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Figure 5.33: Visualisations of a) ∆P , Pa/ρ cold and b) ∆T , K of different length
single column domains.
as the shorter channel domain would lead to a slightly different overall development
of the flow. Averaging quantities over a single period of the channel (Table 5.15)
showed that there was little difference between the two models. This enabled using
the full length single channel model for higher Reynolds number calculations where
the extended model would be more important for accurate predictions.
Domain ∆P , Pa/ρ ∆T , K
50% length 0.0642 2.704
100% length 0.0642 2.704
Table 5.15: Averaged quantities per period of the single channel domain.
5.3.6.2 HE Section Model
The HE section model was extended twice in the cold flow direction, resulting in the
1/8th of the layer area model. Selective extension of the domain was undertaken to
minimise the increase in grid size and because experimentally only the cold flow rates
were varied whilst the hot flow side remained at a constant low Reynolds number
(Recorrug, hot = 35, assuming no maldistribution). Flow conditions, setup and mesh
resolution between the two simulation domains remained the same as during the mesh
independence study (Section 5.3.4). Cold flow data is analysed here which was mainly
affected by the extension of the computational domain. Both HE section models are
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compared to the two single channel domains to verify the novel modelling approach.
The comparison uses the friction factor f , derived from the Equation 3.47 as
f =
2|∇pflow−wise|
ρu2f
(5.1)
where uf was taken as an inlet velocity. To compare the results between the models
the data was sampled at every corrugation period and shown in Figure 5.34. The
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Figure 5.34: f factor comparison between the four simulation domains.
results clearly show that the shorter HE section domain is not sufficient for predictions,
especially for the higher Reynolds number flows and is affected by the flow exit effects,
caused by not analysing the full HE corrugation period and resulting in drop of flow
resistance. More similarities can be seen between the longer HE section model and the
single channel domains. However, the longer HE section model still predicts slightly
lower overall flow resistance which is thought to relate to the lower grid resolution.
Also, the flow exit effects are still observed for the longer HE section domain. These
are caused by inherently shorter domain length than in the single channel model and
led to reduction in friction factor at the end of the domain. Thus, the data from the last
period of the predictions was excluded whilst calculating the overall flow resistance and
heat transfer performance in simulations across the experimental Reynolds numbers
range, shown in Sections 5.4.2 & 5.4.2.1.
5.4 Validating the CFD Modelling with the Experiments
5.4.1 Single Column Model Results
Results of the full length single column domain for pressure drop experiments (118 ≤
Recorrug ≤ 2010) are presented in this section. Numerical setup remained as in Section
5.3.3 with laminar and steady-state assumptions. The artificial heating source using
a constant wall temperature of Tw = Tin + 35 K was also prescribed to establish
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thermal performance of the HE corrugation. It should be noted that laminar steady-
state predictions above Recorrug = 2010 diverged and the highest Recorrug = 2957
experimental point was not reached. Interestingly, increase in the solution residuals
was observed at Recorrug ≈ 300, suggesting the unsteady flow onset. This is similar to
the result in Chapter 4 where the unsteady flow was detected at Recorrug ≈ 200 and
the fully periodic simulations of this corrugation in Section 5.3.2. Increase of solution
residuals also led to slight fluctuations of the results. However, it was previously shown
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Figure 5.35: Data of a) pressure drop ∆P , Pa and b) temperature change ∆T , K c)
f factor and d) effectiveness of the single channel domain across the Reynolds number
range.
that the full transient solution was time consuming, thus the steady state assumption
was maintained (Section 5.3.3.1). Instead, the solution instability was quantified by
averaging the predictions every 100 solution iterations from iteration 2000 to 8000 and
using a standard deviation function for error bars. Flow resistance and heat transfer
results across the single channel domain length are given in Figure 5.35. The error
bars clearly show that the solutions did not fluctuate significantly throughout the test
points and suggest low levels of unsteady flow. Interesting fluctuations occurred at the
Reynolds numbers 650, 710 and 769 which did not follow the general trends. However,
similar discrepancies were also observed during the experimental work and are further
investigated later in the chapter (Section 5.4.2).
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Figure 5.36: HE corrugation data of a) pressure drop and b) f factor of the HE section
cold flow domain for the pressure drop experiments across the Reynolds number range.
5.4.2 HE Section Domain Data
In contrast to the single channel domain, the HE section model was used to generate
the data for both pressure drop and thermal performance experiments. Laminar and
k−ω SST models were used with the steady-state assumption and numerical setup as
in Section 5.3.4. The HE section model fully converged across the Reynolds number
range in contrast to the single channel model results afore. Steady-state predictions
were even achieved around the Reynolds numbers where it was shown that the unsteady
flow solution exists already with the shorter HE section model (Section 5.3.4.3). This is
believed to be possible because of the two reasons: firstly, the HE section domain had
a coarser near-wall mesh resolution compared to the single column domain. Secondly,
the HE section domain is shorter and does not allow the cold flow to develop as far
compared to the single channel case, reducing the chances of unsteady flow occurrence.
HE section predictions for the pressure drop experiments are presented in Figure 5.36.
They were generated by simulating only the cold fluid flow part of the HE section model
at isothermal conditions and 118 ≤ Recorrug ≤ 2957 was covered. The same fluctuation
in the frictional performance at Recorrug ≈ 600−700 (although to a smaller magnitude)
is observed, agreeing to the single column flow domain results (Figure 5.35).
The HE section model results for the thermal performance experiments (Figure
5.37) were generated at 88 ≤ Recorrug, cold ≤ 1213 range. Again, a fluctuation in
flow resistance was observed, however, towards the end of the test range. It can be
potentially explained by a higher fluid viscosity as the cold side was run at a lower
inlet temperature during thermal performance experiments which altered the Reynolds
number at which the instability is predicted. Cold flow effectiveness (Figure 5.37d) also
revealed an interesting trend. At the lowest Reynolds numbers the HE was predicted
to operate with high efficiency which then dropped. In this regime, flow mixing is low
and the heat transfer is thought to be driven mostly by the fluid properties. Forced
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convection then takes over at Recorrug ≈ 300 and continually increases its dominance
with the Reynolds number, making the heat transfer more efficient. Similar trend was
also observed during the physical experiments (Figure 5.10b), reinforcing the trust in
the HE section model results.
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Figure 5.37: Data of a) pressure drop, b) temperature change, c) f factor and d) heat
transfer effectiveness of the HE section cold flow domain at thermal performance test
experimental points.
No significant differences were observed between laminar and turbulent flow pre-
diction models, contrasting to the findings in Chapter 4. It is thought to relate to
the compromises necessary for the mesh resolution to predict the three-dimensional
flow and also the less disruptive serrated corrugation compared to the sinusoidal one
in Chapter 4. Whilst maintaining the steady state assumption probably caused an
inaccuracy in the predictions, it is difficult to quantify the extent of it. It could be
only estimated to be up to 10% at the highest Reynolds numbers, based on low un-
steady flow levels detected in Section 5.3.4.3. As the error was considered low and the
steady-state assumption was the only computationally feasible way to resolve the HE
section model, the results were considered valid.
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Figure 5.38: Approximate portion of a HE layer simulated shown on the the cross-flow
heat transfer result between the two flows separated by a flat plate.
As only a portion of both fluid layers was simulated (Figure 5.38) due to the
computational constrains, the cold side HE section model data required interpolation
across the HE core layer dimensions. This was necessary in order to implement the
HE section data into the HE unit model. Figure 5.39 shows the mean temperature
change data along the cold flow direction (flow-wise, left to right in Figure 5.38) of
the HE section domain. In this particular application the model predicted that the
vast majority of heat transfer occurred in the beginning of the layer, driven by the
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Figure 5.39: ∆T along the cold flow direction at Recorrug, cold = 322 and Recorrug, cold =
998 together with the curve-fitted result for Recorrug, cold = 998 case.
high temperature gradient between the two flows. Curve fitting was undertaken along
the flow-wise direction, but did not add a significant increase in overall ∆T (the heat
gained to the cold flow) when extrapolated to the full length of the layer for this
application.
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Measuring the detrimental cross flow heat transfer effects to the efficiency of the
HE corrugation proved to be more difficult. It was done by sampling the temperature
line data at each HE corrugation period through the middle of the HE section cold
flow domain (Figure 5.26). Example of such data extraction after one HE corrugation
period is given in Figure 5.40a where the cross flow effects were found strong. This
data was then used to estimate the decrease of ∆T along the flow domain by averaging
the temperature of the fluid between the solid walls. The extrapolated result for the
full HE core layer width is given in Figure 5.40b. This data is then averaged across
the layer width to give the mean ∆T through the corrugation periods and enables to
calculate the detrimental cross-flow effects. The interpolated results suggested that a
significant correction in heat transfer (reduction of ≈ 18 − 30%, increasing with the
Reynolds number) was required to model the HE core performance accurately. These
corrected results (Figure 5.41) were then used for the input to the HE unit model.
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Figure 5.40: Data at Re = 205 of a) line data showing the overall temperature de-
crease after one period of the corrugation b) Curve fitted data of ∆T , K of the first
corrugation period extrapolated to the width of the domain.
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Figure 5.41: Comparing the original HE section effectiveness to the result adjusted for
the cross flow heat transfer effects.
5.4.2.1 Contrasting the HE Corrugation Models
A comparison of the results between the single column and HE section corrugation
domains was completed using the friction factor f (Equation 5.1). The data in Figure
5.42 shows that the single column domain flow resistance was slightly higher compared
to the HE section data, confirming previous results (Figure 5.34). This again is believed
to be due to the single column model mesh having a finer resolution. However, the
differences were considered insignificant and enabled to verify the HE section model
to the single channel simulations.
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Figure 5.42: Data selection planes for the cold flow domain.
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Figure 5.43: Contours of pressure at Reinlet = 66680 (Recorrug = 880) using a) Power
law and b) Darcy-Forschheimer models.
5.5 HE Unit Model Comparison to the Experiments
This section discusses the overall CFD methodology performance against the pressure
drop and thermal performance experiments. It was completed using the HE section
data implemented in the HE unit model with the setup described in Section 5.3.5.
Both Darcy-Forschheimer (Equation 3.47) and power law (Equation 3.48) HE core
flow simplifications were evaluated as their implementation in OpenFOAM is different
with example pressure drop and temperature change contours shown in Figures 5.44
& 5.43. Darcy-Forchheimer model in each case uses a constant resistance across all
layers based on the corresponding HE section result. Power law model, however,
automatically selects a resistance based on the mass flow coming into each HE core
layer. The difference between the models in turn has an effect on the heat transfer
effectiveness source term. The model selects a certain amount of heat transferred based
on the mass flow coming to a certain HE core layer across the Reynolds number range
and has a visible effect on the HE unit predictions and is further investigated in the
following pages.
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Figure 5.44: Contours of temperature at Reinlet = 66680 (Recorrug = 880) using a)
Power law and b) Darcy-Forschheimer models.
In terms of the pressure drop and temperature change only small differences were
found between the two HE core models at the HE unit level (Figure 5.45) together
with a good agreement of the HE unit model CFD predictions to the experiments.
Maximum disagreement of only ≈ 10% in terms pressure drop was found at the high-
est Reynolds number (Figure 5.45a). It should be noted that the full experimental
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Figure 5.45: Data comparison of: a) pressure drop and b) temperature change through
the Reynolds number range (error bars show the experimental error).
Reynolds range for the pressure drop test could not be simulated with CFD due to the
convergence problems which occurred because of the extreme pressure gradients inside
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the compact HE unit. However, this was not considered critical as this HE unit was
experimentally evaluated beyond its typical operation. Increasing disagreement with
the experiments is thought to be due to the steady-state assumption used during the
HE section predictions, suggested by the previous results in Chapter 4. In Chapter
4 the onset of the unsteady flow was shown at Recorrug ≈ 200 (sinusoidal geometry),
agreeing with the results in this chapter where the unsteady flow is suspected from
Recorrug ≈ 300 onwards.
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Figure 5.46: Effectiveness comparison (Error bars show the maximum possible exper-
imental error).
Agreement of the HE unit simulations with the thermal performance experiments
was also good - the mean difference in terms of ∆T was ≈ 0.94 K whilst the aver-
age difference in heat transfer effectiveness (Figure 5.46) was at ≈ 4.8%. Again, the
steady-state assumption during the HE section model simulations is thought to be the
main reason for discrepancy between the HE unit model predictions and the experi-
ments. This helps to explain the lower ∆T and heat transfer effectiveness  around
the suspected onset of the transitional regime (15000 . Reinlet . 30000). However,
issues with the experimental work should also be considered. They could have affected
the agreement, particularly in terms of , where even small differences in ∆T are ex-
aggerated (Figures 5.45b vs. 5.46). Firstly, the thermocouples used had a tolerance of
±0.3 K which partially eliminates some of the disagreement between the simulations
and experiments. Secondly heat balance (Qhot/Qcold) was measured during the exper-
iments (Figure 5.10a) and was around ≈ 105%. This suggests some loss of heat to
the environment which was not simulated numerically and would lead to higher heat
transfer predicted by CFD. Thirdly, partial blockages of the physical HE unit caused
during manufacturing (Section 5.2.2) could have increased the pressure drop through
the HE unit and lowered heat transfer performance (estimated at around 2− 10%).
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inlet core outlet
Figure 5.47: Velocity contours through the middle of the cold HE side at Reinlet =
93240 Recorrug = 1213, showing sectioning of the results for detailed analysis.
5.5.0.1 Detailed Analysis of the HE Unit Model Output
Visible flow maldistribution inside the HE core (Figures 5.43, 5.44 & 5.47) led to the
need of a more detailed flow analysis inside the HE unit. To accomplish this, the
HE unit domain was firstly split into three sections: inlet/outlet HE headers and the
HE core and was analysed in terms of pressure drop and temperature change. Addi-
tionally, individual HE core layer performance was analysed to compare the Darcy-
Foschheimer and power law HE core simplifications. The data revealed that with
increasing Reynolds number the pressure drop becomes increasingly dominant in the
outlet HE header compared to the HE core (Figure 5.48). Contrastingly, the flow
resistance was found comparably negligible in the inlet HE header. Overall, little
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Figure 5.48: Analysis of the separate components of the cold side of the HE: a) average
core and b) outlet header pressure drops versus the Reynolds number simulated.
difference was found between the models for the outlet HE header pressure drop pre-
diction whilst the HE core resistance was predicted generally slightly higher by the
Darcy-Forschheimer simplification. High pressure drop part at the HE outlet header
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was sanity checked using analytical sudden contraction in pipes theory, found in fluid
dynamics books, such as White [174]. The head losses in such conditions can be
quantified using a common formula:
hf = K
U2outlet
2g
(5.2)
where g - gravitational constant, Uoutlet - velocity at the outlet and K - empirical
resistance constant. For this case K = 0.5 (Acore >> Aoutlet) was selected to estimate
the pressure drop. Using velocity data extracted from Recorrug = 1213 (highest point)
∆P was estimated to ≈ 33000 Pa or ≈ 60% of the predicted value at the outlet HE
header. It was expected to obtain a lower ∆P estimate because the flow within the
outlet header is more complex than in pipes, however, the estimate helps to further
reinforce reliability of the CFD simulations.
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Figure 5.49: Maldistribution, Pressure drop, Temperature change and heat transfer
data across the different HE core layers at Recorrug = 998. Blue lines indicate power
law and red lines - Forscheimer core models. Layer 1 to 10 - indicate bottom to top
layers in Figure 5.47.
To better understand the extent of maldistribution in the HE core a more detailed
look into the individual HE core layer performance was undertaken (Figure 5.49).
Maldistribution across the Reynolds number range was mainly observed within the
second and the third layers of the HE core. This in turn led to higher pressure drop
and lower overall temperature change through the two HE core layers. It should be
noted that first HE core layer was partially blocked during manufacturing which lead
low mass flow through during numerical simulations. However, significant maldistribu-
tion was found only in those two layers of the HE core whilst the layers above showed
rather uniform flow. Moreover, only small differences were found between the power
law (blue line) and Darcy-Forschheimer (red line) HE core simplifications which re-
duced with the increasing Reynolds number. Overall, the Darcy-Forschheimer model
predicted marginally smaller maldistribution levels. This in turn led to slightly higher
temperature change predictions as the lower mass flow leads to higher ∆T for this
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application. However, as shown in Section 5.5, differences between the two HE core
simplifications identified become negligible at the HE unit level for this application.
5.6 Conclusions of the Chapter
A compact plate-fin HE with serrated corrugation was evaluated experimentally and
numerically. The experiments were carried out at an industrial facility to produce a
comprehensive data set which is difficult to find in the literature. A novel HE cor-
rugation domain termed HE section was introduced which takes a slice of a HE core
and simulates both the cold and hot flow streams separated by a solid, resolved using
conjugate heat transfer methodology. This model eliminates the need for analyti-
cal/empirical corrections from books such as Kays and London [6] and was used to
generate the data for the HE unit model. The second HE corrugation model used a
single corrugation period width channel of the HE cold layer (termed single column).
This model was based on similar recent literature studies and was used to verify the
novel HE section domain. The HE unit was modelled using two HE core simplifica-
tions for the flow and the heat transfer effectiveness model for the heat transfer inside
the HE core. Both HE unit models produced similar results in terms of the overall
pressure drop and temperature change. In addition, similar levels of flow maldistribu-
tion inside the HE core were found despite different implementations of the HE core
flow simplifications in OpenFOAM. Results of the HE unit CFD modelling agreed well
with the experimental data with the maximum ≈ 10% difference in pressure drop at
the highest Reynolds number and an average of ≈ 4.9% difference in heat transfer
effectiveness. Small levels of disagreement arose from both experimental inaccuracies
and the numerical assumptions employed. The results allowed to validate the novel
HE CFD design methodology developed.
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6.1 Introduction
In this chapter HE design work which combines Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
and Additive Layer Manufacturing (ALM) is presented. Among various ALM tech-
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niques Selective Laser Melting (SLM) method is selected as it provides unprecedented
design freedom compared to the traditional HE manufacturing methods and can pro-
duce surfaces at the lengthscales relevant to the HE (Chapter 2). Concept HE design
work is accomplished by splitting the HE unit into two parts: HE corrugation and
HE headers. Initially a number of concepts are generated and small representative
sections are manufactured to evaluate their feasibility. Findings of the study are then
used in designing and manufacturing a full size proof of concept novel HE unit. It is
then numerically evaluated using the CFD methodology established in Chapters 4 &
5 and compared to a conventional pin-fin HE unit.
6.2 Generating Novel Heat Exchanger Structures
6.2.1 HE Corrugation Concepts
HE corrugation is crucial in determining the size and efficiency of the HE, however,
thermally efficient HE fins often lead to high frictional resistance and ALM has a
potential to balance them both. This can be accomplished by either customising
current HE corrugation or by proposing a novel heat transfer solution which would
eliminate drawbacks of current technology. Thus, generating the HE corrugation was
completed in two steps: firstly, current plate-fin HE corrugations were iterated. Then
the second part of the design work introduced a new type of corrugation, creating a
hybrid HE core structure. Iterative designs of the HE core are shown in Figures 6.1 - 6.3
Figure 6.1: Cylindrical HE corrugation section.
with the cylindrical pin-fin corrugation in Figure 6.1 created as a robust baseline design.
It is a combination of two conventional types HE: plate-fin and tube-fin. However, in
this design the cylinders were designed solid, contrary to the tube-fin HE (Figure
2.10) where the cylinders carry the second HE flow stream. Spacing the cylindrical
corrugation evenly enables good structural integrity of the HE core and provides an
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alternative to plate-fin HE. The structure is also enabled by the SLM process whilst the
manufacture of it using the traditional processes is difficult. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show
a) b)
Figure 6.2: a) Triangular and b) Sinusoidal HE corrugation in cross flow configuration.
iterations of the serrated plate-fin HE corrugation (thoroughly analysed in Chapter 5)
in cross and counter flow orientations. Out of the two orientations, counter-flow is more
efficient [6], however, both were created in order to test structural integrity of them
when manufactured with SLM. Both triangular and sinusoidal fins are made of thin
a) b)
Figure 6.3: a) Triangular and b) Sinusoidal HE corrugation in counter flow configura-
tion.
ellipses (maximum thickness 0.5 mm). This potentially reduces pressure drop through
the fins compared to the traditional serrated corrugation which is manufactured by
pressing the fins from a flat metal sheet. Additionally, ALM designs have the potential
to vary the angle of attack of the serrations which could provide additional mixing to
match a certain heat transfer requirement.
Different versions of the novel corrugation are presented in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 in
both cross and counter flow arrangements. The novel corrugation is fundamentally
different and introduces vertical flow pathways between the same HE core fluid layers,
designed to:
• Allow maldistributed flow entering the HE core to adjust itself inside the HE
core in order to minimise underutilised HE regions.
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• Provide additional fluid-fluid mixing caused by fluid entering through vertical
conduits into the neighbouring HE core layers of the same fluid stream. This
mixing is achieved with no structural turbulators which are often used in current
HE and is expected to result in increased heat transfer performance.
a) b)
Figure 6.4: Two periodic versions of novel HE geometry in cross-flow orientation.
Figure 6.4 shows two iterations of the novel HE corrugation in cross-flow arrange-
ment. A corrugation version with additional turbulators is shown in Figure 6.4a. It was
designed to enhance heat transfer at the lower Reynolds numbers where level of forced
convection is lower. Figure 6.4b shows the novel corrugation with different aspect ra-
tios of the vertical conduits for the two fluids in thermal contact. This was designed
assuming that they have contrasting thermal properties. Figure 6.5 shows the novel
inter-layer corrugation in a more efficient counter-flow orientation. Such alignment of
the conduits provides the simplest structure to manufacture as the vertical channels
are at the 45o angle to the parallel HE core layers. This aids the manufacturing pro-
cess by eliminating the need for support material. A series of these concepts were then
manufactured using SLM to evaluate their feasibility (Section 6.2.3).
a) b)
Figure 6.5: Two versions of the novel inter-layer HE corrugation in counter-flow ori-
entation.
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a) b)
Figure 6.6: a) Cross-flow header arrangement with two flow streams covered with
headers. b) Cross-flow header arrangement where one of the flows is subjected to the
ambient air. Red and blue colours indicate hot and cold flow streams respectively.
6.2.2 Manifold HE Header Design
Design of the HE headers was focused on next as their design is critical for efficient HE
core performance. Current HE headers are manufactured by welding metal sheets onto
HE core with two example layouts shown in Figure 6.6. However, this methodology
has numerous disadvantages. Firstly, the welding process can lead to flaws inside the
HE flow streams, even to blockages of HE core sections (Chapter 5 discusses this in
more detail). Secondly, the traditional manufacturing leads to inefficient HE headers
requiring a large installation volume. Thirdly, the flow cross-sectional area inside such
headers is twice over-expanded compared to the HE core flow path for a specific fluid
(Figure 6.6b). This results in an unnecessary pressure drop inside HE unit.
a) b)
Figure 6.7: Two versions of manifold HE headers designed for counterflow.
Manifold HE headers were proposed as a solution (Figure 6.7). This type of design
shows a potential to solve the afore described issues with currently used HE headers.
It is not a feasible solution with current manufacturing techniques, however, it can be
easily built with SLM (shown in Section 6.2.3). In addition, although the headers in
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Figure 6.7 are designed for the counter-flow orientation - the idea could also be applied
for cross-flow HE.
6.2.3 Initial Manufacturing
Feasibility of the selected HE concepts was evaluated by manufacturing them using
commercially pure titanium with a Renishaw AM250 SLM machine (Figures 6.8 -
6.11). HE corrugation samples (Figures 6.8 & 6.9) were manufactured using a common
a) b)
Figure 6.8: a) Sinusoidal and b) Triangular corrugations manufactured using the SLM
process.
hydraulic diameter dh = 5 mm and uniform 0.5 mm wall thickness. Figure 6.8 shows
that the iterated current HE corrugation types were manufactured successfully in both
cross and counter-flow orientations. This suggests that extra performance could be
gained by adjusting direction of the flow streams for current HE types by utilising
ALM. In addition, two complex inter-layer HE corrugation concepts were built without
defects (Figure 6.9), confirming feasibility of the novel HE structure with SLM. All
the HE corrugation sections have a granular surface finish which is an inherent SLM
process feature. Post-manufacturing techniques, such as sand blasting, can be used to
obtain a smoother surface finish, however, in this case the thin walled surfaces were
not post-processed to avoid potential damage.
a) b)
Figure 6.9: Two versions of novel HE corrugation manufactured using the SLM process.
HE header concepts were manufactured (Figure 6.10) with reduced channel height
of 2.5 mm to test scalability of SLM. In addition, HE header models were sand blasted
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which produced a visually smoother surface finish and confirmed the structural in-
tegrity of SLM designs after post-processing. Figure 6.11 shows further scaling down
a) b)
Figure 6.10: Two trial header designs manufactured using the SLM process.
of the HE prototypes. A version of the novel HE corrugation was produced with hy-
draulic diameter reduced to dh = 2.5mm and uniform wall thickness of 0.5 mm (Figure
6.11a). The manufactured part was again not affected in terms of both surface quality
or structural integrity. Figure 6.11b shows a cylindrical HE corrugation with reduced
wall thickness of 0.25 mm. This resulted in thermal stress induced bending of the part
and random rough surface of the cylindrical pins. Thus, whilst this rough surface finish
in theory could increase mixing and heat transfer, 0.5 mm wall thickness to ensure
structural integrity was selected for the prototype HE unit shown in Section 6.3.
a) b)
Figure 6.11: Scaled down versions of: a) Inter-layer and b) Cylindrical fins manufac-
tured using the SLM process.
6.3 Design and Manufacture of the Heat Exchanger Demon-
strator
A proof of concept HE unit combines the novel inter-layer HE corrugation and manifold
HE header ideas (Figure 6.12). It was assembled in a counter-flow HE orientation to
highlight SLM capability. ALM HE unit was restricted to be manufactured in a single
build volume of the Renishaw AM250 (250×250×300 mm), aiming to reduce the cost
of manufacture. Thus, a concept HE unit with 4 cold and 3 hot flow pathways was
designed with overall dimensions of 78×42.5×262mm (Figure 6.13). Identical manifold
HE headers were designed for either 3/8” or 1/2” BSP connectors during experimental
testing. In addition, the manifold HE headers were designed, thus, manufacture of the
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a) b)
Figure 6.12: Final version of a) HE header and b) corrugation designs used for the
proof of concept unit build.
HE would start from the connectors vertically upwards, eliminating the need for any
support material and expensive post-processing.
Base corrugation layout shown first in Figure 6.5a was selected because of the
ease of manufacture and due to higher potential to be compacted compared to the
alternative design in Figure 6.5b. Final corrugation was manufactured with a hydraulic
diameter of dh = 2.75 mm (Figure 6.12b) and HE compactness β [6] (a widely used
design factor) of:
β =
Ah
V
=
heat transfer area
volume for the flow
= 818
m2
m3
. (6.1)
The two HE unit parameters were inserted into the diagram by Shah [30] (Figure 6.14).
It confirmed that the demonstrator HE can be classed as compact for both gases and
liquids, a necessity for aerospace HE to save installation space and weight.
Figure 6.13: Assembled ALM HE unit CAD model.
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Figure 6.14: Diagram clasifying different types of HE (Shah [30]) with the dh = 2.75
mm and β = 818 m2/m3 of the prototype HE shown by the dotted lines.
Manufactured full size SLM HE unit was made of commercially pure titanium is
shown in Figures 6.15 & 6.16. This material was selected as it was preferred by the
outsourced SLM manufacturing experts. It should be noted that although it is not
a particularly thermally conductive material, it is similar to some high temperature
alloys used for HE (e.g. inconel). Uniform wall thickness of 0.5 mm was used inside the
HE core to make it comparable to the serrated plate-fin HE unit used in the Chapter
5. Overall, the HE unit manufacture was completed without any quality issues and
no post-manufacturing procedures (apart from a clean-up) were applied to preserve
the surfaces inside the HE core, resulting in surface finish as shown in Figures 6.15
& 6.16. In addition, successful manufacture allowed evaluation of the novel HE unit
using CFD in Section 6.4.
a) b)
Figure 6.15: Close up views of the manufactured novel ALM HE.
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Figure 6.16: SLM manufactured novel HE in printing orientation.
6.4 CFD Modelling of the Novel Heat Exchanger
Numerical ALM HE modelling follows the guidelines established in Chapters 4 & 5
of the thesis and is used to evaluate the novel HE design. The novel HE corrugation
is evaluated across the 25 ≤ Recorrug ≤ 500 Reynolds number range. For HE unit
calculations it is equivalent to 1400 ≤ Reinlet ≤ 55000 (assuming even flow expan-
sion in the HE core). HE corrugation predictions are undertaken using laminar flow
assumption whilst the HE unit predictions are completed using k − ω SST model,
initialised with 5% turbulence intensity and hydraulic HE corrugation diameter as a
mixing lengthscale. All the simulations are completed using a steady-state assumption
to save computational time. Mesh independent solutions are obtained for HE cor-
rugation and HE unit models. Both computational domains are approximated using
discretisation schemes in Table 6.1. Water was chosen as the working fluid for the sim-
ulations with constant fluid properties (Table 6.2). Hot side of the HE was assumed to
remain at a constant temperature of T = 318 K whilst the cold HE side inlet was set
to Tinlet = 293 K. This was enabled to reduce the computational cost by eliminating
hot flow and solid domains. However, it still allowed to characterise the novel HE in
terms of heat transfer and flow performance.
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Discretisation scheme
Gradient Gauss linear
Pressure Gauss linear corrected
Momentum bounded Gauss linearUpwind
Energy bounded Gauss linearUpwind
Time steady state
Table 6.1: Summary of discretisation schemes used for ALM simulations.
Figure 6.17: HE corrugation domain with the boundary conditions explained.
6.4.1 HE Corrugation Model
Firstly, the HE corrugation model is presented, developed to generate the data for the
simplified HE unit model. In this case a fully symmetric cold flow corrugation channel
of the ALM HE core was used (Figure 6.17). Its meshing process was completed using
blockmesh and snappyHexMesh tools inbuilt within OpenFOAM. The methodology
firstly selects the computational domain of interest inside the blockmesh generated
(Figure 6.18). The selected domain mesh is then refined and snapped to the surface
using control parameters for a certain computational domain set by the snappyHexMesh
dictionary. A range of meshes were created (Table 6.3) to study grid independence
with the numerical settings described in Section 6.4. Recorrug = 200 was selected to
avoid being close to the unsteady flow region, studied thoroughly in Chapters 4 & 5.
Cold flow Units
ρ 994.1 ks/m3
µ 0.719× 10−3 Pa · s
Cp 4178 J/(kgK)
Pr 4.885 -
Table 6.2: Properties of water used for the numerical ALM HE predictions.
Visualisations are given in Figures 6.19 & 6.20 where the computational domain
was clipped across the middle top half of the corrugation domain and through the
first inter-layer tube row. Time-averaged vortex shedding resolved behind the elliptical
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Figure 6.18: HE core section of the ALM HE with blockMesh to show the extracted
fluid volume for HE corrugation model.
channels is given in Figure 6.19a, showing flow mixing induced by the elliptical conduit
shape. Figure 6.19b shows the vertical velocity component inside the HE corrugation
model and a clear occurrence of the inter-layer flow, despite uniform velocity specified
at the inlet of the domain. Figure 6.20a shows the constant temperature condition
applied onto the computational domain and heat transfer occurring inside the inter-
layer conduits. Pressure drop inside the HE corrugation channel is given in Figure
6.20b. It can be seen increasing faster in the first period of the domain and then
stabilising for the rest of the corrugation periods.
a)
b)
Figure 6.19: Visualisations of the novel ALM HE corrugation model at Recorrug = 200
using contour plots of a) velocity magnitude and b) vertical velocity component. Flow
direction is left to right.
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a)
b)
Figure 6.20: Visualisations of the novel ALM HE corrugation model at Recorrug = 200
using contour plots of a) temperature and b) pressure. Flow direction is left to right.
The HE corrugation model results were summarised in Table 6.3 to study the overall
channel performance as it is the input to the simplified HE unit model. This produced
more visible differences between the meshes and allowed choosing the fine mesh for
further simulations despite having a high (≈ 13 × 106 cells) mesh resolution. This
grid was also selected because of the low Reynolds number used for grid independence
and considering that higher flow rates will be analysed which in turn normally require
higher computational resolution.
Mesh Mesh size ∆P , Pa ∆T , K
Coarse 43951 20.28 16.28
Coarse 2 296930 25.75 18.54
Medium 1.6× 106 26.44 18.91
Medium 2 2.1× 106 26.44 18.81
Fine 13.4× 106 26.24 18.61
Fine 2 20.4× 106 26.14 18.64
Table 6.3: Mesh resolution data of the ALM HE corrugation showing the overall
performance of the channel.
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Figure 6.21: Cold flow domain of the ALM HE unit used for CFD predictions.
6.4.2 HE Unit Model
Two models for resolving the novel HE unit mesh were developed: fully resolved inter-
layer HE unit (Figure 6.21) and the simplified HE unit domains (Figure 6.22). Com-
pared to the traditional simplified HE core, resolving the novel inter-layer channel HE
unit model is advantageous as it allows to study the complex flow in detail, essential in
understanding effectiveness of the inter-layer conduits. Both computational domains
were meshed using a combination of blockMesh and snappyHexMesh, identical pro-
cedure to the HE corrugation model (Section 6.4.1). Simulations were completed at
Reinlet = 7532 with numerical setup in Section 6.4. Fully detailed analysis of the ALM
HE prototype was computationally feasible due to two reasons: smaller overall HE
size and larger hydraulic diameter of the HE corrugation than in Chapter 5. Same
as in the HE corrugation model, a constant temperature condition of T = 318 K for
HE unit modelled was applied to the inner HE core walls (Figure 6.21). Heat transfer
through the HE header surfaces was not included as it was considered negligible.
Figure 6.22: The cold flow HE unit domain extracted for the simplfied HE modelling.
Simplified HE model setup developed to use the data from the HE corrugation
model for input (Section 6.4.1) was similar to Chapter 5 model as the HE core was
reduced to four empty layers (Figure 6.22). This model does not consider the vertical
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flow pathways (initial inclusion of them led to solution divergence) and uses Darcy-
Forschheimer and heat transfer effectiveness source terms (Equations 3.47 & 3.50) for
flow and heat transfer. Arbitrary uni-directional flow resistance of f = 236 (with
Darcy term d = 0) and effectiveness of  = 0.4 values were used as inputs for mesh
independence. It should be noted that using constant temperature boundary condition,
the effectiveness model simplifies:
 =
Tout, cold − Tin, cold
Tin, hot − Tin, cold . (6.2)
This enables to calculate the HE outlet temperature which should be predicted by the
simplified model (Tout = 303 K or ∆T = 10 K). A series of meshes were also created
to evaluate predictions using both domains (Table 6.4).
Mesh Inter-layer HE unit mesh size Simplified HE unit mesh size
Coarse 1.69× 106 1.69× 106
Coarse2 8.82× 106 6.71× 106
Medium 27.4× 106 27.71× 106
Fine 69.58× 106 44.56× 106
Table 6.4: Data of the HE unit meshes, cold flow domain only.
Firstly, the detailed inter-layer HE model is visualised using flow and temperature
contours which cut through the third and fourth layers of HE in Figures 6.23 & 6.24.
Velocity distributions in both layers show clear maldistribution in the inlet HE header.
a)
b)
Figure 6.23: Velocity contours through the middle of a) third and b) fourth layers of
the novel ALM HE at Coarse2 resolution (counting the layers from the bottom to the
top of the inter-layer HE model, Figure 6.21).
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It was caused by a non-optimal initial HE header design, driven by the restricted
printing volume of the SLM apparatus used to manufacture the prototype. Also,
much higher fluid velocities are seen in the third HE layer (Figure 6.23a) compared
to the fourth (Figure 6.23b). It suggests maldistribution at the inlet to HE core
section, studied further in Section 6.6.1.1. Temperature contours in Figure 6.24 show
that the maldistribution leads to uneven fluid heat up inside the HE core. Also, the
heat is entrained into the inlet HE header and pre-heats the flow prior the HE core
section. However, Figures 6.23 & 6.24 show a clear presence of inter-layer flow and heat
transfer. This agrees with HE corrugation model predictions and shows the potential of
the novel HE. To evaluate the solution independence the overall HE unit performance
a)
b)
Figure 6.24: Temperature contours through the middle of a) third and b) fourth layers
of the novel ALM HE at Coarse2 resolution (counting the layers from the bottom to
the top of the inter-layer HE model, Figure 6.21).
Mesh ∆P , Pa ∆T , K
Coarse 143.69 15.088
Coarse 2 143.75 16.13
Medium 157.87 16.5
Fine 163.44 17.43
Table 6.5: Mesh resolution data of the ALM HE unit model showing the overall per-
formance.
was summarised in Table 6.5. The data allowed to conclude that medium mesh is of
sufficient accuracy as it provided the closest values for both pressure drop and heat
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transfer to the fine mesh. It was also much more manageable than the fine mesh with
current computational capabilities (27× 106 versus 70× 106 cell size meshes).
Simplified HE model (Figure 6.22) was post-processed using the same procedure.
However, in this section the two models were not compared directly since arbitrary
values were selected to simplify the HE core. Firstly, the flow was visualised in Figure
6.25 to show the effect of assumptions on the flow and heat transfer. Velocity distri-
a)
b)
Figure 6.25: a) Velocity and b) Temperature contours of the third layer of the novel
ALM HE at Coarse2 resolution (counting layers from the bottom to the top of the
porous HE mode, Figure 6.22).
bution (Figure 6.25a) shows that the inlet HE header maldistribution is still resolved.
However, overly simplified flow is predicted, compared to the inter-layer HE (Figure
6.23). Because of this the temperature distribution inside the HE model (Figure 6.25b)
was resolved to the prescribed value of Tout = 303 K almost directly at the entrance
to the porous region, oversimplifying the result. It should be noted that in this case
all four layers were prescribed with an identical temperature jump, irrespectively of
the mass flow coming to each HE core layer. To understand the overall performance
Mesh ∆P , Pa ∆T , K
Coarse 148.88 9.92
Coarse 2 156.77 10.15
Medium 167.17 9.76
Fine 170.63 9.85
Table 6.6: Mesh resolution data of the simplified ALM HE model showing the overall
performance of the channel.
differences the results were summarised in Table 6.6. All the meshes produced a close
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result to the prescribed temperature jump of ∆T = 10 K whilst more differences were
observed in ∆P . Medium resolution mesh was selected again for further simulations
as it predicted the closest pressure drop to the fine mesh whilst still maintaining a
reasonable computational expense.
6.5 Novel HE Corrugation Modelling Across Reynolds
Number Range
In this section, mesh independent novel inter-layer HE corrugation model is analysed
at 25 ≤ Recorrug ≤ 500. It is undertaken to establish a dataset for the simplified
HE unit model and to analyse the changing HE corrugation performance. The overall
single channel model performance was summarised in Figure 6.26 using friction factor
(f) and heat transfer effectiveness () data. Additionally, pressure drop (∆P ) and
temperature change (∆T ) results are in Table 6.7. Friction factor f data (Equation
3.47, Figure 6.26a) reduces to a steady value at the higher Reynolds numbers, trend-
wise agreeing with Chapter 5 results. Heat transfer effectiveness (Equation 3.50, Figure
6.26b) predictions decay with increasing Reynolds number, an expected result with
fixed temperature heat transfer condition. The last point (Recorrug = 500), however,
is an outlier from the overall trends which suggests a possible switch from steady-state
to the unsteady flow regime. It is thought to relate to the occurring flow instability
which led to the slight fluctuations in the overall pressure at Recorrug = 500 in Figure
6.27.
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Figure 6.26: Overall single channel characteristics using a) f factor and b) heat transfer
effectiveness.
To test the theory, an additional run at Recorrug = 600 was completed. It showed
that any increase in the Reynolds number leads to solution divergence using the steady-
state and laminar assumptions. Thus, numerical assumptions at the higher Reynolds
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number flows should be reconsidered by enabling turbulence modelling and potentially
utilising the transient flow solver.
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Figure 6.27: Pressure drop to show the occurrence of unsteady flow which leads to the
breakdown of the steady assumption at Recorrug = 600.
Re ∆P , Pa ∆T , K Re ∆P , Pa ∆T , K
25 1.5 23 300 48.56 17.35
50 3.5 21.89 400 77.23 16.44
100 9.34 20.24 500 113 14.48
200 26.028 18.36
Table 6.7: Averaged data of the detailed ALM HE corrugation model.
Figure 6.28: Data extraction planes at Recorrug = 100 showing velocity contours.
6.6 HE Unit Modelling across the Reynolds Number Range
6.6.1 Inter-layer HE Unit Simulations
In this section, performance of the fully detailed ALM HE unit model is assessed at
25 ≤ Recorrug ≤ 500 to understand the change in novel inter-layer HE performance
with increasing flow rate. It was undertaken using the sampling planes in Figure 6.28
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where the data was averaged across all four HE layers at each location. Example
results of pressure and temperature for Recorrug = 100 and Recorrug = 300 cases along
the domain are shown in Figure 6.29. A clear jump in pressure drop is observed at the
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Figure 6.29: Flow-wise averaged a) pressure drop and b) temperature change. Red
vertical lines show the limits of the HE core (Locations 7 to 14).
point where the flow from the different manifolds converges at the outlet header (Figure
6.29a) and increases non-linearly with Reynolds number - a similar result to Chapter
5. In addition, it should be noted that in both cases, a small drop in temperature was
observed straight after the HE core section (period 15). Location relates to the HE
unit section immediately after the HE core and the drop in temperature is caused by
a sudden increase in the flow cross-sectional area.
Two flow and heat transfer regimes are shown in Figure 6.29. At Recorrug = 100
pressure drop and temperature change are minimal within the inlet HE header and the
majority of heat transfer occurs in the first HE core corrugation period. However, at
Recorrug = 300 the results are different - the fluctuations in pressure drop at the inlet
header are apparent and relate to the rapidly increasing flow cross-sectional area. Heat
transfer is also predicted to occur within the inlet HE header and relates to heat en-
trainment in the inlet HE header. This is well shown in Figure 6.30 where temperature
contours are compared at Recorrug = 50 and Recorrug = 500 and illustrate intensify-
ing heat entrainment with increasing Reynolds number. This change in behaviour
occurs from Recorrug > 200 onwards, suggesting that it could relate to unsteady flow
occurrence inside HE core, particularly observed at 300 ≤ Recorrug ≤ 500. At these
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a)
b)
Figure 6.30: Temperature contours at a) Recorrug = 50 and b) Recorrug = 500 through
the third HE core layer.
flow rates small fluctuations in the overall HE predictions were observed, shown using
overall ∆P in Figure 6.31. It suggests the onset of the unsteady flow regime which
was also indicated by rather high solution residuals, similar result to Chapter 5. To
avoid the effects of flow unsteadiness, data at 300 ≤ Recorrug ≤ 500 was averaged from
iteration 6000 to 10000, producing an averaged quantity for each corrugation period
inside the HE core.
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Figure 6.31: Overall pressure drop (∆P ) across the unit versus the solution iterations
to show the fluctuation levels.
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Overall HE unit performance was summarised in Table 6.8. The standard de-
viation data shows that the predictions were fluctuating only for the pressure drop.
Temperature change remained almost-steady state and suggests that unsteady flow
levels are relatively low at these Reynolds numbers, allowing to reassure confidence in
predictions. Results were also sanity checked by comparing the inter-layer HE unit
Re ∆P , Pa σ, ∆P , Pa ∆T , K σ, ∆T , K
25 8.18 − 22.39 0.02
50 26.45 − 19.69 0.04
100 89.58 0.15 16.82 0.02
200 301.7 1.91 16.21 0.03
300 626.64 4.96 12.50 0.03
400 1047.83 12.53 11.34 0.12
500 1602.06 23.72 10.50 0.12
Table 6.8: Overall performance of the inter-layer HE unit.
pressure drop with the head loss formula for sudden flow contraction in pipes (taken
from White [174]):
hf = K
U2outlet
2g
(6.3)
with K=0.5. Example calculation was completed for the highest Recorrug = 500 case
and provided a ∆P ≈ 1100 Pa, a sizeable proportion of the overall pressure drop
through the inter-layer HE unit predicted with CFD (∆P = 1602, Table 6.8). The
result further increases confidence in the CFD results obtained, especially taking into
the account that the flow within the header is more complex compared to the pipe
flow and higher pressure drop can be expected in the manifold header.
6.6.1.1 Performance of the Individual HE Core Layers
Four layers of the ALM HE core were analysed separately to measure the levels of
inter-layer HE mixing and the effect of it to overall HE performance. For this the
individual layers were numbered 1 to 4 from the bottom to the top of the HE core
(Figure 6.21). The mass flow and pressure drop performance of the individual layers
was observed similar trend-wise across 25 ≤ Recorrug ≤ 500 with an example in Figure
6.32. The results obtained are encouraging - irrespectively of the Reynolds number
the outer layers (Layers 1 and 4) entrained almost twice the mass flow in the middle of
the HE core compared to the inlet to the HE core. It is a particularly positive output,
taking into account this is not an optimised design. Interestingly, in Figure 6.32a a
return of the mass flow to the middle HE layers at the last period of the HE core
was observed. This relates to the flow redistributing to the straightest path towards
the HE outlet, compared to a more complicated passage through the top and bottom
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Figure 6.32: a) Mass flow and b) pressure drop data averaged at every period of the
HE core corrugation for individual layers at Recorrug = 100.
branches of the manifold HE header (Figure 6.21). Pressure drop (Figure 6.32b) was
found the lowest at the inlet to the HE core in all cases and increased through the
HE core as the flow became further mixed inside the HE core. Exception is the last
period of the HE core where the pressure drop increases sharply in the central HE
core layers and reduces within the outer layers of the HE core, aligning with the flow
redistributing back to the middle HE core layers.
More differences were observed in terms of heat transfer (Figures 6.33 & 6.34). At
the lower Reynolds number (Recorrug = 100, Figure 6.33) most of the heat transfer
was predicted in the first period of the HE corrugation and then dropped sharply. This
agrees with the previous result at the HE unit level, shown in Section 6.6.1. At the
higher Reynolds numbers (Re & 200) heat transfer behaviour inside the HE core was
changed significantly by heat entrainment in the inlet HE header (Figure 6.30). The
destabilising effect of it was also found to be particularly strong at the middle HE
layers (2 & 3) where most of the flow enters the HE core. It should be noted that the
visible small solution fluctuations have little difference to the overall heat transferred
by each HE core layer and the overall solution stability of the HE as shown in the Table
6.8. Here, the temperature change is lower in the first corrugation period than in the
outer layers (1 & 4). However, in both figures the heat transfer performance between
the layers equalises from the fourth HE corrugation period onwards. It is driven by
the mass flow redistribution inside the HE core and confirms that the novel inter-layer
HE corrugation is efficient.
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Figure 6.33: a) Temperature change and b) heat transfer data averaged at every period
of the HE core corrugation for individual layers at Recorrug = 100.
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Figure 6.34: a) Temperature change and b) heat transfer data averaged at every period
of the HE core corrugation for individual layers at Recorrug = 300.
6.6.2 Simulations of the Individual Inter-layer HE Components
After observing high pressure gradients at the outlet HE header with the two HE types
(plate-fin HE in Chapter 5 and the inter-layer HE in Chapter 6) and large computa-
tional cost, the inter-layer HE computational domain was split into two individual
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parts: outlet HE header and superchannel HE core models (Figure 6.35). Superchan-
a) b)
Figure 6.35: a) Inlet/outlet header and b) Superchannel computational domains.
nel model is a novel single corrugation width period HE core model. It represents an
idealised scenario within the HE core by uniform, non-maldistributed velocity inlet
which enables the highest heat transfer. It should be noted that uniform velocity in-
let was also applied for the outlet HE header and the same Reynolds number range
(25 ≤ Recorrug ≤ 500) was used for both domains suing the numerical setup of the
inter-layer HE (Section 6.4.2). Inter-layer HE unit model mesh resolution was main-
tained by cropping the HE unit blockmesh size and keeping the same snappyHexMesh
settings.
Outlet Header Superchannel
Re ∆P , Pa σ,∆P , Pa ∆P , Pa ∆T , K
25 9.05 - 1.48 22.89
50 33.28 - 3.49 21.25
100 133.78 - 9.2 19.06
200 495.85 29.65 26.12 16.48
300 1097.1 6.015 49.78 14.42
400 1616.3 1.5 79.63 13.73
500 2425 8.28 116.15 12.1
Table 6.9: Results obtained by simulating the individual inter-layer HE unit compo-
nents.
Outlet HE header data is given in Figure 6.36a and Table 6.9. Higher ∆P in the
outlet header was predicted than with the overall inter-layer HE (Table 6.8). This is
connected to the uniform velocity inlet condition into the outlet HE header which forces
more flow through the outer HE header layers than in the HE unit model predictions.
However, the data could still be used as a conservative estimate for the HE unit pressure
drop. Figure 6.36b compares the ∆P between the two HE corrugation models - the
fully symmetric single channel and the idealised HE core (superchannel) models. Little
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difference is observed between them with the superchannel model predicting marginally
higher ∆P due to the vertical restriction by the HE unit walls with no-slip condition.
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Figure 6.36: Pressure drop comparison between: a) inter-layer HE unit and the outlet
header b) single channel and superchannel models.
Thermal results between the three models are compared in Figure 6.37. As ex-
pected, the most idealised single channel model produced the highest temperature
change. In case of the superchannel model the temperature change was predicted con-
sistently lower compared to the single channel results. The inefficiency arises due to the
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Figure 6.37: Temperature change data between single/super channel and the detailed
inter-layer HE unit outputs.
height restriction of the HE unit size in the superchannel model compared to the single
channel domain. The inter-layer HE unit results were the lowest and show the detri-
mental maldistribution effects which increase with the Reynolds number. However,
splitting the computational domains proved as a useful alternative design methodol-
ogy. It reduced the computational cost by 3.5 times allowing cheap and fast estimate
of pressure drop and heat transfer.
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6.6.3 Simplified Porous Media HE Unit Model Results
The simplified HE unit model was setup as in Section 6.4.2 to evaluate whether a
layered porous media modelling assumption is adequate for the complex ALM design.
Firstly, the simplified HE unit flow-wise performance was averaged over the four HE
layers as previously (Figure 6.28). The obtained results were then compared to the
inter-layer HE unit data in Figures 6.38 & 6.39. In both figures the pressure predictions
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Figure 6.38: Flow-wise averaged a) Pressure and b) Temperature values at Recorrug =
100. Red vertical lines show the limits of the HE core (Locations 7 to 14).
were found to be similar between the two models, dominated by the outlet HE header
effects. However, a much higher contrast is observed in terms of temperature and
the disagreement between the two models increases with the Reynolds number. The
main reason identified was the empty layer simplification required for the conventional
simplified HE modelling methodology. This uses the idealised heat transfer data from
the single channel HE corrugation model selecting an optimistic heat transfer estimate
for a layer. In addition, the heat transfer effectiveness model (Equation 3.50) employed
to simplify the heat transfer inside HE core releases the heat transfer faster compared
to the inter-layer HE unit model results (Figures 6.38b and 6.39b). This in turn makes
more heat available close to the inlet HE header (Figure 6.40a), creating conditions for
more heat to be entrained inside the inlet HE header. The heat entrainment increases
at higher Reynolds numbers (Figure 6.38b vs 6.39b) and results in increasingly over-
prediction of ∆T comparing the simplified HE versus the inter-layer HE model (Table
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6.8 vs Table 6.10) and further distorts the results. These drawbacks severely limit the
usage of the simplified HE unit model for complex ALM HE designs.
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Figure 6.39: Flow-wise averaged a) Pressure and b) Temperature values at Recorrug =
300. Red vertical lines show the limits of the HE core (Locations 7 to 14).
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Figure 6.40: Contours at Recorrug = 100 through the second porous media HE layer
of a) velocity and b) temperature.
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Re ∆P , Pa σ, ∆P , Pa ∆T , K σ, ∆T , K
25 6.34 − 22.08 −
50 26 − 21.19 −
100 91.51 − 19.67 −
200 326.4 − 17.87 −
300 666.4 1.47 16.79 −
400 1144.2 10.89 15.54 0.29
500 1735.1 6.06 15.38 0.26
Table 6.10: Averaged data of the porous ALM HE unit.
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Figure 6.41: a) Mass flow and b) pressure drop data averaged every period of the
simplified HE core for individual layers at Recorrug = 400.
6.6.3.1 Individual Layer Performance of the Simplified HE Unit Model
Individual layer performance of the simplified HE unit is discussed here. A similar
trend-wise behaviour was predicted across the Reynolds number range with the ex-
ample outputs given in Figures 6.41 & 6.42 (Recorrug = 400). The maldistribution at
the inlet HE header resulted in three times lower mass flow through the outer (1 & 4)
HE layers compared to the middle (2 & 3) HE core layers (Figure 6.41a). In addition,
inter-layer connection between the layers was not modelled, thus, maldistribution lev-
els remained the same through the HE core. This creates conditions under which the
pressure drop in the middle HE layers is several times higher (Figure 6.41b) compared
to the inter-layer HE model (Figure ??b) where performance across all HE core layers
is more uniform. Simplified HE model also led to different thermal predictions between
the HE core layers (Figures 6.42) when compared to the inter-layer HE results (Figure
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Figure 6.42: Heat transfer data averaged every period of the simplified HE core for
individual layers at Recorrug = 400.
6.34), again arising from no inter-layer mixing and provides an inaccurate prediction
of the inter-layer HE unit.
Figure 6.43: The cold flow domain of the HE unit with no vertical flow passages (pin-fin
HE).
6.7 Comparing the Novel HE to a Conventional Design
A special HE model was designed to evaluate the performance of the novel inter-
layer HE unit. It was accomplished by blocking the vertical inter-layer HE pathways
and creating a pin-fin HE with the extracted cold flow domain given in Figure 6.43.
The numerical setup was left identical to the inter-layer HE unit setup (Section 6.4)
to enable solution similarity between the two CFD models. Firstly, the pin-fin HE
performance was compared to the detailed inter-layer HE unit model in Figures 6.44
& 6.45. The data was averaged across the HE layers as previously at the sampling
planes shown in Figure 6.28. Pressure predictions were similar between the inter-layer
and the pin-fin HE models across the Reynolds number range (25 ≤ Recorrug ≤ 500)
(Figures 6.44a & 6.45a). It was dominated again by the outlet header effects, agreeing
with the results of the previous inter-layer and simplified HE models. In terms of
the temperature as well as the overall thermal HE performance (Tables 6.11 & 6.8),
pin-fin and inter-layer HE models agree better compared to the simplified HE model,
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especially in terms of heat entrainment into the inlet HE header. However, it can be
observed that the temperature change predicted by the pin-fin HE was lower compared
to the inter-layer HE results. This is thought to relate to the removal of the inter-layer
mixing and is further compared across a Reynolds number range in Section 6.7.2.
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Figure 6.44: Flow-wise averaged a) Pressure and b) Temperature at Recorrug = 100.
Red vertical lines show the limits of the HE core (Locations 7 to 14).
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Figure 6.45: Flow-wise averaged a) Pressure and b) Temperature at Recorrug = 300.
Red vertical lines show the limits of the HE core (Locations 7 to 14).
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Re ∆P , Pa σ, ∆P , Pa ∆T , K σ, ∆T , K
25 8.6 − 21.03 −
50 27.5 − 18.27 −
100 92.2 0.044 15.5 −
200 311 1.73 12.79 −
300 643.4 4.72 11.2 −
400 1071 7.62 10.1 −
500 1602.06 26.32 9.28 −
Table 6.11: Averaged data of the pin-fin HE unit model.
6.7.1 Performance of the Individual Pin-Fin HE Layers
Individual layer performance of the pin-fin HE core is evaluated at Recorrug = 400
(Figures 6.46 & 6.47). In terms of trend-wise mass flow and pressure drop performance
the pin-fin HE predictions were found similar to the simplified HE model (Figure 6.41,
25 ≤ Recorrug ≤ 500). In both numerical models, around 3 times lower mass flow
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Figure 6.46: a) Mass flow and b) pressure drop data averaged every period of the core
corrugation for individual layers at Recorrug = 400.
coming into the outer layers (1 & 4) compared to the middle layers (2 & 3) was
predicted (Figure 6.46a). It was due to maldistribution in the inlet HE header and no
inter-layer mixing inside the HE core. This resulted in a much larger pressure drop in
the middle HE core layers (2 & 3) compared to the outer ones (1 & 4) where it was
almost negligible. It contrasts again with the inter-layer HE model (Figures 6.32 & ??)
where performance of the individual layers is much more uniform. This illustrates the
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advantages of the inter-layer HE corrugation as it creates smaller pressure differentials
inside the HE core, potentially prolonging the lifetime of HE.
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Figure 6.47: Heat transfer data averaged every period of the core corrugation for
individual layers at Recorrug = 400.
Inlet HE header maldistribution also affected the heat transfer results (Figure 6.47).
This is particularly clear for the outer HE core layers (1 & 4) where in the first two
periods of the HE core negligible heat transfer is produced. This occurs because of a
combination of lower mass flow in the outer HE layers and recirculation inside the inlet
HE header which heats up the flow prior to entering HE core (Figure 6.48). After the
Figure 6.48: Temperature contours of the fourth (top) layer of the HE unit with no
vertical flow passages (pin-fin HE) at Recorrug = 400.
first two periods of HE corrugation the pre-heating effect is no longer present and heat
transfer (Q) between the corrugation periods in the outer HE core layers is observed.
However, it is still significantly lower than the heat transfer in the middle HE core
layers. This is contrary to the inter-layer HE results (Figures 6.33 & 6.34) where the
individual layer performance equalises at around period 3 of the HE core corrugation,
reinforcing superiority of the novel inter-layer HE.
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6.7.2 Comparing Different HE Model Results
Performance of different HE models using the overall pressure drop ∆P and tempera-
ture change ∆T is compared in Figure 6.49. Inter-layer and pin-fin HE unit pressure
drops are predicted very similar (Figure 6.49a) and shows that the additional inter-
layer mixing does not significantly contribute to the overall pressure drop. Simplified
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Figure 6.49: a) Pressure drop ∆P , Pa and b) Temperature change ∆T , K data using
different modelling assumptions.
HE model, however, produced slightly higher overall pressure drop (within ≈ 10%),
small differences relating to simplifying the HE core as an empty layer where uniform
resistance is predicted throughout. Outlet HE header model produced the highest
pressure drop of all the models due to the uniform velocity inlet boundary condition
applied to all four channels of the HE header. This results in more flow through the
outer header layers than in the inter-layer HE unit model and creates progressively
higher flow resistance. However, as the model is significantly computationally cheaper
it could be used for a conservative estimate of the overall flow resistance.
Temperature change (∆T ) data (Figure 6.49b) compares the performance of five
different HE models. The first two are the HE corrugation only single channel and
superchannel models. Here the single channel is the most idealised fully symmetric
HE corrugation model (Figure 6.17) and is used to generate the data for the porous
media HE model. Superchannel model (Figure 6.35b) is a one channel width HE core
model with top and bottom limits and serves as an idealised HE core model with
no flow maldistribution. The single channel model produced the highest temperature
change between the models as it does not have the vertical restriction, creating an
infinite height channel. The superchannel model, however, had the vertical restriction
(due to the height of the HE) which in turn limited flow mixing and the heat transfer
area in the outer layers of the HE core. This resulted in differences between the two
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corrugation models becoming pronounced at Recorrug ≥ 300, leading to lower heat
transfer prediction (16% in terms of ∆T ).
The next two models compared are the superchannel and the inter-layer HE. In
this case the superchannel model predicts consistently higher ∆T (2−13%), increasing
with the Reynolds number. This shows a not perfect mass flow redistribution inside the
inter-layer HE despite the vertical conduits and highlights the necessity of an efficient
HE header design. Simplified HE unit model in terms of the thermal performance
does not even follow the trend-wise behaviour of any other HE unit model, severely
limiting its use for complex ALM HE designs. The model progressively over-predicts
heat transfer caused by the HE core simplification discussed afore and results in similar
∆T predicted to the single channel model. Comparing the inter-layer to the pin-fin
HE models shows that the former predicted constantly higher ∆T (7-13% depending
on the Reynolds number). This confirms that the inter-layer flow conduits enhance
heat transfer by enabling a more uniform HE core performance.
6.8 Conclusions of the Chapter
A series of novel HE concepts utilising design freedom of SLM process were designed
and manufactured using titanium at HE relevant lenghtscales to ensure feasibility of
the structures. The most promising HE corrugation utilising novel inter-layer flow
channels and manifold HE headers were then implemented in a proof of concept HE in
counter-flow orientation. Flow resistance and heat transfer performance of the novel
inter-layer HE was then established using CFD. Commonly used simplified HE unit
modelling (same as in Chapter 5) and fully detailed inter-layer HE unit simulations
were undertaken. A third pin-fin HE model was designed by blocking the inter-layer
conduits to evaluate the performance of the novel inter-layer HE corrugation. All HE
unit models produced a very similar response in terms of the pressure drop, dominated
by the outlet HE header effects, a similar result to Chapter 5. More differences were
observed in terms of the overall temperature change between the different CFD models.
Porous media HE model increasingly over-predicted thermal performance which was
caused by the HE core simplification to empty layers, limiting its use for complex
ALM HE designs. Between the inter-layer and pin-fin HE models the former model
predicted a 7 − 13% higher ∆T . The additional performance relates to mass flow
redistribution inside the inter-layer HE core, enabled by the novel corrugation as well
as increased flow mixing and heat transfer area. Based on the idealised superchannel
HE core model performance results up to additional ≈ 10% ∆T could be obtained by
optimising the inlet HE header. Nonetheless, the novel inter-layer HE corrugation is a
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significant step in heat exchanger industry and has a strong potential to be a popular
ALM based solution of the future.
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7.1 Conclusions
The driver for this research was to produce a novel thermal management solution, su-
perior to the current devices for the use in future defence aerospace applications. This
sector is particularly challenging as it requires combining multiple design objectives:
firstly, high performance operation of the aircraft as defence industry requires more
intensive cooling than civil aerospace. This arises from the dense installation of pow-
erful electronics such as radars. Other major challenges include the overall thermal
signature of an aircraft and limited installation space available. Different thermal tasks
within the aircraft are assembled into thermal management systems where heat addi-
tion or rejection is undertaken using heat exchangers, playing a vital role in the overall
performance of the system. Thus, the project focused on improving the performance
of heat exchangers using computational fluid dynamics and additive layer manufactur-
ing with the research undertaken as outlined in the Aims & Objectives (Section 1.4).
The main research outcomes (Chapters 4-6) are bullet-pointed and related back to the
original project aims below:
Chapter 4: Flow and Heat Transfer Modelling of a Single HE Corrugation
Channel
• A two dimensional sinusoidal heat exchanger channel was modelled based on a
published numerical study and analysed at 5 ≤ Re ≤ 1000 to study the change
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in flow and heat transfer characteristics using a range of numerical assumptions
for the detailed flow and heat transfer [Objective 1.1].
• It was found that analysing a single period of the HE fins with periodic flow
and heat transfer assumptions was not sufficient in the majority of scenarios,
especially in order to obtain accurate heat transfer performance estimates. A
full length single channel of the HE corrugation layer was found necessary for
more reliable predictions [Objective 1.2].
• Transitional Reynolds regime is often observed in gaseous and high velocity heat
exchanger applications (for this application it occurred at Re ≈ 200). However,
resolving flow and heat transfer performance in this regime becomes challenging
as the numerical methodology is not clear in the literature. It was shown that the
k −  turbulence model completely fails to detect the transitional regime, whilst
the laminar assumption produces a chaotic result. However, the k − ω SST
model predictions were found to be the most reliable and should be employed
for the solutions in the transitional flow regime [Objective 1.2].
• Importance of accurate discretisation of the flow and heat transfer equations
was shown, concluding that the domain should be approximated to second order
accuracy to accurately resolve the unsteady flow behaviour. Using lower accuracy
discretisation schemes with the k−ω SST model led to up to 30% lower pressure
drop whilst producing similar Nusselt number performance. This suggested that
the less accurate output could be used as a close initial guess or in situations
where a full transient solution is overly time consuming [Objective 1.2].
Chapter 5: Heat Exchanger Modelling Validation
• In this chapter a compact plate-fin heat exchanger with serrated corrugation was
used to develop validated numerical modelling techniques. To accomplish this,
the heat exchanger was experimentally tested at a broad Reynolds number range
and a comprehensive data set was established [Objective 1.3].
• A novel heat exchanger corrugation modelling domain was proposed utilising
the conjugate heat transfer methodology. The method takes a slice of a heat
exchanger core and models a portion of both cold and hot flow heat exchanger
core layers separated by a solid. It eliminates the need for empirical models
(such as Kays and London [6]) to adjust the heat transfer values, enables a
better understanding of heat transfer inside the heat exchanger core and provides
potential to create more efficient heat exchangers [Objective 1.4].
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• The novel heat exchanger corrugation model was used to obtain flow and heat
transfer data which was then implemented into the simplified numerical heat
exchanger unit model and compared to the experiments. A close agreement was
found both in terms of the flow resistance (maximum of ≈ 10% difference in ∆P )
and heat transfer (average of ≈ 4.9% difference in HE effectiveness ), resulting
in better agreement than reported in industry. This enabled validating the novel
heat exchanger design methodology [Objective 1.4].
Chapter 6: Compact Heat Exchangers and Additive Layer Manufacturing
• A number of concept heat exchanger designs were conceived to enhance heat
transfer performance, achieved by utilising the design freedom of additive layer
manufacturing. To evaluate feasibility of the designs the most promising ones
were manufactured using selective laser melting at the heat exchanger relevant
lengthscales. All concept ideas were resulted in structurally integral parts, al-
lowing to pursue the subject further [Objective 2.1].
• Using the findings of the feasibility study a proof of concept heat exchanger
was designed with the novel inter-layer heat exchanger corrugation in counter-
flow orientation combined with the novel manifold header design. It was then
manufactured and analysed numerically using the prior developed CFD method-
ology. Although the simplified heat exchanger unit model proved successful for
a standard heat exchanger design it was not as robust for evaluating the more
complex heat exchanger, meaning that a fully detailed model of the inter-layer
heat exchanger was required. When compared to a conventional pin-fin heat
exchanger, the inter-layer heat exchanger unit resulted in up to 13% higher ∆T
with no penalty on the pressure drop. This allows the design to be classed as a
significant step in heat exchanger design. [Objective 2.2]
7.2 Implications of the Results
This thesis has shown that computational fluid dynamics modelling is a feasible and
reliable alternative to traditional analytical/experimental heat exchanger design cycle
used in industry. In addition, the novel numerical methodology developed allows a
better insight into the heat transfer and pressure drop processes occurring inside the
heat exchanger core. This enables a designer to produce more efficient heat transfer
solutions.
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Modelling the two dimensional sinusoidal heat exchanger channel revealed the crit-
ical importance of the right modelling assumptions for accurate heat exchanger corru-
gation predictions as they determine the input into the HE unit model and strongly
affects its performance. It was identified that the k − ω SST model should be used
with second order accuracy discretisation of the momentum and energy equations for
accurate predictions across the different Reynolds number regimes. However, this is
not undertaken or acknowledged in the majority of current literature studies which
becomes a significant issue at transitional Reynolds numbers where the importance of
numerical assumptions amplifies.
Using the serrated plate-fin heat exchanger unit enabled to develop a validated,
robust and novel numerical prediction methodology. It also pointed out the drawbacks
of current HE manufacturing techniques. These can often result in partial HE core
layer blockages which in turn lead to significant under-performance of heat exchangers.
Overall, additive layer manufacturing was concluded as a more promising solution for
future heat management. Applying selective laser melting technique to the sector is
a challenging task due to the low wall thickness required for efficient heat transfer
surfaces. However, the initial work showed a much better manufacturing repeatability,
greater design freedom and a potential for further enhanced and efficient heat transfer.
7.3 Further Work
There is a broad spectrum of research which would further develop both, additive layer
manufacturing and future aircraft thermal management. Some of them are bullet-
pointed below:
• Validate the computational fluid dynamics predictions of the complex prototype
additive layer manufactured heat exchanger as the laboratory experiments were
completed beyond the timeline to be included as a part of the PhD thesis. The
additional work would allow to further develop the computational fluid dynamics
methodology of the complex heat exchanger core predictions.
• Optimise the novel inter-layer heat exchanger corrugation. The study could con-
sider a number of variables to search for a more optimised solution. Alternatively
a study could be undertaken in optimising the novel manifold heat exchanger
headers proposed.
• Further work on the computer assisted heat exchanger design cycle. An im-
portant step is producing the initial guess using well established analytical cal-
culations. Traditionally, this initial guess is taken to build the prototype heat
exchanger which is then physically tested. To replace the design cycle afore, the
7.3 Further Work 167
research would look into combining both analytical and numerical design meth-
ods for producing more efficient heat exchangers and minimising costly physical
experiments.
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Appendix A
Experimental Data
A.1 Pressure drop test points
Test point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Fuel m˙, kg/s 0.0378 0.0756 0.1134 0.1512 0.0757 0.1135 0.1513
Fuel ρ, kg/m3 786.7 786.7 786.7 786.7 742.7 742.7 742.7
Fuel µfuel, Pa · s 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006
Tin, K 294 294 294 294 353 353 353
Reinlet 962 1924 2886 3848 4481 8962 11202
Test point 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Fuel m˙, kg/s 0.1891 0.2270 0.2648 0.3026 0.3404 0.3782 0.4161
Fuel ρ, kg/m3 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7
Fuel µfuel, Pa · s 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006
Tin, K 353 353 353 353 353 353 353
Reinlet 11202 13443 15682 17922 20162 22403 24643
Test point 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Fuel m˙, kg/s 0.4539 0.4917 0.5296 0.6052 0.6809 0.7565 0.8321
Fuel ρ, kg/m3 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7
Fuel µfuel, Pa · s 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006
Tin, K 353 353 353 353 353 353 353
Reinlet 26883 29123 31367 35848 40329 44805 49286
Test point 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
Fuel m˙, kg/s 0.9077 0.9834 1.059 1.1345 1.21 1.2855 1.4367
Fuel ρ, kg/m3 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7 742.7
Fuel µfuel, Pa · s 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006
Tin, K 353 353 353 353 353 353 353
Reinlet 53766 5847 62727 67194 71667 76138 85096
Test point 29 30 31
Fuel, m˙, kg/s 1.5879 1.7392 1.8904
Fuel ρ, kg/m3 742.7 742.7 742.7
Fuel µfuel, Pa · s 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006
Tin, K 353 353 353
Reinlet 92666 107351 126587
Table A.1: Pressure drop test data
A.2 Thermal performance test 187
A.2 Thermal performance test
Test point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Fuel m˙, kg/s 0.0757 0.1135 0.1514 0.1893 0.2271 0.2649 0.3027
Fuel ρ, kg/m3 781 780 781 781 781 781 780
Fuel µfuel, Pa · s 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.0012 0.0012
Fuel Tin, K 302 302 302 302 302 302 302
Fuel Reinlet 2241 3342 4475 5607 6672 7782 7892
Test point 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Fuel m˙, kg/s 0.3405 0.3777 0.4155 0.4531 0.4911 0.53 0.5672
Fuel ρ, kg/m3 780 779 779 779 779 781 780
Fuel µfuel, Pa · s 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012
Fuel Tin, K 302 304 304 305 304 302 303
Fuel Reinlet 10002 11095 12205 13308 14424 15568 16661
Test point 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Fuel m˙, kg/s 0.6054 0.6427 0.681 0.7185 0.7560 0.8321 0.9082
Fuel ρ, kg/m3 780 780 780 780 780 780 781
Fuel µfuel, Pa · s 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012
Fuel Tin, K 302 303 302 303 303 303 302
Fuel Reinlet 17782 18879 20005 21106 22207 24443 26678
Test point 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
Fuel m˙, kg/s 0.9839 1.0595 1.135 1.211 1.2864 1.3623 1.4388
Fuel ρ, kg/m3 781 781 780 781 780 781 781
Fuel µfuel, Pa · s 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012
Fuel Tin, K 302 302 303 302 303 302 302
Fuel Reinlet 28902 31122 33340 35573 37787 40018 42265
Test point 29
Fuel m˙, kg/s 1.5871
Fuel ρ, kg/m3 780
Fuel µfuel, Pa · s 0.0012
Fuel Tin, K 304
Fuel Reinlet 46620
Table A.2: Fuel data of the thermal performance test.
188 A.2 Thermal performance test
Test point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Oil m˙, kg/s 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513
Oil ρ, kg/m3 926 926 926 926 926 926 926
Oil µfuel, Pa · s 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031
Oil Tin, K 372 373 373 373 373 373 373
Oil Reinlet 1792 1791 1792 1792 1792 1792 1792
Test point 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Oil m˙, kg/s 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513
Oil ρ, kg/m3 926 926 926 926 926 926 926
Oil µfuel, Pa · s 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031
Oil Tin, K 372 373 373 373 373 372 372
Oil Reinlet 1792 1791 1791 1792 1792 1792 1792
Test point 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Oil m˙, kg/s 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513
Oil ρ, kg/m3 926 926 926 926 926 926 926
Oil µfuel, Pa · s 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031
Oil Tin, K 373 373 372 372 372 372 373
Oil Reinlet 1792 1792 1792 1792 1792 1792 1792
Test point 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
Oil m˙, kg/s 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513 0.1513
Oil ρ, kg/m3 926 926 926 926 926 926 926
Oil µfuel, Pa · s 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031
Oil Tin, K 373 373 373 373 373 373 373
Oil Reinlet 1792 1792 1792 1792 1792 1792 1792
Test point 29
Oil m˙, kg/s 0.1513
Oil ρ, kg/m3 926
Oil µfuel, Pa · s 0.0031
Oil Tin, K 373
Oil Reinlet 1791
Table A.3: Oil data of the thermal performance test

